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LIFTING SMOOTH HOMOTOPIES OF ORBIT SPACES
by GERALD W. SGHWARZ (1)
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o. Introduction.

This paper establishes a G°° analogue of Palais' covering homotopy theorem.
Techniques from differential analysis, invariant theory, and commutative algebra are
used in the proof.

Let K be a compact Lie group, and let X be a smooth (=C00) K-manifold. We
denote by TT^K tne canonical map from X to the orbit space X/K. We give X/K the
quotient topology and differentiable structure, i.e. if UcX/K is open, then G^U)
is the set of real-valued functions on U whose pull-backs to TTXK(U) are smooth. Thus
C00 (U) ̂  C00 (TCX/KW)^ IfY is another smooth K-manifold, we say that ^ : X/K-.Y/K
is smooth if ^C^Y/K) c C^X/K). The notions of difieomorphism, isotopy, etc.,
of orbit spaces have their usual categorical meaning.

Let ^eX. The slice representation at x is the representation of the isotropy
group K^ on the normal space at x to the orbit K^. Two K-orbits are said to have
the same normal type if there are points in each with the same isotropy group and
isomorphic slice representations (up to trivial factors). The subsets of B==X/K of
given normal type are G°° manifolds, and they form a locally finite stratification of B.
Above each stratum, X-»B is a smooth fiber bundle, so we may view X—-B as a
collection of smooth fiber bundles. Many beautiful and deep results concerning regular
actions of the classical groups have been proved by classifying these types of bundle
collections over a fixed B ([7], [8], [i2], [13], [14], [15], [i6], [23], [36], [41], [42]).
These classification results have all hinged upon proving some form of homotopy lifting
theorem. For the category of continuous K-actions one has the celebrated covering
homotopy theorem of Palais [61]. In the case of ordinary fiber bundles Palais' theorem
reduces to the statement that pull-backs by homotopic maps are isomorphic. There
is a natural smooth analogue of Palais' theorem which lies behind the classification
results cited above, and this smooth Palais theorem is equivalent to the

Isotopy Lifting Conjecture (0.1). — Let F : X/Kx [o, i] -> X/K be a smooth isotopy
starting at the identity. Then there is a smooth 'K-equivariant isotopy F : X x [o, i] -> X starting
at the identity and inducing F.

The above conjecture is due to Bredon. In [7] he proved the conjecture for
" special G-manifolds. " Davis [12] showed that (o. i) holds for a large class of regular
actions of the classical groups, and Bierstone [2] showed that (0.1) holds for smooth
actions all of whose isotropy groups have the same dimension. In this paper we show
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LIFTING SMOOTH HOMOTOPIES OF ORBIT SPACES 39

that (0.1) holds in general (corollary (2.4) below). The smooth analogue of Palais5

covering homotopy theorem is our theorem (2.3).
We now briefly describe the contents of the chapters of this paper. Each chapter

begins with a more detailed precis of its contents.
In chapter I we reduce (o. i) to a lifting problem for vector fields: Let X and K

be as above, and let Der(C°°(X/K)) denote the real-linear derivations of C^X/K).
We refer to elements ofDerfd^X/K)) as smooth vector fields on X/K. (See § 3 for
justification of this terminology.) An element of De^C^X/K)) is strata preserving
if it preserves the ideals of G00 (X/K) vanishing on the various strata of X/K. We denote
by ^(X/K) the collection of strata preserving smooth vector fields on X/K, and we
denote by ^(X) the smooth vector fields on X. We prove that the following result
implies (o.i):

Smooth Lifting Theorem (0.2). — The canonical map

{n^: ^(X^Der^X/K))

has image X°°(X/K).

Using the differentiable slice theorem we reduce to proving

(°-3) (^^(W^r^W/L)

for all representation spaces W of closed subgroups L of K. We prove that (0.3) is
equivalent to analogous statements involving polynomial, real analytic, or complex
analytic vector fields.

In chapters II, III, and IV we concentrate on the algebraic and complex analytic
analogues of (0.3). In chapter II we reduce (0.3) to a cohomology problem which
we can solve provided the representation ofL on W has finite principal isotropy groups
and no S3 strata (conditions on slice representations). In chapter III we show how
to classify representations with infinite principal isotropy groups or S3 strata. Using
this classification and some theorems of§ n we are able to reduce (0.3) to the case of
representations of the simple compact Lie groups which have trivial principal isotropy
groups and S3 strata. In chapter IV we develop a method for handling these remaining
cases.

We found it necessary to develop several techniques for calculating rings of invariants
of representations, and in chapter IV we exhibit many cases where the rings of invariants
are regular. Further work along these lines can be found in [67], [68], and references
therein. Also see remarks (17.28) and (17.30) below.

During this work I have benefited from conversations with many mathematicians,
and I would especially like to thank E. Bierstone, D. Buchsbaum, D. Eisenbud,
M. Hochster, D. Lieberman, D. Luna, J. Mather, and Th. Vust.
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I. — THE COVERING HOMOTOPY THEOREM

In § i we recall the basic results concerning orbit spaces of smooth transformation
groups. In § 2 we show how to reduce the isotopy lifting conjecture (0.1) and the
smooth Palais theorem (2.3) to the smooth lifting theorem (0.2). Much of § i and
§ 2 overlaps with [14]. In § 3 we reduce (0.2) to a polynomial analogue of (0.3).
In § 5 we study representations of reductive complex algebraic groups and complexi-
fications of representations of compact Lie groups, and in § 6 we show that polynomial,
real analytic, and complex analytic versions of (0.3) are equivalent. In § 4 we prove
that the kernel of the map (rc^n)* °f (°-2) has a closed complementary subspace in
^co^K ^Qoo topology). As we explain, this result is a step towards a strengthening
of (0.1).

i. Orbit Spaces.

We fix notation and review some of the main theorems concerning orbit spaces.
Proofs of unreferenced claims can be found in [7]. We end the section by proving
an orbit space version of the inverse function theorem.

Z, R, C, and Q^ will denote, respectively, the integers, real numbers, complex
numbers, and quaternions. The non-negative integers (resp. reals) are denoted Z"1"
(resp. R^, and Z^ will denote Z/^Z, yzeZ4'.

All manifolds will be assumed to be second countable and are allowed to have
a boundary.

If G, K, . . . are Lie groups or linear algebraic groups over C, then 3, f, ... will
denote their Lie algebras and G°, K°, ... will denote their identity components. If
L is a subgroup of a group G, then (L) denotes the conjugacy class of L. If L^ and Lg
are subgroups of G, we write (Li)^(Lg) if L^ is conjugate to a subgroup of Lg. If
(L^La) and (Li)=|=(La), we write (L^Lg).

Throughout this paper, K will denote a compact Lie group. A representation of K will
mean a finite dimensional real vector space W (the representation space) together with
a continuous homomorphism p from K to the general linear group GL(W) of W. We
will denote the representation by p or by the pair (W, K). The direct sum of m copies
of p is denoted by wp or (^W, K). If p'=(W', K), then p+p' or (W+W, K) denotes
the direct sum of p and p'. The trivial real ypz-dimensional representation of K is
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LIFTING SMOOTH HOMOTOPIES OF ORBIT SPACES 41

denoted 8^, and we will also use 6^ to denote the corresponding representation space R^.
A trivial representation of unspecified dimension is denoted 6.

We use the (standard) notation of [7] when referring to the classical groups.
We denote the basic representations of0(%), U(n), Sp(yz), etc., by (R^ 0{n)), (C^ U(^)),
(QT? ^p(72))? etc- ^e embed 0(m) into 0(n) via the natural action of the former group
on the first m co-ordinates of R^, m<_n. We similarly consider U{m), SU(m), etc.,
as embedded in U(%), SU(%), etc.

Let p == (W, K) be a representation of K, and let X be a smooth K-manifold.
Following Bredon [8], we say that X is modelled on p if each A:eX has a K-invariant
neighborhood which is K-diffeomorphic to an open subset of W. We say that X is
stably modelled on p if for each component X' ofX there arer, j-eZ4' such that X'x6^
is modelled on p+6s« If K is the classical group 0(n) (resp. U(7z), resp. Sp(^)), then
X is called a regular K-manifold if X is stably modelled on (mR^ 0(^)) (resp. (wC",
U(^)), resp. M, Sp(^))), meZ+.

Let L be a closed subgroup of K, and let P be a smooth L-manifold. The twisted
product K XL? is the orbit space (KxP)/L where ^k,p)=={k^~\ I p ) ; /'eL, AeK, peP.
We denote the orbit of {k,p) by [k,p]. The twisted product KXi^P is a smooth
K-manifold, where k'\k, p\==.\k'k, p\\ k ^ k ' e K , peP. Note that (Kx^P)^ is diffeo-
morphic to P/L. If X is a smooth K-manifold and ^eX, then the normal bundle
to Kx is K-difFeomorphic to Kx^Np, where Na;==T^(X)/Ta;(KA:) is the normal space
to K^ at x.

The following is a variant of a theorem of Koszul:

Differentiable Slice Theorem (i. i). — Let X be a smooth 'K-manifold,

(1) If A:(^X, then a ^.-invariant neighborhood of x is K.-dtffeomorphic to Kx^N^.
(2) If xe ̂ X, then a ̂ -invariant neighborhood of x is 'K.-diffeomorphic to R"*" x (K X^NJ,

where N,==T^X)/TJK^). •

Statement (i) is the usual differentiable slice theorem, and (2) follows from (i)
and the fact that ^X has a collar equivariantly diffeomorphic to R4' x ^X, where K acts
trivially on R4'. We will refer to theorem ( i . i) as the DST. If X and the K-action
are real analytic (e.g. X is a representation space of K), then the diffeomorphisms of
the DST can be chosen to be real analytic. Note that the DST implies that X/K is
locally diffeomorphic to (perhaps the product of R4" and) orbit spaces of linear actions.

Let L be a subgroup of K, and let X be a smooth K-manifold. The union of
those orbits whose isotropy groups are in (L) is denoted X^, and X^ denotes X^cX^
Suppose that X^^ 0. We then call (L) an isotropy class of the K-action on X. There
is a canonical embedding of X^/K into X/K, and the image (X/K)(L) is called an
isotropy type stratum of X/K. We give (X/K)(L) the smooth structure of the orbit
space X^/K.

41
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42 G E R A L D W . S C H W A R Z

Proposition (1.2). — Let X be a smooth Y^-manifold.

(1 ) The isotropy type strata {(X/K)(L)} are smooth manifolds^ and the inclusions
(X/K)(L) -> X/K are smooth.

(2) 77^ components of the isotropy type strata are a locally finite collection of subsets o/'X/K
whose boundaries (as manifolds) are a locally finite collection of subsets of ^X/K.

(3) Let {(5y} be the set of normal type strata of X/K. Then the components of the a^ are
the same as the components of the (X/K)(L), and {(^}={(X/K)(L)} if X is stably modelled
on a representation of K.

Proof. — Using the fact that ^X has a K-collar ^XxR4', we may easily reduce
to the case ^X=0. Let ^eX. By the DST, a K-invariant neighborhood U of Kx
is K-diffeomorphic to Kx^N^. Let W be a K^-complement to N^ in N,. Then
X^nU^KxK^N^), and (X^nU^K^N^ is a G00 manifold which embeds
smoothly in U/K^N^xW/K^. Thus ( i ) is proved. Part (2) is well-known: Since
U/K^IsTJK^, one can reduce to the case of representations, and then one proceeds
by induction (see [62]).

We now prove (3). Let W be a representation space of K, and let weW. Then
there is an isomorphism of K^-representations:

N,=TJW)/TJK^W/(f/fJ.

It follows that isotropy type determines normal type for stably modelled actions, and
that isotropy type determines normal type locally. •

Corollary (1.3). — Let X be a smooth ^.-manifold. Then

(^^(X^X^X/K).

proof. — Let AeX^X)^ let xeX, and let U and W be as in the proof of ( i . 2 J .
Let /eC^U/K^C^N^N^xW)^, and suppose that/vanishes on N^x{o}.
Since the image of A{x) in N^ lies in N^, A{f){x)=o. It follows that (TT^K^A pre-
serves the ideals in C^X/K) vanishing on the strata of X/K, i.e. (Tr^E:)^^0^/1^)- •

The following result is due to Montgomery, Samelson, and Yang:

Theorem (1.4). — Let X be a connected smooth K-manifold. There is a unique isotropy
class (H) such that

(1 ) (X/K)/H) is connected and open and dense in X/K.
(2) (H) is a minimum among all isotropy classes of X.
(3) The slice representations at points of X^ are trivial.
(4) d^X/K^-dimX-dimK+dimH. •

We call (H) the principal isotropy class, H is called a principal isotropy
group, and orbits Kx with ^eX^ are called principal orbits. The covering
dimension dim X/K of X/K equals dim(X/K)(n); see ([7], Gh. III).



LIFTING SMOOTH HOMOTOPIES OF ORBIT SPACES 43

We now require small digressions on stratifications and invariant theory. Let
S be a (for simplicity closed) semi-analytic subset of R^ (see [48] or [55] for definitions).
A primary stratification of S is a locally finite collection {EJ of connected semi-
analytic submanifolds ofR^, called strata, such that S == U E, and such that, for each z,

closure(E^)—E^ is a union of lower dimensional strata. Lojasiewicz [48] gives an
algorithm for constructing such a stratification of S, and we call the resulting {EJ the
primary strata of S. The G00 structure sheaf of S is the sheaf of germs of functions
on S which have local smooth extensions to R^. Since S is closed, C^^^C^R^ |g.
A remark of Mather's ([55], p. 210) shows that the primary stratification of S only
depends on the 0°° structure of S.

Let W be a representation space of K. By a theorem ofHilbert (see [80], p. 274)
the algebra of K-invaiiant polynomials R^]1^ is noetherian. Let j&i, ' - "> Pd be
homogeneous generators, and let j&==Q&i, . . .,^) : W-^R^. Then p is proper and
induces a homeomorphism of W/K with the closed subset S==^(W) of R^ ([66]).
Since p is polynomial, S is semi-algebraic ([69]). If W, K, p, S, and d are as above,
we call p and the quintuple (W, K,^, S, d) orbit maps. If d is minimal, we say that
(W, K,^, S, d) and p are minimal orbit maps. We will confuse p : W-^R^ with the
associated map from W to S. We denote by p the induced map from W/K to S (or R^).

Theorem (1.5). — Let (W, K,j&, S, d) be an orbit map. Then

(1 ) p maps the components of the normal (= isotropy) type strata of W/K in a one-to-one
manner onto the primary strata of S.

(2) ^((W/K)(L)) is semi-algebraic for each isotropy class (L).
(3) There is a continuous linear map 9 : G^W)1^ -> G^R^) (C00 topologies, see [25])

such that p* o 9 is the identity. In particular,

(4) CW)(W)K=p*CW{'Rd)

and p : W/K-^S is a diffeomorphism. •

Part ( i ) is due to Bierstone [2], and most of the results we derive from it were
known to him. Part (2) is the following observation: If W^ + 0, then ^(W^) =p{WL>)

m

is semi-algebraic since it is the difference ^(W1')-— .U ^(W^'), where (Li), . . . ,(LJ
are the isotropy classes strictly larger than (L). Part (3) is due to Mather [56], and
(4) was first shown by the author [66] (see also [52]).

In [2], Bierstone observes that the primary stratification of S satisfies Whitney's
conditions. Moreover, from his proof of (1.5.1) one can see that the primary stratifi-
cation of S only depends on its C1 structure. The key point is that if W1^^}, then
S contains no non-singular arcs through o (see (3.4) below).
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44 G E R A L D W. S C H W A R Z

Corollary (1.6) . — Let Wi W Wg &<? representation spaces of K, ̂  ̂  ^ : W^R^
W q : Wg-^R6 ^ or^ 77 .̂ 7/' ^ : Wi/K -> W^/K z'j a smooth map, then there is a smooth
map T] making the following diagram commute:

Wi/K -^ W^/K

P 3

R^ —'—> R6

Proo/. — Let r^===(^, . . ., T]J where T], is any smooth function on R^ such that
^=^(7,, i=i, . . . , e . m

Unless otherwise specified, we give orbit spaces their stratification by normal
orbit type, and we give images S of orbit maps the induced stratification. The canonicity
of the primary stratification yields

Corollary (1 .7) . — Let X be a smooth ^.-manifold. Then
(1) The partition of X/K given by the components of the interiors and boundaries of

its strata (as manifolds) is determined by the G°° structure of X/K.
(2) Let ^,o<^<^i, be a smooth isotopy of X/K starting at the identity. Then

each ^ is strata preserving. •

In the remaining part of this section we prove the orbit space analogue of the
inverse function theorem.

Let X be a smooth K-manifold. Let ^eX/K, and let e^ (or e^(X/K)) denote
the elements in the ring of germs of smooth functions at ^ which vanish at ^. As usual
we define the (Zariski) cotangent space T^X/K) of X/K at ^ to be ̂ /e^.^, and
the dual space T^(X/K) is the (Zariski) tangent space. The DST and (1.5) show
that T^(X/K) and TI(X/K) are always finite dimensional vector spaces. If Y is a
smooth K-manifold and ^ : X/K—Y/K is smooth, then ^ induces a linear map
W),:T,(X/K)-^T^(Y/K).

Lemma (1.8). — Let (W, K,j^, S, d) be a minimal orbit map, and let o denote n^{o).
Then

W-,: ^-(W/K^^R^R^

is an isomorphism.

Proof. — Since?' is surjective and p is proper, ^^(R^^W/K), hence {dp)-Q
is injective. If {dp )o is not surjective, then there is a non-zero element [a^, . . . , ̂ ) eTJR^)
which is perpendicular to Im dp-^. In other words, there is a relation

d

(1.9) ^Ae^W^.^W^
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LIFTING SMOOTH HOMOTOPIES OF ORBIT SPACES 45

where the ^ are not all zero. Without loss of generality, suppose a^o. Taking
Taylor series in (1.9) and restricting to terms homogeneous of degree degp^, we see
that p^ is a polynomial in j&g, . . .,j^, contradicting the minimality of p. •

Lemma (i. 10). — Let (W, K, p, S, d) be an orbit map. Let Ui and Ug be neighborhoods
ofo in R^, and suppose that ^ : Ui-^Ug is a diffeomorphism such that ^(SnUi) cS, ^(o)==o.
If SnUg zj connected, then ^(SnU^cS.

Proo/'. — Let S' c S denote the image of the principal orbits. Then (1.7) shows
that ^(S'nUi)cS' and that ^((S-S^nUi) <= S-S'. Thus ^ : S'nU^ -> S'nUa is
an open embedding with image a closed subset of S'nU^. Now SnUg is connected,
and it follows from the DST and (1.4.1) that S'nUg must then also be connected.
Hence ^(S'nU^^S'nUg. Since S' is dense in S and since ^ is proper,

^(SnUi)=SnU2.
Consequently, ^^(SnUycS. •

Inverse Function Theorem (1.11). — Let X and Y be smooth K-manifolds. Suppose
^ : X/K->Y/K is a smooth strata preserving map, ^(BX/K) c BY/K, and [d^)^ is an
isomorphism at ^eX/K. Then ^ is a diffeomorphism near ^.

Proof. — Suppose ^BX/K. Using the DST we may reduce to the case where
X=Y is a representation space W of a closed subgroup L of K, ^=^(^)=7r^ ̂ (o).
Let (W, K,j&, S, d) be a minimal orbit map. Then by (1.6), (i .8), and ( i . 10) there
is a germ of a G00 map T] : R^-^R^, T](S) c S, such that p~lo^op is a local smooth
inverse for ^ near ^. If ^eBX/K, we may reduce to a case X===Y=WxR+^
S=^)=:=-^:w,L(o). By (1.5), we may identify W/KxR4- with (WxR) / (Kx{± i}),
where {±1} acts by multiplication on R. Our previous argument then applies. •

2. Covering Smooth Homotopies.

We begin with some preliminaries on pull-backs (fiber products). Let X and Y
be smooth K-manifolds, and let ^ : X/K-^Y/K be smooth. We define the pull-
back yY to be {(^eX/KxY:^)-^^)}. We give ^Y the G00 structure
induced from that on X/KxY. Then K acts smoothly on ^*Y, where k(^,y) ==(^, k y ) ;
AeK, (^,j/)e^*Y. The pull-back (J/Y has the usual universal properties of fiber
products ([7], [14]).

Let ^eX/KL, and let ^ denote the stratum of X/K containing ^. Then T^(^)
is a subspace of T^ (X/K), and we let ^(X/K.) denote T^(X/K)/T^)—the normal
space to a^ at ^. Suppose that ^ : X/K—Y/K is smooth and strata preserving. Then
(rf^ induces a linear map (S^ :^(X/K) ->^^(Y/K), and we say that ^ is
normally transverse if (8^ is an isomorphism for all ^eX/K.

Let A:eX, let N, denote T^X) fT^Kx) as before, and let ^(X) denote N^/N^.
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If ^ : X->Y is smooth and equivariant, we say that ^ is strata preserving if it preserves
the normal type of orbits. In this case, (^)^ induces (S^^X) -^^(^(Y), and
we say that ^ is normally transverse if (S^ is an isomorphism for all xeX.

Proposition ( 2 .1 ) .— Let X and Y be smooth K-manifolds, BY=0. Let f. X/K^Y/K
be a smooth strata preserving map., and let f: X-^Y 6^ smooth, equivariant, and strata preserving.

(1) Iff is normally transverse, thenf*Y is a smooth K-manifold whose boundary is (/lax)"^-
(2) If f induces f and both are normally transverse, then the canonical map from X tof*Y

is a YL-diffeomorphism.
(3) If f induces/, then f is normally transverse if and only iff is normally transverse.

Proof. — By the DST it suffices to consider the case X == W X R" X R4-, Y^WxR^,
where W is a representation space ofK and VfK= {o}. To prove (i), write /^(/i,/^)
where Im/^_W/K, Im/^R- Let F(^ x, t)={f^, x, t),x,t)-, ^eW/K, xeK1,
teR^. Then F is a map from X/K to X/K, F(BX/K) <=BX/K, and F has a non-
singular differential at each point since/is normally transverse. By ( i . 11), F is locally
smoothly invertible, so we may further reduce to the case f^, x, t)==^. Then

f*Y={^, X, t, W,J) : ^^K^^^O^K^ ^ t)},

so clearly/"Y is a smooth manifold with the indicated boundary. We have proved (i).
To prove (2), express/as (/i,/2) where Im/cW, Im/g^R^. As in the proof

of (i), an inverse function theorem argument reduces us to the case where f^{w, x, t) == w.
Then the canonical map of X to/*Y is

X=> (w, x, t) K {^^{w), x, t, w, f^w, x, t))ef*y,

clearly an isomorphism.
To prove (3), we may reduce to the case where X=Y=W, W^^}, and both

/and/ are origin preserving. If/is normally transverse, then/is an equivariant
diffeomorphism and/ is then clearly normally transverse. Suppose (^% is singular.
Let Wo denote the kernel of {df)Q, considered as a subspace of W. Clearly Wg is
K-invariant. Let r^ denote the square of the radius function on WQ relative to some
K-invariant inner product. Since W^^}, no non-zero element of R^]1^ is
homogeneous of degree i, and using Taylor series one sees that r^ cannot be written
as f*h in any neighborhood of o, AeC^W)1^ Hence/is not a diffeomorphism near
the origin of W/K, i.e./is not normally transverse. This completes the proof of (3). •

Example (2.2).—Let X==Y==R, K=={±i} . Let neZ, n>o, and let/denote
the map Sh->^ from R^X/K to R'^Y/K. One easily sees that/* Y is a smooth
submanifold of X/KxY if and only if n=i, the only case in which/ is normally
transverse.
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We now show that the smooth lifting theorem (0.2) implies the

Smooth Palais Theorem (2.3). — Let X and Y be smooth ^'manifolds without boundary,
and let f: X->Y be smooth and equivariant. Let F : X/Kx [o, i] -> Y/K be a smooth map
such that F ^ = = F ( - , ^ ) : X/K -> Y/K is normally transverse/or each te[p, i], and suppose
that/induces F^. Then there is an equivariant normally transverse homotopy F : Xx[o, i]-^Y
inducing F and starting at /. Moreover, any two such liftings of F differ by composition with
an equivariant isotopy of X which starts at the identity map of X and induces the trivial isotopy
on X/K.

Proof. — We form the pull-back diagram

p: PY ———> Y

F : X/Kx[o, i] Y/K

where TC denotes TT^Y.K- KY (°-2) we may choose a smooth K-invariant vector field A
on F*Y such that T^A is the vector field (o, djdt) on X/Kx[o, i]. Since n is proper,
A integrates to a K-diffeomorphism of (F^Yx [o, i] with PY. But (Fo)'Y^X
by (2 .1 .2) , so we obtain a commutative diagram

Xx[o, i] F*Y
F*

Y

T T ^ K X i d

X/K X [0,1] Y/K.

F==Po© is the required lift of F.
IfF' is another lift ofF starting at/, then by the universal property of fiber products,

F'factors through PY^Xx[o, i], i.e. F'=FoO where O^CF, ^) : Xx[o, i]-^Xx[o, i]
is a smooth equivariant map which induces the identity on X/Kx[o, i]. By (2. i .3),
Y is normally transverse, and it follows that Y is an equivariant smooth isotopy of X.
Since Y^ induces the identity on X/K, Y^ maps each K-orbit into itself. But / is
isovariant (since it is strata preserving), and f== F^ = F^oYo =/oYo. It follows that To
is the identity on each K-orbit, hence Yg is the identity. •

Corollary (2.4). — Let X be a smooth K-manifold, 8X =0. Suppose that F is a smooth
isotopy o/X/K starting at the^identity. Then there is a smooth equivariant isotopy F ofX starting
at the identity and inducing F. •
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Remarks [3.5).

(1) One can easily formulate and prove versions of (2.3) and (2.4) for K-manifolds
with boundary (or corners).

(2) We conjecture that theorems (2.3) and (2.4) remain true if we only require
that F and F are continuous in t. See § 4 for a related conjecture. Relevant is [79].

Example (2.6) (Bierstone). — Let X==R, K=={±i} . We show that (0.2) holds
and that the transversality conditions in (2.3) are necessary.

By (i .5), the map x\->x2 induces an isomorphism of R/{± 1} with R4". Via this
isomorphism, X°°(R/{±i}) corresponds to the smooth vector fields on R4" vanishing
at o. Hence X^R/^ i^G^R"^^/^. But any smooth vector field f^y)yd\dyv^

induced by ^(^^er^R)^^, so (0.2) holds in this case.

Let F( denote the map y^{i—t)y-}-ty2 from R4' to R4', and consider F( as a
strata preserving homotopy of the identity map of R/{± i}. Then F( lifts to the equi-

variant map F(, where F^) ==x{i—t-}-tx2}2, A:eR. The map F, is smooth for o<_t<i,
while F^=j^2 has only ±x\x\ as continuous equivariant lifts. But F( only fails to be
normally transverse at t==i, so (2.3) is not contradicted.

In the above example, F\ has a smooth non-equivariant lift, namely x2. We
can construct a similar example where F^ has no smooth lift at all near o: By Glaeser [24]
there is a smooth even function /: R—^R such that /(A:)>O for A:=t=o, /and all its deri-
vatives vanish at o, yet V/is not twice differ entiable. Setting F((J/)=(I — t)jy + tf {\/jy)
gives the desired example.

3. Smooth Vector Fields on Orbit Spaces.

We begin a deeper study of the strata preserving vector fields on an orbit space X/K.
We find conditions under which ^(X/K) =Der(GOO(X/K)). Our final result is a
proof of the smooth lifting theorem, modulo an algebraic analogue (theorem (3.7)).
Chapters II, III, and IV contain the proof of (3.7).

We begin with an alternate characterization of strata preserving vector fields.
Let X be a smooth K-manifold. If{UoJ is a cover ofX by K-invariant open sets, then
clearly there is a partition of unity in G^X^ subordinate to {UJ. Thus X/K admits
smooth partitions of unity. Let ^eX/K, let ^e ,̂ and let AeDer(C°°(X/K)).

/%/
Standard partition of unity arguments show that f has a representative f in C°°(X/K),
and if f^ is another representative, then f—f\=h^h^ where h^ /^eG^X/K) and

^(y==^)==o. It follows that A(/)(^) only depends on^ and /^A(/)(^) gives
rise to a linear functional A(^) on TI(X/K), i.e. an element of T^(X/K). Let <? be
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a stratum of X/K. We say that A is tangent to a if A^eT^a) cT^(X/K) for all
^ecy. Using the DST one easily proves

Proposition (3.1). — Let X be a smooth K-manifold, and let A be a smooth vector field
on X/K.

(1) Let a be a stratum o/'X/K. Then A is tangent to a if and only if A preserves the
ideal in C°°(X/K) vanishing on a.

(2) The vector field A is in 3£°° (X/K) if and only if it is tangent to all the strata of X/K. •

Let S be a closed semi-algebraic subset of R^, and suppose that S is given a
stratification by semi-algebraic submanifolds ofR^. We denote by R[S] the polynomial
functions on S. If a is a stratum ofS, then I°°(cr) (resp. I(o)) denotes the ideal in C^S)
(resp. R[S]) vanishing on a. We use 3£°°(S) (resp. -X(S)) to denote the real-linear
derivations of G^S) (resp. R[S]) leaving all the ideals I00^) (resp. I(cr)) invariant,

Let W be a representation space ofK. We define the polynomial functions R[W/K]
on W/K to be (^K)"11^^]^ If o is a stratum of W/K, then I°°(G) (resp. I(a))
denotes the ideal of smooth (resp. polynomial) functions vanishing on a. We use X(W/K)
to denote the real-linear derivations of R[W/K] preserving the ideals I(cr), and 3£(W)
denotes the polynomial vector fields on W.

Proposition (3.2). —Let (W, K,j&, S, d) be an orbit map. Then p induces isomorphisms

(i) A: r°(w/K)^r°(S)
and

(2) A: X(W/K)^3£(S)

and p induces maps

(3) A: ^(w^r^s)
and

(4) A: ^W^-^S).

Proof. — Part (i) is a consequence of (1.5), and (2) is a tautology. By
corollary (1.3), (T^p)* ^P8 ^(W)1^ into X°°(W/K), and (3) follows from the fact
that A==Ao(7Tw,K).-' Since ^(W^r^nDe^S]) ^X(S), (4) also holds. •

Remark (3.3). — Let S be as above, and let a be a stratum of S. In § 6 we show
that r^^C^S).!^). It follows that X(S) =X°°(S) nDer(R[S]) and that

3£(W/K) =r°(W/K)nDer(R[W/K]).

Lemma (3.4). — Let (W, K, p, S, d) be an orbit map, W1^ == {o}. Let c : (— s, s) -^
be a G1 curve with image in S, and suppose that c(o)=o. Then cf{o)=o.
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Proof. — Give W a K-invariant inner product. By perhaps increasing d, we may
assume that p^ is the square of the radius function. Let D be a constant dominating
I A W I ? ' ' "> I A W I ̂  x in the ̂ t sphere of W, and let e,=degp^ \<_i<_d. Then
Sc{(^, ...,j^):j^o, bJ^Dj^2 z = 2 , . . . , f i ? } . Clearly (^o,)'(o) =o. Since
W^^}, <^2 and (^o6:)'(o)==o z = 2 , . . . , r f . Hence c'(o)==o. •

The following result was shown in [2] for finite K:

Proposition (3.5). — Let X be a smooth K-manzfold, and let AeDe^G^X/K)).
Then A is in X°°(X/K) if and only if A. is tangent to the codimension one strata of X/K. In
particular, ^(X/K^De^G^X/K)) if (and only if) X/K has no codimension one strata.

Proof. — It suffices to consider the case where X is a representation space W of K,
V^^o}. Let (W,K,^,S,flO be an orbit map, and let B^AeDe^G^S)). By
induction we may assume that the proposition holds for smooth actions of compact
Lie groups L such that dim L<dim K or dim L==dim K and L has fewer components
than K. In particular, we may assume the proposition for the slice representations
at all points xeW, x^o. Using the DST we may then assume that B is tangent to
the strata of S, except perhaps for {o}. We may also assume dimS^2.

Let^,. . . ,^ be co-ordinates on R^. Choose C=S^a/^eXOO(Rd) so that
^|S=B(j^[S), z = = i , . . . , r f . Let (p< denote the local one-parameter group generated
by C. Then <p^ is defined for small t in some neighborhood of o. If c(t)=^[6) lies
in S for t near o, then lemma (3.4) shows that 6-'(o)=o. It follows that G(o)==o, and
Ber°(S).

Suppose ^(o)^S for arbitrarily small t (which we may assume are positive).
Since S is closed, we may find a neighborhood U o f o and t>o such that <p<(U) nS==0.
If z/eUnS, then the curve c{r)=^y{u) last lies in S at some time ro<t. Since C is
tangent to the strata of S—{o}, ^{u) =o. Hence UnS is contained in the curve
{^-rW :o<.r<.t}, yet dimUnS^2. Thus <p<(o)eS for small t, G(o)=o, and
Ber°(S). •

Let (W,K,j&,S,r f ) be an orbit map. We grade R^J^R^i, . . .,^J by
setting deg^==^=degA, z = i , . . . , r f . Then ^: R^J-^W^ is degree pre-
serving, hence Kerp* is a homogeneous ideal in RpEt^j, and R^j^R^j/Ker^*
is naturally a graded ring. We say that Ae3£(RO is of degree n if it maps forms of
degree m to forms of degree m+n for all m. We grade X(W) and ^(W)1^ similarly,
and Der(R[S]) is given the grading induced from ^(R^. If E is a graded ring or
module, we denote by E^ the elements of E of degree n.

Let c be a stratum of S, and let (L) be the corresponding isotropy class. Since
W^ is stable under multiplication by R4', the ideal in Rl^p vanishing on W^ is homo-
geneous, hence I((r) is homogeneous. It follows that X(S) is a graded R[S]-submodule
ofDer(R[S]). Let R[[SJ] denote the product IlRpSj^R^W]]^ let r(a) denote
IIl((y)^R[[S]], and let 3T(S) denote IIX(S), c:riDer(R[S]^=Der(R[[S]:|). Note
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that there is a Taylor series map T=riT^ : G^S) ->R[[S]J, and it follows from
E. BorePs lemma ([73], p. 78) that T is surjective. If AeDe^G^S)), then, as in
the proof of (3.5), Aliftsto avector field S^a/^eX^R^). It follows that A preserves

KerT and that A induces T,A==ST(^|s) a/^eDer(Im T=R[[S]]).

Lemma (3.6). — Let (W, K,^, S, d) be an orbit map, o- a stratum of S. Then
(1) A : ^(W^ -> X(S) is degree preserving.
(2) TCl00^))^!^).
(3) ^(^(S^crX^S).

Proof. — Part ( i) is an immediate consequence of the definitions. Let (L) be
the isotropy class ofo. If/eG^W^ vanishes on the cone W^, then Taylor's theorem
and an induction on degree show that any Taylor polynomial of/ vanishes on W^,
so (2) holds.

Let Aer°(S). Then T,A=IlA^ for some A^Der(R[S])^ If/el(^, then

A^el^o), and Tn^W))-\{f) is in I((i) by (2). Hence A,(I(o)) ^ I(o),
T,AeX"(S), and (3) is proved. •

We can now prove the smooth lifting theorem modulo the following result.

Algebraic Lifting Theorem (3.7). — Let W be a representation space of K. Then
(^^(W^^W/K).

Proof of (0.2). — Suppose {UJ is a cover of X by K-invariant open sets such
that (o. 2) holds for each U^. Then a partition of unity argument (using K-invariant
functions) shows that (o. 2) holds for X. Using the DST we may reduce to proving (o. 2)
when X==K.XLW or X=(KxLW)xR4 ' , where W is a representation space of a
closed subgroup L of K. Let AeX^W)^ Then the trivial extension of A to a vector
field on KxW is K x L invariant, where {k, t} • ( k ' , w)=={kk^~\ tw); ^,A'eK, /'eL,
weW. Quotienting by L we obtain a vector field S on K.XLW which induces the same
derivation of C^KXLW^G^W)1- as does A. Thus if (^J, is surjective, so is
(^KxLW.p)*- The proof for the case (KxLW)xR4 ' is the same. It thus suffices to
prove (0.2) for representations.

Let W and L be as above, and let (W, L,p, S, d) be an orbit map. Let AeX°°(S),
and let ^===^*A(^[g) where y^, ...,J^ are the co-ordinate functions on R^. Let
^, ...,^ be co-ordinates on W. Our problem is to find S^/a^.eX^W)1' such
that '

^ l̂;̂  ^I---^-

By (3.6) and (3.7) we can find power series ^ solving (3.8) formally at o. Using
the DST as above, we can find formal power series solutions to (3.8) at the other points
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ofW. By a theorem of Malgrange [53], we can then find ^eG^W) satisfying (3.8).
Averaging over L we can further arrange that Z;^/^. is L-invariant. •

The idea of using [53] in the proof above is due to E. Bierstone.

4. Split Surjectivity.

In this section we prove a strengthened form of the smooth lifting theorem. No
results from this section are needed elsewhere in this paper. First some motivation:
Let X be a compact smooth K-manifold. For simplicity we assume BX=0. The
group Diff(X) of diffeomorphisms of X can be given the structure of an infinite dimen-
sional Lie group modelled on a Frechet space, and the corresponding Lie algebra is
3£°°(X) (see [47]). One can show that Dif^X)1^ is a Lie subgroup ofDiff(X), and the
corresponding Lie algebra is ^(X)^ Let Diff^X^ denote the subgroup of Dif^X)1^
acting trivially on G^X)^ and let ^(X^ denote the corresponding subalgebra of
^(X)^ Then ̂ (X^ and ̂ (X^ are closed subalgebras ofX°°(X), and we give them
the induced C00 topology. By the smooth lifting theorem, ^(X/K^X^X)1^!^)^
and we give X°°(X/K) the quotient topology. Alternately, X/K is locally diffeomorphic
to stratified closed semi-algebraic sets S, and one can define the same topology on X00 (X/K)
by patching together a more intrinsic topology on the spaces 3£°°(S) (see lemma (4.5)
below).

Now Diff^X^ is a normal subgroup of Dif^X)^ It is not unreasonable to
expect that Diff^X)1^ is a Lie subgroup ofDif^X^ and that Diff(X/K) has a Lie group
structure. Then, letting a superscript o denote identity component, one is led to
conjecture that there is an exact sequence of Lie groups

(4.1) i -> (Diff^X)^0 -> (Dif^X)^0 ̂  Diff(X/K)° -> i

such that the canonical map TT has local smooth sections. Then the map {n^ g)^ in

(4.2) o —^ ^(X^ —^ ^(X^^r^X/K) —^ o

will be split surjective, i.e. it will have a continuous linear section.

Theorem (4.3). — Let X be a smooth K-manifold. Then (^x K;)* ^ split surjective.

We know two proofs of (4.3). The first is similar to those of ( i . 5.3) and (1.5.4)
given in [52], [56], and [66]. The non-routine part of the proof involves applying
Mather's generalization of E, BoreFs lemma ([56]). The second proof is based upon
recent progress in functional analysis due to Vogt and Wagner ([74], [75], [76]). We
present this (shorter) proof below. We assume the smooth lifting theorem and we use
some results from § 6.
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Let W be a representation space ofK, and let XK;(W) denote the elements of X(W)
annihilating R^W]^ Then there is an exact sequence of R^W]^ modules

(4.4) o^^W^^W^^W/K)-^.

It follows from proposition (6.8) that the modules above are noetherian.

Lemma (4.5). — Let (W,K,^,S,</) be an orbit map. Then
(1) ^(W)1^ is (topologically) isomorphic to a quotient of a finite free C^^W^-module.
(2) X00 (S) and X00 (W/K) are (topologically) isomorphic to a closed submodule of (C00 (W)^.

Proof. — It follows from (6. n. i), (6.14)5 and (6.15) below that one can obtain
the exact sequence (4.2) (with X replaced by W) by tensoring (4.4) with G^W)1^
over RCW]^ In particular, ^(W)1^ is generated over G^W)1^ by ^(W)^ Since
^(W)1^ is a noetherian K^W^- module, there is an meZ,^ and a continuous linear
surjection from (G^W)^ to Xj^W)^ Since G^W^ and Xj^W^ have Frechet
space structures compatible with their topologies, (i) follows from an application of
the open mapping theorem.

Let AeX^S), and let j^ , . . . , J^ be co-ordinates on R^. Then A gives
rise to a flf-tuple (^, . . . ,^) where a^A^^cC^^S), i=i,...,d. Clearly the
elements of C^S)^ corresponding to ^(S) form a closed subspace of C^S)^ An
application of the open mapping theorem establishes that the quotient topology on
3£00(S)^XOO(W)K/3£^(W)K agrees with the topology induced from (^(S^. •

Using a partition of unity argument and the DST one easily shows:

Corollary (4.6). — Let X be a compact smooth T^-manifold. Then ^(X)1^ is a quotient
of a finite free C^X^-wo^fo, and 3£°°(X/K) embeds as a closed submodule of a finite free
G^fX^-module.

Let {s) denote the space of rapidly decreasing sequences of real numbers ([27],
Gh. II, p. 54).

Theorem (4.7) (Vogt'Wagner, see [75]). — Let

(4.8) O - ^ D - I E - ^ F - > O

be an exact sequence of Frechet spaces (so i and j are continuous linear maps). Suppose that D
is a quotient of {s) and that F embeds in (J). Then there is a continuous linear map 9 : F—^E
splitting (4.8). •

Proof of (4.3). — As in the proof of (0.2), one can show that (4.3) is true if and
only if it is true for representations. Since one already obtains all possible represen-
tations as slice representations on compact manifolds, we may reduce to the case where
X is compact.

Corollary (4.6) shows that ^(X)1^ is a quotient of finitely many copies of G^X)^
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Now G^X)1^ is a direct summand of C°°(X), and G^X) is a direct summand of {s)
(E2?]? C!h. II, pp. 129-130). Moreover, a sum of finitely many copies of {s) is isomorphic
to {s) ([27], Ch. II, p. 54, n. 4). It follows that ^(X)1^ is a quotient of (^). Similarly,
X°°(X/K) is isomorphic to a closed subspace of {s). Theorem (4.7) then shows that
the sequence (4.2) splits, and our proof of theorem (4.3) is complete. •

5. Complexification.

In this section we study representations and orbit spaces of reductive complex
algebraic groups. To any representation p == (W, K) of K there is associated a represen-
tation pc = (We, Kg) of a reductive complex algebraic group Kg. We investigate
the relations between properties of p and pp. Our proof of the algebraic lifting
theorem (3.7) requires us to switch frequently between considering p and considering pp.
Our results here and in subsequent sections rely heavily on the work ofD. Luna ([49-52]).

We now recall some basic properties of reductive complex algebraic groups and
their representations. Details can be found in [3], [40], [50] and [58].

All algebraic groups, unless otherwise specified, are linear and defined over C.
Let G be an algebraic group. A representation of G is a finite dimensional complex
vector space V (the representation space) together with a homomorphism of algebraic
groups p : G-^GL(V). We denote the representation by p or (V, G). As in § i, if
p' = (V7, G), then the direct sum p+p' is also denoted (V+V, G), mp or (mV, G) denotes
the direct sum of m copies of p, and 6^ (resp. 6) denotes the trivial representation of G
on C^ (resp. C^ n unspecified).

An action of G on a complex algebraic variety U is said to be rational if the
canonical map GxU—^U is a morphism of varieties. If (V, G) is a representation
of G, then V is a rational G-variety. We say that G is reductive if every representation
of G is completely reducible. One can show that G is reductive if and only if G° is
reductive. Let H be a reductive algebraic subgroup ofG and assume that G is reductive.
Then it is well-known (and follows from results quoted below) that the normalizer No(H)
of H is a reductive algebraic subgroup of G.

When working with subsets of complex algebraic varieties, we use cl to denote
Zariski closure. If the subset is constructible (e.g. locally closed), then the Zariski
closure and closure in the classical topology coincide ([59], Ch. I, § 10).

G will always denote a reductive algebraic group. In our references above one finds
a proof of

Lemma (5.1). — Let U be a rational afjine G-variety. Then

(1) C[U]° is a finitely generated C-algebra, and it is normal if U is normal.
(2) If 0 is a G-orbit in U, then cl{0)—0 is a union of orbits of lower dimension.
(3) If I is an ideal of C^Up, then (IC^U])̂ !.
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(4) C[U]° separates closed disjoint G-invariant algebraic subsets of U.
(5) If xeU and Gx is closed, then Gp is reductive. •

Proposition (5.2). — Let U be a rational affine G-variety, let <^, . . ., q^ be generators
of CHJ]^ and let q==[q^ .. , ̂ ) : U—C?. Then

(1 ) <?(U) is the variety of relations of q^ . .., q^.
(2) If 0 is a G-orbit in U, then cl(0) contains a unique closed orbit.
(3) q sets up a bijection between q(U) and closed G-orbits in U.

Proof. — Let Z c <y denote the variety of relations of q^ . . . ,^. Clearly
?(U)cZ. Let zeZ and let I denote the ideal of z in CnLri^C^Z]. By (5.1.3),
IC[U] is a proper ideal of C[U], hence q(u) =z for any u in the (non-empty) zero
set ofIC[U]. Thus y(U)=Z, and (i) is proved.

Let 0 be as in (2). By (5.1.2), an orbit of minimal dimension in cl(0) is closed.
Hence cl{0) contains a closed orbit, and this closed orbit is unique by (5.1.4). We
have proved (2), and the proof of (3) is similar. •

Let U be a rational affine G-variety, and let U' be a G-invariant subset of U.
Let U'/G denote the set of closed G-orbits in U', and let TT^Q denote the map from U
to U/G which sends ueU to the unique closed orbit in cl{Gu). We say that U' is a
G-saturated subset of U if ^G^G^)) =u'. in which case U' /G^TT^U'). We
give U/G the quotient structure sheaf, so C[U/G] ̂ C[U]°. By (5.2), U/G is an
affine variety. We will also consider the quotient holomorphic structures on U/G
and U'/G. If H is a reductive algebraic subgroup of G and P is a rational affine
H-variety, then (as in § i) we can construct the twisted product GXnP, and GXnP
is a rational affine G-variety. IfP is an H-invariant subset ofP, then GXnP will denote
the image of GxP in GXnP-

We now state a version of Luna's slice theorem [50]. Recall that a map 9 between
smooth complex algebraic varieties is etale if the differential of <p is everywhere an
isomorphism.

Theorem (5.3) ([50]). — Let V be a representation space of G. Let Gx be a closed orbit,
xeV. Choose a Gyrsplitting of V^T^V as T^(G^)4-N^ (Gp is reductive by (5.1.5)), and
let 9 denote the canonical equivariant map

GX(,,N,^V
[g,n\^g{x+n).

There there is an affine open G-saturated subset U of V and an affine open G^-saturated neigh-
borhood B,; of o in N^ such that

(1) y : GXe,B,->U

and
(2) y : (GXG,BJ/G^U/G
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are etale, where 9 denotes the map induced by 9. Also, 9 and the natural map Gx^Rp -> B^/Gp
induce a G-isomorphism of GXo^B^ with the fiber product UXu/cB^/G^. In particular, the
map 9 o/^ (i) zj isovariant. •

We have the following immediate

Corollary (5.4) ([50]). — Z^ A:, 9, U, and Bp ^ ^y ^oz^. Then

(1) G^ zj conjugate to a subgroup of G^for jyeU.

Choose a G-saturated neighborhood Rp of o in Bp (classical topology) such that the canonical
map BJGp->U/G is a complex analytic isomorphism, where U ==7i;v^(9((GX(^BJ/G)).
Then U is a G-saturated neighborhood of x and

(2) 9 : Gx^^B^-^U is biholomorphic. •

We will refer to (5.3) as the algebraic slice theorem (abbreviated AST) and we
shall refer to (5.4.2) as the holomorphic slice theorem (abbreviated HST).

Let V be a representation space of G. Let q^ ..., q^ be homogeneous generators
of CEVp, let y==(?i, . . ., ?J : V -> C\ and let Z denote q(V). If V, G, q, Z, and d
are as above, we call q and the quintuple (V, G, q, Z, d) orbit maps. The orbit maps
are said to be minimal if d is minimal. As before, we confuse q with the associated
map V->Z.

Let L be a reductive algebraic subgroup of G. Then Z^ (resp. (V/G)(L)) will
denote the points in Z (resp. V/G) whose corresponding closed orbits have isotropy
groups in (L). If Z^+0 (which we now assume), then we say that (L) is an isotropy
class of (V, G). Let V^ denote q~\Z^), let V^ denote V^ nV^ and let ^V^)0

denote the ideal in CIV]0 vanishing on V^. We stratify Z (resp. V/G) by the
collection {Z^} (resp. {(V/G)^}). If ?:=Z^+0 (resp. ^=(V/G)(L)+0), then
I(Z(L)) (resp. I((V/G)(L))) or I(^) (resp. I(C')) will denote the ideal in C[Z] (resp. C[V/G])
vanishing on ^ (resp. ^'). We use X(Z) (resp. 3£(V/G)) to denote the complex-linear
derivations of C[Z] (resp. C[V/G]) which preserve the ideals I(^) (resp. I(^')).

If (W, K,j&, S, d) is an orbit map and (L) is a conjugacy class in K, then S^,
HW^)^ etc. are defined similarly.

Lemma (5.5). — Let (V, G, q, Z, d) be an orbit map. Then

(1 ) {Z(L)} is a finite stratification ofZ into locally closed irreducible smooth algebraic sub va-
rieties.

Suppose Z(L) 4= 0. Then
(2) V^ is Zariski open in V11 and all orbits intersecting V^ are closed.
(3) ^(Z(L))= U Z^^).

W^.{Lt)

(4) If geG and ^V^nY^, then ^N^L).

proof. — The smoothness and local closedness of the Z^ follows from the AST,
and the irreducibility follows from (2). The finiteness of {Z(L)} is proved by induction
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as in the compact case; we omit the details. We have established (i). Let xeV,
and let Gy be the closed orbit in cl{Gx). By (5.4.1) we may chooser so that G^c G ,
and then Gx is closed if and only if G^=Gy. If xeV^, then L^G^Gy wher̂ e
Gy is conjugate to L. It follows that L=G,=Gy, hence Gx is closed. The openness
of V^ in V1' is an immediate corollary of (5.4.1). Part (2) is proved.

Now q-\cl(Z^)^V^ by (2), hence cl{Z^) contains y^). Clearly
^(V^ U z/^,

(M)^(L) (M)?

since V^cV1- if M^L. If (L)<(M), then (5.4.1) shows that any ^eZ^ has
a neighborhood which misses Z(L). Hence ^(Z^^^V^, and (3) is proved.

Let g be as in (4). Then gx==y^\^ for some xeV^\ It follows that

Lc=G^G^-1-^-1,

and since L and g^Lg~1 have the same dimension and number of components, L=^L^~1.
Thus ^eN^(L). •

Corollary (5.6) ([50]). — Let V, G, ̂  Z &<? ^ a&o^. TA^ there is a unique isotropy
class (H) such that

(1) Z(H) zj- Zariski open in Z.
(2) Z^)+0 mĵ  (H)^(L). •

We call (H) the principal isotropy class of (V, G), H is called a principal iso-
tropy group, and the closed orbits in V™ are called principal orbits. We warn the
reader that other authors use the term "principal isotropy group " differently ([63]).
The notions coincide if the set of closed orbits contains a non-empty Zariski open
subset of V. (We then say that (V, G) has generically closed orbits.)

Let K (as always) be a compact Lie group. Then K carries a unique structure
of real linear algebraic group such that any representation K-^GL(W) is automatically
a morphism of real algebraic groups ([10]). Associated to K is a reductive complex
algebraic group K^, the complexification ofK. If V is a complex representation space
ofK, then the representation extends uniquely from K to K(;, and this property charac-
terizes Kg ([9], [31], [32], [57]). Giving K^ its classical topology, one finds that
K is a maximal compact subgroup of Kg. If K is a real algebraic subgroup of GL(W),
then Kc can be taken to be the Zariski closure of K in GL(WC==W®RC) ([9], [io]).

If L is an algebraic group, then every compact subgroup of L (classical topology)
is contained in a maximal compact subgroup, all maximal compact subgroups of L
are conjugate, and L is reductive if and only if it is isomorphic to the complexification
of one of its maximal compact subgroups ([31], [57]).

Let V be a representation space of G. A slice representation of (V, G) is a
representation (V/T^(GA:), GJ where we require that Gx be closed. The slice represen-
tation is proper if G^+G. We say that (V, G) is orthogonal (resp. orthogonali-
zable) ifV is given (resp. admits) a G-invariant non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form.
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Proposition (5.7). — Let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G, and let V be a represen-
tation space of G. Then (V, G) is orthogonalizable if and only if (V, G)^(Wc, K.c) /or
.$•077^ representation space W 0/' K.

Proo/1 — Suppose (V, G) ̂  (We, K^). Since K is compact, there is an isomorphism
W^B^ such that ImKcO(^). Then the image of G lies in 0(^,0). We have
shown that (V, G) is orthogonalizable. Conversely, if (V, G) is orthogonalizable, then
we may assume that V^C" and that G has image in 0{n, C). If K is a maximal
compact subgroup of 0(n, C) containing the image of K, then K is 0(n, C)-conjugate
to the maximal compact subgroup 0(n) of 0(n, C). Hence we may arrange that
ImKcO(77), and then (V, ̂ ((R^c, K^). •

Proposition (5.8). — Let (W,K,^,S,^) be an orbit map. Let V=Wc, G=Kc.
Then

(1) The natural isomorphism R[W]®aC^C[V] induces an isomorphism
R[W]K®^C^C[V]K=C[V]G,

and the natural extension of p to p y : V—^(y is an orbit map for (V, G).
Let Z==j&c(V), and let (H) be a conjugacy class of reductive algebraic subgroups of G.

Without changing (H) we may arrange that H ==LQ for some compact subgroup LofK. Then

(2) S^+0 if and only if Z^0.

If S^+0, then

(3) S^=Z^nS, W^^V^nW,

and the isomorphism of (i) induces isomorphisms

(4) I(S(L))®RC^I(Z(H)).

(5) X(S)O^C-^X(Z).

Proof. — Since K is Zariski dense in G, K-invariant elements of C[V] are
G-invariant, and ( i ) is immediate. Let L and H be as in (2), and assume that Z^+O.
Since W1' is Zariski dense in V11, it intersects the Zariski open subset V^ of V11. If
A-eV^nW^ then LcK^H, and since Lc=H, K., must equal L. Hence

O^V^nW^W^, Z^nS^S^), and S^+O.

If S(D=f=0, then since S^^ZnS^, Z^nS(L)=t=0 for some (M). Our argument
above shows that (M)=(L.c). Hence S^0 implies Z(^4=0, S(L) == Z^ n S, and
W^^V^nW. We have established (2) and (3), and (4) and (5) follow easily. •

Corollary (5.9). — Let W be a representation space of K. Then

(1) The slice representations of (W^, KJ ̂  the complexijications of the slice representations
./(W,K).

(2) (Wp, K^) has generically closed orbits.
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Proof. — Let ;veW. Then .yeW^^ and (5.8.3) shows that K^ is closed.
Hence ((T,W/T,(K^))c, (KJc) ==(T,Wc/T,(K^), (KJJ and (i) follows from
(5.8.2). Part (2) follows from (i), (1.4.3), and the AST. Part (2) is also proved
in [49] and [50]. •

6. Lifting Real Analytic and Complex Analytic Vector Fields.

We analyze coherence properties of orbit spaces and their strata. We show that
real analytic and complex analytic versions of the algebraic lifting theorem (3.7) are
equivalent to (3.7).

Let Z be a complex affine variety. Let 6^ denote the structure sheaf of Z, and
let J^z denote the structure sheaf of the associated complex analytic variety Z^. At
times (as already in the notation J^z) we will confuse Z with Z^.

Let (V, G, q, Z, d) be an orbit map, and let ^ be a stratum of Z. The sheaf of
ideals corresponding to ^ is denoted ̂ , and Xz denotes the sheaf of strata preserving
derivations of Qr^. We use ̂  and 3|z to denote the complex analytic analogues of ̂
and 3|z? respectively. Sheaves Xy^ ^5 and e^y are defined similarly. We use 6^2
(resp. e^z^, etc.) to denote the stalk of (0^ (resp. J^z, etc.) at zeZ. We use 3?(V)
(resp. X(V), resp. P(^), etc.) as short-hand for X^(V) (resp. 3|v(V). resp. ^(Z), etc.).
If y is a sheaf of ^z-modules, then there is an associated sheaf of J^z-modules y^\ where
^)=j^(x)^j^ zeZ ([70]). If y is coherent, then ^rw equals ^(Z)®c[z]^z>
and y^ is coherent.

Let R be a commutative ring with identity. An R-module A is said to be flat
if tensoring with A takes exact sequences of R-modules to exact sequences of R-modules.
Equivalently, if r^, . . ., r^eR, then all relations Sr^==o, a^ . . ., a^eA, are generated

by relations of the form S^(r^)==o, where the r^'eR, aeA, and Sr^'==o ([54]).
i i

We say that A is a faithfully flat R-module if A is flat and A®^J=t=o for all non-zero
ideals J of R. If A is a ring and R a subring of A, then A is a faithfully flat R-module
if A is a flat R-module and JAnR=J for any ideal J of R ([54]).

Proposition (6.1). — Let (V, G, </, Z, d) be an orbit map, and let ^ be a stratum of Z.
Then

(i) J^z 3 is a faithfully flat 0^ ^-module for all zeZ.
/ o \ ^h_ ^-(h)
\2-) ^ — ̂  •

(3) 3&=^-

Let V be a Stein open subset of 7^\ let ¥ be a finitely generated C[Z]-module, and let ^
denote the corresponding sheaf of (P^-modules. Then

(4) J^(U)=F0^(U).
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In particular^

(5) ^(U)=I(^)®qz]^z(U)

and

(6) ^z(U)=^(Z)®c[z]^z(U).

Proo/. — Parts (i) and (2) are in [70]. Now Xg may be thought of as the elements
(^5 .. .5 a^e^^Y such that Sfl^/^ preserves the sheaves of ideals of Z and its strata.

i

In other words, there is an exact sequence
m

(6.2) o^3^W^®W

where each .̂ is zero or the sheaf of ideals of a stratum of Z, ^ maps (a^, . . ., a^) e [0^
m

into © (S^cy./^+^)5 s^d Vi, .. -^^[j^i, ...5^] are t^:le generators of the
j=l i

ideals vanishing on Z and its strata. Replacing O^ by e^z s^d each ^ by ̂  in (6.2)
we obtain an analogous exact sequence involving X^, and then 3|z ==31^ by (i) and (2).
We have proved (3).

We now prove (4). There is an exact sequence

(6.3) o^->(^/->^->o

for some integer I . From (6.3) we obtain a commutative diagram with exact rows:

(6.4) </(Z)®c[z]^z(U) —> ^z(U/ -^ ^(Z)®c[z]^z(U) -^ o

^TW(U) -> ^(U/ —> ^^(U) -> o.

(The bottom line of (6.4) is exact since U Stein implies that H^U, ̂ ^o.) Clearly
the natural map (3 is surjective. A similar diagram with y replaced by / shows that
a is surjective. A diagram chase then establishes that (B is injective, and we have
proved (4) (and (5) and (6)). •

One can prove (6,1.4) for arbitrary C[Z]-modules by taking direct limits over
finitely generated submodules. A similar remark applies to (6.11.4) below.

Theorem (6.5) (Luna [52]). — Let (V, G, q, Z, d) be an orbit mapy U an open subset
of Z^. Then

^(^(W^^u). •
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Using the above result we prove

Theorem (6. 6). — Let (V, G, q, Z, d) be an orbit map, U an open subset of Z^. Then

(1) The natural map q,: ̂ (^(U))0 -> Der(J^(U)) has image in X^U).

Suppose that U is Stein. If

(2) ^W^XfZ)

then

(3) ^(^(W^U).

Moreover, if oeU, ^z (3) implies (2).

Proo/'. — Theorem (6.5) shows that the map q^ is defined, and the proof of
corollary (1.3) shows that (i) holds. Proposition (6.1) shows that (2) implies (3).
Let AeX(Z) and suppose that (3) holds and that oeU, By (6.1) again, A restricts
to an element of 3^(U), and by (3) there is a Be^^-^U))6 such that ^B=A|u.
As in § 3, we may grade 3£(Z) and ^(V)0 such that q^ is degree preserving. It follows
that ^B==A where B is the Taylor series ofB taken to a sufficiently high degree. Thus
(3) implies (2) if oeU. •

From proposition (5.8) one easily obtains

Theorem (6.7). — Let (W, K,^, S, d) be an orbit map, and let Z denote ^c(^c)- Then
the following are equivalent'.

(i) A^W^^S).
(2) (^^(Wc^^Z). •

One might wonder whether Sh(V)G contains vector fields not in the ^(V)0-
submodule generated by 3£(V)°. Using theorem (6.5) and a trick of Malgrange (as
reported in [64]) we see that the answer is c( no. "

Let U be a complex manifold, V a complex vector space. We use Map^(U, V)
to denote the J^j(U) -module of holomorphic maps from U to V. If U is a complex
affine variety, then Map(U, V) will denote the C[U]-module of polynomial maps
from U to V.

Proposition (6.8). — Let V and V\ be representation spaces of G, and let UsV be
G-saturated and open (classical topology). Then Map(V, V^)0 generates the ^(U)G'-module
Map^U, V^)0, and Map(V, V^ is a noetherian CW-module.

Proof. — Let jf denote e^v^v*- There is a natural map
+: Map^U.V^-^^UxV^)0

/^[M^1(/M)].
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The image of ^ is precisely those functions in ^(UxV^)0 which are linear in V^. Let
71:2: VxV^—^Vi be projection on the second factor coupled with the standard isomor-
phism of V^* with V^. If AeJf(UxV^), then dh{u, ^)eV*xVr, and ^dh(u, ̂ )eVi.
Clearly if /eMap^U, V^)0, then

/-^2^(/))|UX(0).

Let ^, . . . ,^ be homogeneous generators of C^xV^]0, let /eMap^(U, V^)0,
and let ?=(^i, . . . ,? , ) : VxV^Cy. By theorem (6.5) there is a holomorphic
function a on ?(UxV^) such that ^(/)==^a. Then

r Q

/^.S ^-(?15 • • • ? ^lux^^^lux^})-

Hence/lies in ^(Uy-Map^, V^)0 and Map(V, V^ is generated by Ti^ly^,
i==i, . . . , r . •

Using proposition (6.1) one obtains

Corollary (6.9). — Let U, V, V^ and G be as in (6.8), and suppose that the image ofU
in (V/G)^ is Stein. Then

(1) Map^U, V,)°= Map(V, V^^o^U)6.
(2) ^(^^^(V)0®^^^)0. •

We now consider real analytic analogues of (3.7). Let (W,K, j&,S, r f ) be an
orbit map, and let a be a stratum ofS. Let J^g denote the sheaf of germs of real analytic
functions on S, and let 3^, ^, and 3^y denote the real analytic analogues of the
sheaves Xt, ̂ , and 3^ considered above. Let R[S]g denote the localization of R[S]
at j-eS. If F is an R[S]-module, then ^r(a) will denote the associated sheaf of
c^g-modules F®R[S]^S- ^e use ^o^ and US? to denote the sheaves associated to l(a)
and 3£(S), respectively. The only topology on S referred to in this section is the
classical one.

Lemma (6.10). — Let (W, K,j&, S, d) be an orbit map, let a be a stratum of S, and
let ^ denote the corresponding stratum of Z^j&^^c)- Then

(1 ) ^zls-^RC.

(2) ^IS-^RC.

(3) ^Is-il^C.
/^ /^/

Proof. — Let/be a germ at seS of a real analytic function on R^. Let/c be
/^/

the corresponding complex analytic germ at jeC". We show that if/ vanishes on S,/^/
then/c vanishes on Z; clearly this suffices to prove (i) . Using the slice theorems we

/^/
may reduce to the case s == o. Let / (resp. /c) be locally defined representatives of/
(resp. /c). Then p*f vanishes on a K-invariant neighborhood of oeW, hence (j&c)*/c
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vanishes on a Kc-saturated neighborhood of o in Wp. Thus fc vanishes on Z, and
(i) is proved. Using the slice theorems again, we may reduce (2) to the case where a
is the image of W^. The proof is then trivial. Part (3) follows from (i) and (2) as
in proposition (6.1). •

Proposition (6.11). — Let (W, K,p, S, d) be an orbit map, and let a be a stratum ofS,
Then

(1 ) e^, is a faithfully flat R[S]g -module for all jeS.

(2) ^a=^a).

(3) II-is^.

Let U ^ S be open, and let F be a finitely generated R[S]-module. Then
(4) ^(U^F^^U).

In particular,

(5) ^(U)=I(o)®^s(U).
(6) SCT^S^^U).

Proof. — Let Z^j^^) and let ^ be the stratum of Z corresponding to a.
Using (6.10) and (5.8) one sees that (i), (2), and (3) follow from (6.1.1), (6.1.2),
and (6.1.3). Let UcS be open. Then U has a neighborhood basis {U<J in R^
such that U^nS=U for all a. By Grauert [26], each U^ has a neighborhood
basis {U^p} of Stein open subsets of C^ such that U^ ̂ nR^U^ for all a, p. Then
the sets U^pUZ are Stein, and {U^^nZ} is a neighborhood basis of U in Z. Clearly

<(U)®nC=dirlimJ^(Ua,^Z),
^(U)®^C=dirlimJ^(U^nZ), etc.,

and (4), (5), and (6) follow from (6.1.4), (6.1.5), and (6.1.6). •
The following theorem follows from the results in [52].

Theorem (6.12). — Let (W, K,p, S, d) be an orbit map, U an open subset of S. Then
^(^(U^^W^U). •

Using familiar techniques one proves:

Theorem (6.13). — Let (W, K,p, S, d) be an orbit map, and let U be an open subset
of S. Then

(i) The natural map p,: ̂ (^(U))1^ Der(^g(U)) has image in X^(U).

(2) ^(rl(u))K=x(W)K®^w]K<(rl(u))K

^
(3) A^W^^S),
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then

(4) P^<w{P~lW)K=y,{U),
and if oeU, then (4) implies (3). •

We return to the G00 case. Let ^', J^°, 3^, and 3^ be the C00 analogues
ofWg, J^, 3|1, and 3 .̂ I fF is an R[S]-module, let ^(00) denote the associated sheaf
of ^-modules F®^^. We use J^ and X^ to denote the sheaves associated
to !((?) and X(S), respectively.

Proposition (6.14). — Let (W, K,j^, S, a?) 6^ an orbit map, and let a be a stratum of S.
Then

(1 ) ^s is a faithfully flat ̂  ̂ module for all seS.

(2) J^^^.

(3) 3^-i^.

Let U^S ^ 0/^3 <aW let F 6^ ^ R[S]-mofl^. Then
(4) ^(U^FQ^^U).

7% particular,

(5) ^(U)^!^)®^^^).
(6) ir(U)=X(S)0^^(U).

Proo/l — Using the DST (which is a theorem in the real analytic category for
representations) we may reduce to the case s=o in (i) . Let S^, . . ., %e^g o? ^d
let B denote the module of relations of the ^. Let ^==(^., . . . , & • ) generate B,
i<j<^r, and let U be a neighborhood of o in Cd such that the ^ and b^. have holo-
morphic representatives a^ and &^ on U. Since S^^.==o near oeUnS, S^^-=o

near oeUnj&c(Wc) by (6.10). By Oka's coherence theorem, we may shrink U so
that the ^ == (&^.) generate the germs of the relations of the a^ at any point of
Unj^(Wc) ([30], [73]). Restricting to S we see that the .̂ generate the germs of
the relations of the a^ on U'==UnS.

Suppose S%/,==o where /^, . . .^e^o. We may assume that the f^ have

representatives^ in ^(V) such that S^^==o. Taking Taylor series we obtain

a relation ^a^f^==o inR[[S]]. Since the natural map of local rings j^g o-^R[[S]j

induces an isomorphism on completions, R[[S]] is a faithfully flat ^g o-module ([70]),
and (/^, .. .3^) is in the module generated by the b-'={b^., . . . , 6^). Consequently,
the Taylor series of (j^, . .., p^ at o is in the R[[W]]-module (even R[[W]] ̂ module)
generated by the Taylor series at o of the p*b.. Using the DST, one obtains the
analogous result at any point wep~l(Uf). By [53], Q&*/i, ...,j^) must then be in
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the ^(^(U'))-module generated by the p * b y . Averaging over K, we obtain that
O^/i. • • ^P'fn) is in the ^(^(U')) ̂ module generated by the ĵ .. Hence % ^
flat over ^g o.

Let J be an ideal in ̂ , and let ^J^o06^- As above, the image of J
in R[[SJ] belongs to the ideal generated by J. Thus /e^s^J^ESJJ-J, and ̂
is faithfully flat over j^g o. We have proved (i) , and similar techniques prove (2).
The proofs of (3), (4), (5), and (6) are as in (6.1), where the vanishing of higher
cohomology follows from the fact that ̂  is a fine sheaf. •

The proof of our next result uses no new methods. The statements regarding (2)
and (3) below were, of course, already established (by different techniques) in § 3.

Theorem (6.15). — Let (W, K, p, S, d) be an orbit map, U an open subset of S. Then
(i) ^(^-1(U))K=X(W)K®^K^^-1(U))K.

If
(2) A^W^^S),

then

(3) A^Cr'CW-i^U),
and if oeU, then (3) implies (2). •

Remark (6.16). — Once we have proven the algebraic lifting theorem (3.7),
then we obtain real analytic and complex analytic versions from (6.6), (6.7)3 and (6.13).
This leaves open the question of analogues of (3.7) for non-orthogonalizable actions
of reductive algebraic groups. We obtain some (meager) results in this direction.
One could also formulate and try to prove analogous results for actions of real reductive
groups.

Added in proof. — H. M. Meyer has found an embarrassingly simple example which
shows that the algebraic lifting theorem does not generalize to the non-orthogonalizable
case: Let G be the group of non-zero complex numbers, and let V be a three dimen-
sional representation space of G with weights —i , i, and 2. Let x (resp. y) denote
the homogeneous generator of C[V]° of degree 2 (resp. 3). Then C^V]0 ̂  C[x,y\,
and V/G has strata {^0(0)} and V/G—{7r^(o)}. It follows that A:B/^eX(V/G).
But degree considerations show that no element of^V)6 can possibly sendj^ to x.
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II. — REPRESENTATIONS WITHOUT S3 STRATA

Let W be a representation space of K, and suppose that (W, K) has finite principal
isotropy groups. Then a stratum (W/K)(L) is said to be an S3 stratum if L°^ S3 and
(W/K)(L) is of codimension one in W/K. Equivalently, the slice representation
associated to (L) is of the form (W^+O.L) where (W^, L°)^(Q, S^Sj^i)). The
representations (W, K) and (W^, K(;) are said to have S3 strata if W/K has S3 strata.

In this chapter we show that the algebraic lifting theorem (3.7) holds for represen-
tations with finite principal isotropy groups and no S3 strata. Many of our lemmas, etc.
will concern general representations of reductive algebraic groups; our main interest
and results are in the orthogonal case.

In § 7 we reduce the proof of (3. j) to showing that a certain cohomology group
vanishes. This type of reduction was already used in [2]. In § 9 and § 10 we use the
Hilbert-Mumford criterion ([58], Gh. 2) to show that the cohomology group vanishes,
providing the representation has finite principal isotropy groups, no S3 strata, and has
an orbit space of dimension >2. In § 8 we handle the case of two-dimensional orbit
spaces, and we also reduce to proving (3.7) for connected groups.

7. Reduction to a Cohomology Problem.

Let (V, G, q, Z, d) be an orbit map. Let 3£e(V) denote the elements of 3£(V)
annihilating C[V]°, and let 3£^(V) denote the holomorphic analogue. Let 3|z o denote
the sheaf of (P^-mod\i].es corresponding to ^(V)6, and let X^e denote the sheaf of
J^z-modules corresponding to X^V)0. Now ^(V)0 is the kernel of ^ : X(V)° -^ X(Z),
^(V)0 is the kernel of ^ : ̂ (V)0-^ 3^(Z), and our results in § 6 imply that

xm^wf^w^^f
and that X^-MG-

We say that (V, G) has the lifting property (or that lifting holds for (V, G)) if
y^(y^)G==^W- We say that (V, G) is coregular if C^V^is a regular ring, i.e. iso-
morphic to C[j^, ...^d] for indeterminants j^, ...,j^. We use Z^(V) to denote
^v^^VG^))^?"3^0)* ^e ^Y ^^ a representation (W, K) has the lifting property,
is coregular, etc. if its complexification has the lifting property, is coregular, etc. We
use ^(^O to denote the elements of 3£(W) annihilating B^W]^

We will find the following lemma quite useful.
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Lemma (7.1). — Let V be a complex vector space, and suppose that G c G^ are reductive
algebraic subgroups o/'GL(V).

(1) Lifting holds for (V, G) if and only if lifting holds for (V+6^, G), TTzeZ4-.
(2) If lifting holds for (V, G), then lifting holds for all slice representations of (V, G).
(3) V (V? G-) is coregular, then all slice representations of (V, G) are coregular.
(4) Suppose CCVJ^CCV]01. Then lifting holds for (V, G) if and only if lifting

holds for (V, G^), and the two isotropy type stratifications of V/G^V/G^ agree.

Proof. — We leave the proof of (i) to the reader. The HST and (6.6) prove (2).
By (5.2), C[V]0 is regular if and only if V/G^C^ for some ^eZ+. If (V, G') is a
slice representation of (V, G), then the HST or AST shows that V'/G' is non-singular
near ^^,(0). This implies that the graded ring C^V']0' is regular, and we have
proved (3).

We now prove (4). Let Ae^V)0. Since CIVI^CEV]01, the projection
of A to its Gi-invariant part has the same image as A in Der(C[V]°). Thus all of (4)
follows if we can show that the two isotropy type stratifications of U=V/G^V/Gi agree.

We may assume that V^^o}. Let UQ denote 7^(0). Then C^V]01 contains
no non-zero forms of degree i, hence neither does C[V]°, and it follows that V°={o}.
Thus {uo} is a stratum of both stratifications.

Let ^U—{^}, and let G^x denote the corresponding closed G^-orbit. Then
G^x must contain a closed G-orbit Gy, and Gy must be the unique closed G-orbit
corresponding to S. Let N denote a Gy-complement to Ty{Gy) in TyV, and let N^CN
denote a (Gi)y-complement to Ty(G^) in TyV. Choosing a Gy-complement to N\
in N we obtain an embedding C[Ni]CC[N] and inclusions

Cp^^C C[Ni]^C C[N]^.

Our hypotheses and the AST show that the inclusions above are isomorphisms. Hence
(Ni^^N^, and it follows that (V/G)(^) and (V/Gi)^) agree near S. Thus
the strata ofV/G are open and closed in the strata ofV/G^. But the strata are connected
(lemma (5.5)), hence the stratifications agree. •

Proposition (7.2). — Let V be a representation space of G such that dim V/G=i. Then

(1) (V, G) is coregular.
(2) (V, G) has the lifting property.

Proof. — We may assume that G acts non-trivially. Since V/G is normal and
of dimension i, it is non-singular. Thus (V, G) is coregular (see also [78]). Let
f:V->C be a minimal orbit map. Clearly {0} and C—{o} are the strata of /(V) = C.
Let z be a co-ordinate on C and let ^, ..., ^ be co-ordinates on V. Clearly z ^ j ^ z
generates X(/(V)). But A^S^/^e^V)6 and /,A=(deg/)^/^. Thus (V, G)
has the lifting property. •
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The next results provide some information on the codimension of inverse images
of strata of V/G.

Lemma (7.3). — Let V be a representation space of the connected semi-simple algebraic
group G, and let W be a representation space of the connected compact Lie group K.

(1) If feCW and f=f^. . ./, where the f, are in C[V], then f^CW,
i==i, . . ., n. In particular, C[V]° is a unique factorization domain (UFD).

(2) If /eRCW^ and /=/i/2 • •-/n ^here the f, are in R[W], then ^cR^W]^
i==i, .. ., 72. In particular, R^^ is a UFD.

Proof. — Let/ and/i, . . .,f^ be as in (i) (or (2)). Then the / transform by
characters of G (or K) ([8o], p. 250). But G has no non-trivial complex characters
and K has no non-trivial real characters. Hence the / are invariants. •

Corollary (7.4). — Let V be a representation space of G, and let (V/G)(L) be a stratum
ofVfG of codimension ^2. If G° is semi-simple or (V, G°) is orthogonalizable, then V^ has
codimension ^2 in V.

Proof. — The image of V^ in V/G° has codimension ^ 2. Hence if G° is semi-
simple, then there are Vi?^6^^]00 which vanish on V^ and are relatively prime
in C[V]. Clearly then codimV'^2. If (V, G°) is orthogonalizable, then using the
HST we may reduce to the case where (L)==(G), and since Zoo(V)=Zo(V) we may
further assume that G=G°. Then (V, G) ^(Wp, Kg) where K is connected and
dimW/K^2. It follows that there are yLA^LV]0 whose restrictions to W are
relatively prime forms in R[W]. Thus f-^ and ^3 are relatively prime in C[V], and
codimV^^codimZ^V)^. •

Example (7.5). — Let (V, G)=(2C2, 0(2, C)). Then

C^C2^!, ̂  w^ ^2) ^ (^+^2, ̂ i +^w^ w^+w^eC3

is an orbit map, call it q. Now {0} is a codimension 3 stratum of Z=y(V)==C3.
However, Z^V^^^^o) contains all points of the form

(^i, ̂ , ̂ i, w^)=={a, aV—i, b, bV—i), a, 6eC,

hence Zo(V) is only of codimension 2. Thus codim(V/G)(L)^3 does not imply
codimV^^g. We take a closer look at codim Zo(V) in § 10.

Proposition (7.6). — Let (V, G, y, Z, d) be an orbit map, and let Xe3£^(Z). Assume
that

(1) V^o}.
(2) codimZe(V)^2.
(3) Lifting holds for the proper slice representations of (V, G).
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Then there is a cohomology class axeH^Z-^o}, X^) such that X lifts to ^(V)0 if and
only if ax=o.

Proof. — Let A; be on a closed G-orbit, x^o. Since lifting holds for the slice
representation at x, the HST and (6.6) imply that there is a G-invariant holomorphic
vector field A, on a G-saturated neighborhood U^ of x such that ^A^=X[^. The
differences \-Ay annihilate ^(U^nUy)0 so they give rise to a cohomcilogy class
axeH^Z-^},^).

If X lifts to 3?(V)°, then clearly ocx=o. If ocx=o, then we may choose a
G-invariant holomorphic lift A of X on V—Z^V). Since codim Z^V)^, Hartog's
extension theorem (see [60] or [81]) shows that A extends to Ae^(V)0 and clearly
^A=X. •

Corollary (7.7). — Let V be a representation space of G, and let H be a principal isotropy
group of (V, G). Suppose that

(1) Ne(H)/H is finite.
(2) (V, G) has generically closed orbits.
(3) codim(V/G)(D^2 implies codim V^ 2.

TA^ (V, G) A^ the lifting property. In particular, if G is finite, then (V, G) has the lifting
property (Bierstone [2]).

Proof. — Since (V, G) has generically closed orbits, GV^ is Zariski open in V.
If xeV^, then H acts trivially on the normal space at x to Gx, so any Ae3£^(V)0

must be tangent to Gx at x. But GA^G/H and (G/H^N^H)/!! is zero-dimensional
by (i). Hence A(;c)=o, and it follows that ^(V)0^^}.

Let q: V-^C^ be an orbit map, let Z denote ^(V), and let U denote the union
of all V^ such that codim Z^<_i. By (7.1), (7.2), and the argument in (7.6) any
Xe^(Z) has local holomorphic lifts to U. Since 3^(V)° ={o}, these local lifts combine
to form Ae^(U), and ^A==X[^. By (3), codim(V-U)^2, hence A extends
to Ae3?(V)° and y,A=X. •

Example (7.8) (cf. [77], Ch. III). — Let K be a connected compact Lie group.
Then K acts on f via Ad, and a principal isotropy group is a maximal torus T. Now
N^(T)IT==ir is the (finite) Weyl group, so by complexifying and applying (7.4)
and (7.7) one sees that (i, K) has the lifting property. We determine (using some
help from D. Farkas) the structure of ^(^^(f/K).

Now REfl^R^, .. .,^] is a regular ring ([39]). Give f a K-invariant inner
product. We show that X^ is the free R^-module on the gradients gradj&i,
grad^:

We may assume that the p, are homogeneous. Let AeX^, and let xe^^t.
Then A{x) is T-invariant, hence A{x) (=t. Thus there is a natural and injective restriction
map from a^^ to ^(t)^. Clearly the restriction of each grad^ to t is the gradient
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of p^==p^ with respect to the induced ^-invariant inner product on t. Since
R^^R^^RD^, . . .,j^] ([39] or theorem (11.3) below), it suffices to show that
X(t)^ is the free R[t]^-module on the grad p[.

Since the action o f^on t is generated by reflections, [n] shows that

R[t]^R[fr®nRDn

as a ̂ -module, where Rl^^] denotes the group ring of IT with the left regular represen-
tation. The homogeneous generators of3£(t)^ correspond to occurrences of the represen-
tation t in R[^], and this representation occurs dimt=rf times ([46]). Thus X(t)^
is a free R[t] ̂ -module on d homogeneous generators A^, ..., A^.

Suppose gradj^, ..., grad^ do not generate 3£(t)^. Then by perhaps rechoosing
the pi and A .̂ we can find a relation

(7.9) grad^;=S/A
i

where the ^eR[t]^ are homogeneous of positive degree. Applying the vector field
in (7.9) to the square of the radius function r2 and using Euler's identity, we find that

(2deg^;=S/A^2).

But this equation implies that ?[, . . .5^-15 j^'+i? - - ^ P a already generate R[t]^, a
contradiction. Hence gradj&i, ...,grad^ generate X(f)^.

8« Two-dimensional Orbit Spaces.

In this section we prove that lifting holds for orthogonal representations with
two-dimensional orbit spaces. First we reduce to the case of connected groups.

Lemma (8.1). — Let H be a normal reductive algebraic subgroup of G, and let V be a
representation space of G. Then there is a representation space Vi of G {and G/H) and a
G-equivariant map q : V—^V^ which is a minimal orbit map for (V, H). If (V, G) is orthog-
onalizable, then so is (Vi, G).

Proof. — The space C[V]^ of forms of degree n in C[V]11 is a representation space
of G, and the subspace D^ of C[V]^ generated by products of elements in © C[V]11

j<n

is G-invariant. Let E^ be a G-complement to D^ in C[V]^, and define ^:V-^E^
by SnO^) (/) ̂ fW 5 veV, fe\. Then q^ is G-equivariant, and since C[V]11 is noetherian,

m m

q=@q,\ V->Vi=©E^
1=1 i=i

is a minimal orbit map if m is sufficiently large. If (V, G) is orthogonalizable, then
D^ and E^ are orthogonalizable, hence so is (V^, G). •
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Proposition (8.2). — Let V be a representation space of G. Suppose that H is a normal
algebraic subgroup of G of finite index (hence H is reductive}, and suppose that (V, H) has the
lifting property. Then (V, G) has the lifting property.

Proof. — We may assume that ^^=={0} and that dim V/G^ 2. Let xeV,
x 4= o, and suppose that Gx is closed. Then Hx is a union of components of Gx, hence
Hx is closed, and H^ is normal of finite index in G^. By (7.1.2), lifting holds for the
slice representation ofH^. Either dim H^<dim H, Hp has fewer components than H,
or H==Hg and Gg+G. Hence by induction we can assume that lifting holds for
the slice representation of G^.

Let <7i: V->Vi be a G-equivariant orbit map for (V, H), and let q^: Vi—^C^
be an orbit map for (Vi, G/H). Then q=q^oq^: V^C^ is an orbit map for (V, G).
Let XeX^Z^^V)). As in the proof of (7.6), X has local G-invariant holomorphic
lifts to V—q~ l{o) ' Quotienting by the action of H we obtain local G/H-invariant
holomorphic lifts of X to Z^—^^o), where Zi==^(V). Since G/H is finite, these
local holomorphic lifts are unique, and we obtain X^ on Z^—^^C0) covering X. The
finiteness of G/H also implies that c|^l{o)={o}, ^d since Z^ is normal of dimension
dimV/H^2, any holomorphic function on Z^—{0} extends to a holomorphic function
on Zj^ ([60]). Hence X^ has an extension (also called X^) to all ofZ^. By construction,
X^ is strata preserving on Zi—{o}, hence it is clear that X^eX^ZJ except perhaps
when {0} is a stratum of Z^.

Since V^^o}, {0} is a stratum of Z. Suppose {0} is a stratum of Z^, and let
/eJf^ o vanish at o. Since G/H is finite, q^\ Zi->Z is finite, and there is an neZ4'
and ^, . . ., ^ej^z o sucrL that

/"+S(?^i)/"-=o.
i=l

Clearly <^(o)=o. Applying X^ to the above equation and evaluating at o we find
that te-i)(o)(XJ')(o)=o. If (Xi/)(o)=)=o, then ^_^(o)=o, and applying X^
repeatedly we find that <^, ^_i, . . . ,^, and i all vanish at o. This is absurd, so
(Xi/)(o)=o, and it follows that XiG^^ZJ. Since (V, H) has the lifting property,
Xi lifts to 3?(V)11, hence X lifts to ^(V)^ •

Before tackling two-dimensional orbit spaces, we require two preliminary results
on stratifications. First, as a corollary of lemma (7.3) we have

Lemma (8.3). — Let V be a representation space for the connected semi-simple algebraic
group G, and let W be a representation space for the compact connected Lie group K.

(1) Let (V/G)(L) be a codimension i stratum ofVjG. Then l^V^)6 is a principal prime
ideal.

(2) Let (W/K)/^) be a codimension i stratum of W/K. Then l^W^^ is a principal
prime ideal. Any form generating Î W^^ is of even degree^ and we can choose a generating
form which is a non-negative function on W.
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Proof. — The ideals I^)0 and ^W^ are principal since C^ and REW]1^
are UFD's. Strata are irreducible (lemma (5.5)), so their ideals are always prime.
Let/be a form generating ^W^)^ Since the set of principal orbits is connected
and dense in W/K, perhaps changing/by a scalar we may arrange that />o on principal
orbits, and then f>,Q. Since f{x)^o and f{—x)>_o for all xeW, /is homogeneous
of even degree. •

Lemma (8.4). — Let (W, K,p, S, d) be an orbit map, and let U, denote the Zariski
closure in R^ of the strata of S of codimension ^i. Then

(1) codim Ui>_i + codim S.
(2) S is the closure (classical topology) of a component C of Ug—U\, C is a manifold

without boundary, and dim C = dim S.
(3) V (^3 K) is coregular, then every non-principal stratum of S lies in the closure of a

codimension one stratum.

Proof. — Part (i) is an immediate corollary of (5.8.3); the component G in (2)
is clearly the image of the principal orbits. If (3) fails, then by (7.1.3) we may find
a case where (W, K) is coregular, dim S^2, and {0} is the only non-principal stratum
of S. By (2)3 S==R^ but this is impossible by (3.4). •

Theorem (8.5). — Let W be a faithful orthogonal representation space of K. If
dim W/K == 2 and dim K > o, then

(1) (W, K) is coregular.
(2) 3£(W/K) is generated by the images of the gradients of generators of VL^W^.

Proof. — The following demonstration of ( i) (improving upon our original one)
is due to Th. Vust: Let (V, G) denote (We, Kp), and let r^R^]1^ denote the square
of the radius function. The complex zero set of r2 is a G-invariant hypersurface Y
of V whose only singularity is at o. Our hypotheses imply that dimV^3, and it
follows that Y is irreducible and non-singular in codimension one, hence normal ([59],
p. 391). Thus Y/G is normal (lemma (5.1)) and of dimension one, hence smooth.
It follows that RI^YY]^^2) is regular, where (r2) denotes the ideal generated by r2.
Thus Rj^W^ is regular, and we have proved (i).

By (8.1) and (i), R^^^R^2,/] where / is homogeneous and k'f=±f for
all AeK. Assume that (2) holds for K°. Then the images of grad r2 and grad/
generate 3£(W/K°). If/is K-invariant, then (7.1.4) shows that (2) holds. If/is not

K-invariant, then it follows from (8.2) that the images of grad r2 and /grad/=-grad/2

2
generate 3£(W/K) over RI^W^^R^2,/2]. Hence we may reduce to the case that
K is connected.

Let 2(W) denote the unit sphere in W. Then ([7], Thm. IV. 8.2) either 2(W)/K
is diffeomorphic to S1 and S(W) fibers over S1, or S(W)/K is diffeomorphic to the unit
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interval (one can also easily derive this result from (1.5)). If 2(W) fibers over S1,
then the exact homotopy sequence of a fibration shows that 2(W) is also a i-sphere.
Then K=={id}, a case we have ruled out. Thus S(W)/K^ [o, i]. Let (Ki) and (Kg)
denote the isotropy classes corresponding to {0} and {i} .

Case 1: (KJ^Ka). — Let o+^eW^. Then K^cK^. Since there are no
isotropy classes between (K^) and (K), we must have K^ == K^. Since the image of W^
in W/K is homeomorphic to R4-, any two points in the unit sphere ^(W^) can be joined
by an element ofK, hence (see (5.5.4)) by an element ofN^Ki). Thus N^3) acts
transitively on ^(W^), and B^W1^^ is generated by the restriction of r2. By (8.3)
there is a homogeneous non-negative generator / of I ̂ (W^)^ We have shown
that RCW^/I is generated by r\ hence RIX^RL/, r2]. Working with Kg instead
ofK^ we see that RLW^^Rj^/, r2] where/a is a homogeneous non-negative generator
of^W^. Since R[/, r^RI:/, r2], deg/ = deg/ = 20 for some eeZ-^-, and
it follows that /^^(r2)6--^/ for some a, 6eR+. Changing/ and/ by positive scalars
we may arrange that

(8.6) /2=(r2)6-/,.

By Euler's identity,

(8.7) (gradr^/^grad/Kr2)^/ z=i , 2.

Since (^,10)* g^/i preserves the strata of W/K, (grad/i)(/)=a/ for some aeRj^W]^
Since a is homogeneous of degree 20—2, we see that
(8.8) (grad/)(/)=.(r2)6-1/, ,eR.

Now
(grad/)(/)=(grad/)((r2)e-/)==(4.2-.)(r2)e-l/

by (8.6), (8.7), and (8.8). But (grad/i)(/) must be divisible by/, hence
(8.9) c=4e2.

Let XeX(W/K), and consider X as a derivation of RCW]^ Then X(/) is
a multiple of/, so modifying X by a multiple ofgrad r2 we may assume that X(/)=o.
Using (8.6) we find that

XCA)^2)6-^2).
But X(/) also equals (3/ for some (B, and since R[r2,/] is a UFD, we find that

X^^TW-1/!; X^y/

for some y. Then (8.7), (8.8), and (8.9) show that X== (y/4^) grad/. This completes
our proof that (2) holds in case i.

Case 2: (Ki^Kg). — Since the image of ^(W^) in W/K is two points, we
must have W^R and NK(KI)=KI. Let/denote a non-negative homogeneous
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generator of I^W^)^ and let x be a co-ordinate on W^ such that r2 restricts to A:2.
If r2 generates the restriction of R^W^ to W^, then B^W] :̂! /̂, r2] and
^==(/, r2) : W->R2 is an orbit map. Lemma (8.4) shows that ^(W)={(;q, x^) : A^o},
yet ^2 must be non-negative since r^o. Hence there is an AeRj^W^ homogeneous
of odd degree m such that h restricts to ̂  on W^. We may assume that m is minimal, in
which case r2 and h generate the restriction ofRtW]1^ to W^. Thus R^^ = R[/, r2, h].
If m==i, then K==Ki and W^Wi+6i where K acts transitively on 2 (Wi). Clearly
(2) then holds.

We are reduced to the case m>_^. Since RtW^ is regular and RLW]^/)
is not (being isomorphic to R[^2, ̂ j, m>_^), the function f cannot be part of a minimal
generating set for RCW]^ Hence REW^R^2, A], and then clearly (r^-A2

generates I^W^)^ Thus we can arrange that

(8.10) f=.^r-h\

Let XeX(W/K), and consider X as a derivation ofR^]^ Then X preserves
the ideal (/), so modifying X by a multiple of grad r2 we can arrange that X(/)=o.
It follows that

o=X((r2)w-A2)=m(r2)M- lX(r2)-2AX(A).

Since R[r2, h] is a UFD, there is a yeR[r2, h] such that

(8.11) X^^y^T"1; X^^ayA.

Now note that (grad h) (/) = vf where a is homogeneous of degree m—2, hence zero.
Reasoning as above we find that

(8.12) (grad K) (A) - ̂ (r2)^ -1; (grad A) (r2) = 2wA.

From (8.11) and (8.12) we see that X==(y/w) grad h. This completes our proof
of (2). •

Example (8.13). — The tensor product representation of SO(7z)xSO(2) on
R^^R2 comes under case i, n>_2. The adjoint representation of any connected
simple compact rank 2 Lie group comes under case 2.

Corollary (8.14). — Let W be a faithful representation space of K, dim W/K == 2, and
suppose that (W, K) is not isomorphic to (R2, ZJ where m>i and Z^cSO(2) acts on R2

as rotations. Then (8.5.1) and (8.5.2) hold.

Proof. — Theorem (8.5) covers the cases where K is not finite. If (W, K) is
isomorphic to some (R2, ZJ, m>i, then one easily sees that both (8.5. i) and (8.5.2)
fail. If K is finite and (W, K) is not isomorphic to any (R2, ZJ, m>i, then K is
generated by reflections, and the arguments of example (7.8) apply. •
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Combining (7.2), (7.7)5 and (8.5) we obtain

Corollary (8.15). — Let W be a representation space of K, dim W/K^2. Then
(W, K) has the lifting property. •

Remark (8.16). — We outline another proof that lifting holds if dimW/K=2:
First one carries out the following two tasks:

Step 1: Classify all representations (W, K) such that dim K>o, (W, K) has trivial
principal isotropy groups, and dimW/K==2.

Step 2: Prove that the gradients of generators of B^W^ generate X(W/K) for
the representations found in step i.

Assuming steps i and 2 above we can show that (W, K) has the lifting property:
If dim K==o or (W, K) has trivial principal isotropy groups, then (7.7) or step i shows
that (W, K) has the lifting property. Suppose that (W, K) has non-trivial principal
isotropy class (H). In § 11 we see that the inclusion WH->W induces an isomorphism

^W^^RtW]^

where N==NK(H)/H acts on W11 with trivial principal isotropy groups. Moreover,
we will see that the natural map W^N-^W/K maps strata ofW^N onto strata of W/K.
If N is finite, then lifting for (W, K) follows from (7.7). If dimN>o, then step 2
shows that ^(W^N) is generated by gradients, and as in example (7.8) it follows that
3£(W/K) is generated by gradients. Thus (W, K) has the lifting property.

Steps i and 2 are not as arduous as one might fear. Using the DST and induction
one can show that, in general, if (W, K) has finite principal isotropy groups, then
dim W/K^ rank K (see [7], Cor. IV. 5.4 for generalizations). Thus for the represen-
tations considered in step i, rank K<2. A glance at the list of low-dimensional
representations of the connected rank 2 compact Lie groups rules out the case that
K° is simple. Thus K° is a product of at most two rank i groups, and the classification
of step i results in a rather short list.

9« Vector Fields Annihilating the Invariants.

Let V be a representation space of G. The homomorphism G-^GL(V) induces
a G-equivariant homomorphism Y] : Q -> Der(C[V]) ==3£(V). Clearly 7](g)c^(V).
We thus obtain a sequence of maps:

Map(V, 9) -̂  C[V]®,a ̂  C[V]®cXo(V) —> ̂ (V),

where the last map is the one defining the C[V]-module structure on ^C^O' The
composition gives a mapping from Map(V, g) to 3£o(V) whose image we denote by
^Ade(V). Now assume that (V, G) is orthogonal and has finite principal isotropy
groups. Then Map(V, 9) ^> X^Y), and we show that X^CY') ==XG(V) if and
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only if (V, G) has no S3 strata. In § 10 we show that if X^Y) ̂ cC^ ^en (V, G)
has the lifting property.

Terms ^IdeC^O? ^AdK(^5 etc- have the obvious definitions.

Example (9.1).—Let (W, K)=(R2, SO (2)), and let x^, ̂  be the usual co-ordinates
onR2. If A=^a/a^+^/a^eXK(W), then o=A(^+^)=2^+2&^, and a==—x^c,
b==x-^c for some c. Hence A==c{—x^^f ()x^-\-x-^()j ()x<^ where — x ^ ( ) f ( ) x ^ - { - x - ^ ( ) l ( ) x ^ is
the image of a generator of t Hence XK(W) =X^K(W) and ^(VQ^XAdi^W)^

Example (9.2). — Let (W, K)=(Q^ S3) where S3^ Q^ acts via left multiplication.
Let L=S3 act on Q^ by (y, ^l-x '̂""1, ^Q^ ^^L. The actions of K and L commute,
so the image of I lies in X^W)^ However, X^dK^^ contains no vector fields with
degree i coefficients since ^=={0}. Thus ^^^^^MKW^

We can be more precise: Let < , > denote the standard inner product on Q^R4,
let r2 denote the square of the radius function, and if C, DeX(R4), let <C, D> denote
the function x \-> <C(^), D(A:)>. There is a basis A^, Ag, Ag of I^X(R4) such that
<A,, Aj>=Sy.r2, and there is a similar basis B^, Bg, Bg of f. If BeX^R^)^ ^en
r2B == S ̂ B, A^)A^ where each <(B, A^) is a polynomial in r2 with no constant or linear
terms, else X^E^^^ contains elements with degree i coefficients. Thus B^^^^'
where B'eX^W)^ If AeX^W)^ then r^^^A, B^eX^KW^ Hence
XAdKCW^r^W^.

Proposition (9.3). — Let W be a representation space of K, and let G (resp. V) denote K(;
(resp. Wcy). Suppose that the principal isotropy groups of (W, K) are finite and that (W, K)
has no S3 strata. Then

(1) The points v in V with dimG^>o are of codimension ^2.
(2) 3%(V)=^a(V).
(3) XK(W)=^K(W).

Proo/'. — Since 3%(V) =3%o(V), we may reduce to the case that G is connected.
Choose a basis A^, . . . , A ^ for g, and let CO==A^A . . .AA^ denote the corresponding
(G-invariant) section ofA^TCV)). Part ( i ) is equivalent to showing that co has zeroes
of codimension ^2. Clearly G) never vanishes on the set of principal orbits. Suppose
Gx lies on a codimension one stratum ofV/G. Let (N3;, GJ be the slice representation
at A:. By the HST, a G-saturated neighborhood U of x is G-biholomorphic to GX(^B^
where B^ is a G^-saturated neighborhood of o in N3;. There is an isomorphism
(N^,G,)^((WL+6)c.Lc) where dimWJL=i. If L is finite, then <o+o on U.
If L°=[={zW}, then L° is a covering space of a sphere in W^ since (W^, L) has finite
principal isotropy groups. Now (W, K) has no S3 strata, so up to a finite kernel we
must have (W^, L°) ^(R2, S0(2)). Clearly then the points of U with infinite isotropy
group have codimension 2. Applying (7.4) we conclude that ci> has zeroes of
codimension ̂ 2, and (i) is proved.
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Let Ae3^(V), and let U ^ V denote the set of principal orbits. Clearly we
r

may uniquely write A{x) as a sum S f,{x)A,{x) for xeU. Then A A A ^ A . . .AA,=/G)
on U, and/i extends to a well-defined and holomorphic function off the zero set of o^.
By Hartog's theorem/ extends to a holomorphic function// on V. Similarly/, . . .,/
extend to/', . . .,// and A^^A^X^V). We have proved (2), and (3) follows
easily. •

10. Depth Estimates.

Let V be a representation space of G. Using the Hilbert-Mumford criterion ([58],
Gh. 2) we obtain estimates for the codimension of Zo(V). If (V, G) is orthogonal
and has finite principal isotropy groups and no S3 strata, then these estimates establish
the vanishing of the cohomology obstructions of proposition (7.6).

In this section we will need to use some of the structure theory of reductive
algebraic groups. All the results we use are in [3] or [40].

C* will denote the multiplicative group of non-zero complex numbers, and \ will
denote its one-dimensional representation of weight n, yzeZ. (We will never use the
notation CT to refer to the dual space of C.)

Proposition (10.1). — Let V be a representation space of G, Then

dim Z^(V)^dim Z^V) +1 (dim G- rank G)

where T^C*)^6 is a maximal torus of G.

Proof. — Since ZQ(V)=ZQ<,(V), we may assume that G is connected. Let
A:eZ^(V). By the Hilbert-Mumford criterion there is a homomorphism X:C*->G
such that l imX(^==o (classical topology). Since T is a maximal torus, there is a
geG such that z \-> (\{z) =g^{z)g~1) hag image in T. Thus xeGZ^ where

Z^={xey: \im\{z)x==o}.

Write V==Vi®. . .®V^ where the V, are i-dimensional weight spaces of T
with weights [L,, z= i , . . ., n. If X : C^-^T is a homomorphism, then

^(^^.^^-(^^i,...,^^)

where the ^(X)eZ. Thus Z^={(^, .. ., yj : v^o implies pL,(X)>o}. There is a
Borel subgroup B containing T and leaving Z^ invariant ([58], Gh. 2). Thus GZ^
is the image of the twisted product GXgZ^. Now Z^(V) = U GZ^, and clearly
the set of possible Z^'s is finite. Hence

dim Zo(V) = sup dim GZ^ sup dim G XgZ^
A " " ' A

== sup(dim Z^ + dim G— dim B)
A

= dim Z,r(V)+.1 (dim G- rank G). •
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Let V, G, and T be as above. The number of weight spaces of weight o is
independent of the choice of T, and we denote this number by ^oC^? ^)-

Corollary (10.2). — Let (V, G) be a self-dual representation of G (e.g. an orthogonal
representation). Then

codim Z^(V)^-1 (dim V- dim G+ rank G+ ^oW G)).

Hence if (V, G) has finite principal isotropy groups^ then

codim Z^(V) >_I- (dim V/G + rank G + pLo(V, G)).

Proof. — We continue with the notation used in the proof of (10. i), and we may
still assume that G is connected. Since (V, G) is self-dual, the non-zero weights of V

occur in pairs ± ̂  Hence dim Z^<-(/z—p-o(^ G)) ^or ^Y homomorphism X : C*->T.

Thus dim Z^(V) <_I- (n- pio(V, G) + dim G- rank G). It follows that

codim Z^(V)^(n— dim G+ rank G+^o(V? G)). •

We need a few results from the theories of depth and local cohomology ([17],
[28], [29], [71], [72]). Let R be a commutative ring with identity, A an R-module.
A sequenceYi, . . . ,fg of elements ofR is called an A-sequence (orA-regular sequence)
if multiplication by/^^ is injective on A/(yi, . . .,^)A, o<^<^—i, where (f^y .. .,^)
denotes the ideal in R generated byVi, . . . yf^. If I is an ideal ofR, we write depthjA^^
(or I-depthA^j-) if there is an A-sequence of length s in I.

Let Z be a complex affine variety, SF a coherent sheaf of G^-modules. Let
depth^^ denote the depth of^ with respect to the maximal ideal of (9^ g, zeZ. We
say that Z (or C[Z]) is Cohen-Macaulay if depth^ fl^= dim Z for all zeZ. Smooth
varieties are Cohen-Macaulay. If Vis a representation space ofG, then a deep theorem
of Hochster and Roberts shows that V/G is Gohen-Macaulay ([35]). (The Hochster-
Roberts result has been strengthened by recent work of Boutot.)

Lemma (10.3) ([17], [28], [29], [71], [72]). — Let Z be a complex affine variety,
y a coherent sheaf of 0^-modules. Let Y be a closed subvariety of Z, let I(Y) denote the ideal
of Y in C[Z], and let ^ denote the corresponding sheaf of ideals on Z. Then

(1) J^-depth^^^-depth^ for all ze\.
(2) I(Y)-depth^(Z)^z if and only if J^-depth^^i for all ze\.

Suppose that Z is Cohen-Macaulay.
(3) Let f^ ' ' " ) f s be a sequence in C[Z], and suppose that (^, .. .,yg)=f=C[Z].

Then f^ .. .,̂  is a regular C[Z]-sequence if and only if the zero set of {f^, . . .,yj has
codimension s.

(4) I(Y)-depthC[Z]= codim Y. •
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Let Y, Z, y, and ^ be as above. Then, functorially in ,̂ there are local
cohomology groups H^Z, ^) and long exact sequences

o -> H°Y(Z, ^) -> H°(Z, y) -> H°(Z-Y, y} -> H^Z, ̂ ) -> . . .

Also, J^-depth^^m+i for all ^eY if and only if H^Z.J^o for o<_i<_m.
There are analogous results for local cohomology groups H^Z, ̂ w). Since Z is
affine, H'(Z, ^r) and H^Z, ^rw) are zero for z^i. From the long exact sequences
above we then obtain:

Proposition (10.4). — Let Y, Z, I(Y), ̂  e^ ^ as in (10.3). Z^ meZ4-. Then
I (Y)-depth y{T)>_m + 2 implies

(1) H°(Z, ^) ̂  H°(Z-Y, ̂ ) and H°(Z, ^-W) ̂  H°(Z-Y, ^W).
(2) H^Z-Y, y) = H^Z-Y, e^W) = o, i <_i^m. m

We will use I(V, G) as shorthand for ^V^)0, V a representation space of G.

Lemma (10.5). — Let V and Vi be representation spaces of G. Then
depth^Map(V, V^codim Z^(V).

Proof. — The argument in ([71], p. 1-3) shows that we can choose/i, ...,/,
in I(V, G) whose set of common zeroes has codimension s, where ^=codim Z^(V).
Sy (^-S-S)?/!? • • • 5 / 8 ^ a regular sequence for C[V], hence for

Map(V,V,)=C[V]OOcVi.

Since there is a C^j^module projection from Map(V, Vi) onto Map(V, V^)0, one
sees that/^ . ..,/ is a regular sequence for Map(V, V^)0, and the lemma is proved. •

Proposition (10.6). — Let V be an orthogonal representation space of G. Assume that
the principal isotropy groups of (V, G) are finite and that dimV/G^3. Then

depth^.AGW^

Proof. — If G is finite there is nothing to prove. If rank G^ 2 or dim V/G^4
or ^o(V,G)>o, then (10.2) and (10.5) give the required depth estimate. Suppose
rankG=i, dim V/G==3, and pi.o(V,G)=o. Examining the low-dimensional represen-
tations of the rank i compact Lie groups, one easily sees that

(v,G°)^+v-.+^+v-,,e)
where r and s are strictly positive integers. Since C* is abelian and i-dimensional,
^AdGoW^CIVr. But CIV)00 is Gohen-Macaulay ([33] or [35]), so

depth^, (^[Vr^ 3

(it is also easy to establish this fact directly). Since G/G° is finite, C^V]00 is a finite
C^V^-module, hence is a Cohen-Macaulay (^[V^-module ([71]). Thus the direct
summand X^Y)0 of ^dGoW^C^V]00 has I(V, G)-depth 3. •
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Combining our results so far we can assert:

Theorem (10.7). — Let V be an orthogonal representation space of G. Assume that
(V, G) has finite principal isotropy groups and no S3 strata. Then (V, G) has the lifting property, m

Remarks (10.8). — Let V be an orthogonal representation space of G. Assume
that G is connected and that dim V/G^4.

(1) It is not hard to show that the C^-modules 3£(V/G), X(V)°, and X^W
are reflexive. (A module B over R===C[V]0 is said to be reflexive if the canonical
map B—^B** is an isomorphism, where B*=Hom^(B, R).) By [65], these reflexive
modules have I(V, G)-depth ̂ 2. Unfortunately, we need a depth estimate of 3
for XeW.

(2) Let E=XG(V)G/^£AdG(v)G• Assume that (V, G) has trivial principal isotropy
groups and S3 strata. We have a short exact sequence

o-^AdGW^XeW-^E-^o

which gives rise to a long exact sequence of local cohomology groups H^(V/G, - ) y
where o==7Tyo(o) ([28]). Since we have good depth estimates for X^eC^)0, depth
estimates for E give rise to depth estimates for ^(V)0. Let/i, .. .,/,. be the generators
of the ideals in C^V]0 which vanish on the pre-images of the S3 strata. It follows from
(9.2) that /^/i/a- • 'fr generates the annihilator of E, so E can be considered as a
C^V^/^-module. Despite all this, we have been unable to say much more about
the depth of E without first establishing that (V, G) has the lifting property.

(3) If (V, G) has the lifting property, then we have a short exact sequence
o -> XaW -> X(V)° -> X(V/G) -> o

which, as in (2), gives rise to a long exact sequence of groups H^(V/G, •) . If (V, G)
has finite principal isotropy groups, then from (10.2) and (10.5) we obtain the esti-
mate depth^Q^V)0^, and from (i) we obtain depthi(yo)3£(V/G)^2. Hence
depth^y^^V)0^. So, for (V, G) satisfying our hypotheses, the lifting problem
is equivalent to the estimate depth^y^X^V)0^^.
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III. — REPRESENTATIONS WITH INFINITE PRINCIPAL ISOTROPY GROUPS

Let V be a representation space of G, H a principal isotropy group. A (special
case of a) theorem of Luna and Richardson [51] shows that the inclusion V^-^V induces
an isomorphism V^/N^H) ^> V/G, and this isomorphism maps each stratum of
V^/N^H) onto a stratum of V/G. Note that if Ae^V)6, then the restriction res^A
of A to V" lies in (̂V11)1 .̂ If /eCEV]6 then

resQ{A{f))={r^RA){r^Hf).

where res^f denotes the restriction of f to V11. Thus if every element of ^(V11)^1^
extends to 3£(V)°, then we can reduce the lifting problem for (V, G) to the lifting
problem for (V11, No(H)/H), where the latter representation has trivial principal
isotropy groups.

In § ii we find conditions which guarantee that every element of (̂V11)1^1^
extends to X(V)0. We make several reductions in the proof of the algebraic lifting
theorem, including a reduction to the semi-simple case. In § 12 we describe how to
calculate principal isotropy classes and isotropy classes of codimension one strata; this
information is needed to apply the theorems of § 11. In § 13 we develop a numerical
criterion for determining which orthogonal representations have infinite principal
isotropy groups or S3 strata. The results of § 12 and § 13 are slight elaborations on
the themes of [i], [21], [22], [37], and [38]. In § 13 we also outline our (inductive)
proof of the algebraic lifting theorem. In § 14 we carry out the induction far enough
to reduce to the case of representations of the simple groups with trivial principal
isotropy groups and S3 strata.

11. Reductions.

We work towards versions of the Luna-Richardson result.
Let V and V\ be representation spaces of G, and let H be a reductive algebraic

subgroup of G. Then restriction to V11 defines maps

Map^V, Vi)0 -> Map^V, (y^f^

and Map(V, V^)0 -> Map(V11, (V^)^

which we call reSg.
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If L is a subgroup of our compact Lie group K, then restriction maps resL are
defined similarly.

Lemma (11.1). — Let V and V\ be representation spaces of G. Let (H) and (L) be
isotropy classes of (V, G) where H cL, and let (VL, L) denote the slice representation associated
to L. Suppose that

(1) IfLvisa closed orbit in V^ such that Ly is G-conjugate to H, then Ly zj ^-conjugate
toH.

(2) resH : Map^V^ V^ -^ Map^VJ11, (V^)^ is surjective.

Then there are G-saturated open sets U^ covering V(L) such that any /eMap^V11, (Vi)11)^1^
has extensions /^eMap^U^, Vi)0.

Proo/. — Let .yeV^. We may identify V^ with an L-complement to T,(G;c)
in V^T^(V), and as in (5.4) we have a holomorphic slice 9 : Gx^^B ^> U cV where
B is an L-saturated neighborhood of o in V^, U is a G-saturated neighborhood of x,
an(i <P([^])==^+^;); ^G, yeB. Let/eMap^V" (Vi)11)^^ and let ^{v)==x+v,
V€{~V^ Then ^yeMapfc((VL)H (V^)^ and by (2) ^/extends to

/'eMap^V^.

Restricting/' to B we can construct our final extension /eMap^GxLB, Vi)0.
Let [^yjecp-^UnV^). Then HgL=gL and ^-1H^=L,. By (i) we can

find feL such that ^-1^-1H^=H. Thus [g, v\==[gl, l-^v} where ^eNeCH), and
r^GB^^BnV®. Henc^UnV<H>=NG(H)^(B<H>). By construction, (9-l)yand/
agree on ^<H>), hence on UnV^. Since ^^ is Zariski dense in V11, ((p-^fand/
agree on UnV11. Thus/has local extensions near every closed orbit in V^, hence
near every point of V^. •

Let V be a representation space of G. Let (H) be the principal isotropy class,
and let (L) be another isotropy class, (L)4=(H). We say that (L) is subprincipal if
there are no isotropy classes (M) with (H) < (M) < (L). We say that (L) is i-subprin-
cipal if (V/G)(L) is a codimension one stratum. Clearly i-subprincipal isotropy classes
are subprincipal. A closed orbit and its isotropy group are called subprincipal (resp.
i-subprincipal) if the corresponding isotropy class is subprincipal (resp. i-subprincipal).
The concepts of subprincipal orbits, etc. of representations of compact Lie groups are
defined similarly.

Theorem (11.2). — Let V and V\ be representation spaces of G. Let (H) and
(L^), . . ., (L^.) be the principal and i -subprincipal isotropy classes of (V, G). Arrange that
H is a principal isotropy group of the slice representation (V^, L,-) of L,, i == i, ..., r. Suppose
that

(1) (V, G) has generically closed orbits.
(2) codim(V/G)(^2 implies codimV^^.
(3) resH : Map^V,, Vi^-^Map^V,)11, (V^)^ is surjective, z=i , ..., r.
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Then

resH : Map^V, V^ -^ Map^(V11, {V^ttf^

is an isomorphism.

Proof. - Let /eMap(V11, (V^W. By (i), GV® is open and dense in V,
hence local holomorphic extensions of/ are uniquely determined. In particular, resg
is injective. Let L denote one of the L,. Then (i i. i. i) holds since H is a principal
isotropy group, and (11.1.2) is (3). Hence/extends to a G-saturated neighborhood
ofV^. Applying (11.1) with L=H shows that/extends to V^. Then (2) and
Hartog's extension theorem imply that / extends to all of V. •

Theorem (11.3) (Luna-Richardson [51]). — Let V be a representation space of G,
H a principal isotropy group. Then

(1) resH : CIV]6 -> CCVT^ is an isomorphism.
(2) Suppose that (L) is an isotropy class of (V, G) and that H C L. Then

(G/L^N^L/L

and H is a principal isotropy group of the slice representation of L.
(3) The stratification of V/G agrees with the one induced from V^N^H).

Proof. — Let n: V^N^H) -»V/G be the map induced by res^. By (5.5.4),
if ^eV^, then N^H^^G.ynV11, and consequently NG(H)A; is closed. Hence

TC has a (unique) inverse defined on (V/G)(H)CV/G. Clearly then
dim V/G == dim V^N^H).

Suppose that dimV/G==i. Then (7.2) shows that (V, G) and (V11, N(^(H))
are coregular, so TT is isomorphic to a map of the form (^eC^h-^eC, meZ+. Since
TC is invertible on a Zariski open subset of C, m = i and TT is an isomorphism. Our
argument in (11.1) then shows that, for general (V, G), any fe^{V^^ extends
to/ej^Trv^U))0, where UcV/G is the complement of the strata of codimension ^2.
Since V/G is normal, jr^(U)^^(V/G), and/extends to ^(V)0 ([60]). Thus
TT is a complex analytic isomorphism, and using a Taylor series argument or the results
of [70] we see that TT is an algebraic isomorphism. We have established (i).

Let L be as in (2). Then some conjugate g~l'H.g of H is a principal isotropy group
of the slice representation (V^, L) of L. To establish (2) it suffices to show that
(G/L^NGOE^L/L, for then g-lHg={-lW where ^eL, and it follows that H is
a principal isotropy group of (VL, L). Now L==G^ where ^eV11 and Gx is closed.
Note that (CyL^^G;^ and that N^L/L^N^H)^, so we must show that
(G^^N^H)^ : It follows from Luna's slice theorem [50] that {Gx)11 is smooth, and
clearly ^((G^^g/gJ11. Since H is reductive, (g/g.,)11 is generated by the Lie
algebra ofN^(H), hence N^(H)A: is open and closed in {Gx)11 (this argument appears
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in [51]). But by (i), (G^)11 must contain only one closed No(H)-orbit. Thus
(G.y)1 !̂̂ ]-!)̂ , and we have proved (2).

We now prove (3). Let L and (V^, L) be as above, where (L)=|=(G). Then
by (2)

(Gx.V^N^x^W

as NG(H)-varieties, hence (GXLV^/N^H^VJ^NI/H). By induction we may
assume that the stratifications of V^/L^ (VL^/NI/H) agree, and then the HST shows
that the stratifications of V/G^V^/N^H) agree near (V/G)(L). Hence the strati-
fications agree away from (V/G)(Q). But, as in the proof of (7.1.4), the stratifications
must agree on (V/G)(G). •

Using (6.8) we obtain

Corollary (11.4) . — Let V, G, and H be as in ( 1 1 . 3 ) , and let Vi be a representation
space of G. Then

resH : Map(V, V^ -> Map(V11, (V^)^

is injective (resp. surjective) if and only if

resH : Map^V, V^)0 -> Map^V11, (V^)^

is injective (resp. surjective). •

Remarks (11.5)
(1) By complexifying one obtains analogues of (11.2) and (11.3) for represen-

tations of compact Lie groups.
(2) In (11.2) and (11.3) one can replace H by its maximal torus. Such a reduction

was considered by Bredon ([6] and [7]).
(3) Let V, G, H, and Vi be as in (n .4). Suppose that No(H)/H is finite and

that V==V\. Corollary (7.7) then shows that reSji is often an isomorphism, for example
when (V, G) is orthogonal. A result along these lines was obtained earlier by Luna
and Vust [77].

It is not difficult to prove the following:

Theorem (n. 6). — Let X be a smooth connected 'K-manifold, let H be a principal isotropy
group, and let T be a maximal torus of H. Let Y (resp. Y'') denote the closure of X^ in X11

(resp. the closure of X^r^ in X^. Then

(1) Y (resp. Y'J is a union of components of X11 (resp. X^, hence smooth.
(2) The natural maps Y/NK(H)->X/K and Y'/NK(T)->X/K are diffeomorphisms. •

We now give an example where res^ maps ^(V)0 onto ^(V11)^1 ,̂ and then
we give an example where resg is not surjective.
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Example (11.7). — Let (W, K) =(2^, 0{n)), n>2. The principal isotropy
class is (H==0(%—2)), and the unique i-subprincipal isotropy class is (0(n—i)).
The slice representation of 0(^-1) is (Og+R^S O(n-i)). Since (R^-^R2

and No^(0(7z-2))/0(n-2)^0(2), we have that (W11, NK(H)/H)^(2R2, 0(2)).
Theorem (11.2) shows that

(n.8) reSo^a^RT^^R2)0^

if
(11 .9 ) reso(,_2)Map(e,+Rn-l, e,+2Rn-l)o(n-l)==Map(e,+Rl, e.+sR1)0^,

where R^R^)0^-2) and 0(i)^No(^i)(0(^-2))/0(7i-2). But (11.9) is quite
easy to establish. Using classical invariant theory ([i8], [80]) one can, of course,
establish (n.8) directly.

Example (n.io). — Let (W, K^^C'+R6, SU(4)) where SU(4)=Spin(6)
acts on R6 as SO (6)== Spin (6)/Zg. It is not hard to see that H=SU(2)^Sp(i) is
a principal isotropy group, and that L^=SU(3) and Lg=Spin(5)^Sp(2) generate
the i-subprincipal isotropy classes (see example (12.2) below). Note that W^C^R2

where NK(H)/H^U(2) acts as usual on C2 and S^center ofU(2) acts with weight 2
on R2. Now RIX^+R2]^ is generated by the squares of the radius functions on C2

and R2. Thus the vector field x8l8y—jy8lSxeX(1R2) lies in
Xu^^+R^^s^^+R2)^,

but it clearly cannot extend to ^(W)1^. Hence (11.2.3) must fail: The slice represen-
tation of La is (Q2+e^,Sp(2)), and Map^^+O^ Q^+R^e,)^ clearly does not
restrict onto Map ((Q?)8^ +Q,, (Q2)sp(l)+(R5)sp(l)+6l)N since

N=N^)(Sp(i))/Sp(i)^Sp(i)'

acts trivially on (R^^R.

We now give two reductions in the proof of the algebraic lifting theorem.

Proposition (n. n). — Let V be an orthogonal representation space for G X (C*)^ m^ i .
If (V, G) has the lifting property, then (V, G X (C*)771) has the lifting property.

Proof. — Let H be a principal isotropy group of (V, G), and let N denote No(H)/H.
Since (V, G) has the lifting property, Tes^Vf^ ^(V11)1^ maps onto X^/N).
Thus (V11, N) has the lifting property, and

^(VT == ̂ (VT + resHXW.

Consequently, if (V^Nx^*)"1) has the lifting property, then so does (V, Gx(Glt)w).
Hence we may assume that H is trivial. We may also assume that m == i (induction on m),
C* acts non-trivially on V/G (lemma (7.1)) , dimV/(GxC*)^3 (corollary (8.15)),
V^xc^^o} (lemma (7.1)) , and rankG^i (else theorem (10.7) applies).
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Let o+^eV and suppose that {GxC*)x is closed. All G-orbits in {GxC*)x have
conjugate isotropy groups, hence by (5.1.2) all G-orbits in {GxC*)x are closed. Let
(N3;, GJ and (N^, (GxC'1')^) denote the slice representations at x for the actions of G
and GxC*. Either {G^°->{{GxC*)^° is an isomorphism and the slice representations
restricted to G, differ by^a trivial factor, or ((GxC*)J° is a C*-extension of (GJ° and
(N3;, GJ^(N^, GJ. Thus using (7.1), (8.2), and induction we may assume the
lifting property for all proper slice representations of (V, GxC*).

Let q^: V—^V\ be a C*-equivariant orbit map for the action ofG, let q^: V^—^C^
be an orbit map for (Vi, C*), and set q=q^q^ Z=y(V), Zi=^(V). Let A be a
vector field on Z^ corresponding to a generator of the Lie algebra of C*. We show
that the zeroes of A have codimension ^2 in Z^ :

Let xeZ^. If x is the image of a principal G-orbit, then the HST and (9.3.1)
show that A has zeroes of codimension ̂ 2 in a neighborhood of x. If x is on a codi-
mension one stratum ^, then a neighborhood U of x is C'-biholomorphic to a neighborhood
of o in CxC^ where C* preserves Cx{o} and {^xC11, {oJxC^^nU, and C* acts
orthogonally. Consequently, C* acts trivially on Cx{o} and orthogonally on {o}xCP,
and again (9.3.1) shows that A has zeroes of codimension ^2 near x. Thus A has
zeroes of codimension j_2 in Z^.

Let XeX^Z). Since lifting holds for the proper slice representations of (V, G X C*),
we can find local G X (^-invariant holomorphic lifts ofX to V—Zoxc*(V). Quotienting
by G we obtain C*-invariant holomorphic lifts X^ of X on an open cover {UgJ of
Zi—Zc*(Vi). Let U^p denote the points of U^nUp which are singular points of Z^
or where A vanishes. Clearly X^—Xp==/^A on U^nUp—Uap where f^ is
holomorphic. Since Z^ is normal, U^nUp is a normal analytic space, and since U^
has codimension ^2 in U^nUp, f^ has a unique holomorphic extension to
U^nUp ([60]). Thus the obstruction to patching the X^ lies in H^Z^—Zc^Vi), J^).
Since dim V/(GxC*)^3 and rank(GxC*)^ 2, (10.2) shows that Z^c*(V) ^
codimension at least 3. Hence there is a regular sequence of length 3 for C[V] (and
C^V]6) in I(V,GxC*), and H^Z^-Zc^Vi), ̂ )=o by (10.4). Thus there is a
holomorphic vector field X^ on Z^—Zc*(V\) covering X, and since Z^nZ^(V^) has
codimension^ 3 in Z^, X^ extends to a vector field X^ on Z^. Since the X^ and A
are tangent to the codimension one strata of Z^, X^ preserves the ideals vanishing on
the codimension one strata of Z^. Now (3.5)3 (5.8), (6. i) , and (6.14) imply that
X^ is the sheaf of derivations of e^^ which preserve the sheaves of ideals of the codi-
mension one strata ofZ^. Thus X^e^(Z^), and since (V, G) has the lifting property,
X[ lifts to ^(V)0, hence X lifts to ^(V)^0*. •

Proposition (11.12). — Let V be an orthogonal representation space for the reductive
algebraic group GxH, where G4={id}, H=f={id}. Suppose that lifting holds for orthogonal
representations of proper reductive subgroups of G X H, and suppose that (V, G) is coregular.
Then lifting holds for (V, GxH).
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Proof. — We may assume H is connected, V^^^o}, and dim V/(GxH)^3.
Let q^: V—^Vi be an H-equivariant minimal orbit map for (V, G), and let q^: V^-^C^
be an orbit map for (V^, H). Let q^q^q^ and let Z denote ^(V). Since (V, G) is
coregular and q^ is minimal, ^(V)=Vi and Z==^(Vi). We will refer to Z as ^(Vi)
when we give it the stratification induced from V^/H. Similarly, ^(V) denotes V^
with the stratification induced from V/G.

Let XeX^(Z). Our hypotheses imply that lifting holds for the proper slice
representations of (V,GxH). Consequently, X has local G X H-invariant lifts to
V—Z(^H(V), and they induce local H-invariant holomorphic lifts X^ on Vi—Z^Vi).
It follows that X preserves the strata of^(Vi) on ?a(Vi)—^(o), and X(y2(o))=o since
{^W}=={^o)} is a stratum of Z. Thus XeX^(Vi)). By hypothesis, (Vi, H) has
the lifting property, so X lifts to X^eX^)11.

Now (V,GxH) is the complexification of a representation (W.KxL). Let
p^\ W-^Wi be an L-equivariant orbit map for (W, K) such that yi=(A)c- Clearly
elements of ^(W^) are tangent to the orbits of L, hence are tangent to the strata of
^i(W) CWi. It follows that the elements of ^(V^) are tangent to the strata of^(V).
Now X^ differs from the X^ by multiples of elements ofXi^Vi)11, hence X^ is tangent
to the strata of q^(V) on ^(V)—ZH(VI), where Zn(Vi) has codimension >_2 in ^(V)
by corollary (7.4). As in the proof of (i i . 11), it follows that XieX^y^V)). By hypo-
thesis, (V, G) has the lifting property, so Xi lifts to ^(V)0, and X lifts to X^V)6^11. •

12. Calculating Principal and i-subprincipal Isotropy Groups.

Proposition (12. i) (cf. [21]). — Let V^ and Vg be non-trivial representation spaces of G,
let H, be a principal isotropy group of (V,, G), i== i, 2, and let V^Vi+Vg. Suppose that
Vi and V^ have generically closed orbits. Then

(1) The principal (resp. i-subprincipal) isotropy groups of (Vg, H )̂ are principal
(resp. i-subprincipal) isotropy groups of (V, G).

(2) If (L) is a i-subprincipal isotropy class of (V, G), then an element of (L) is a
i-subprincipal isotropy group of (V^, Hi) or (V^, Hg).

Proof. — If ^eV^, then the slice representation at (^ ,o)GV is (Vg+O.Hi),
and (i) is immediate. Let (L) be as in (2), and let f^G\y^ be a non-zero function
vanishing on the non-principal orbits of (V,, G), z = = i , 2 . If fi^)=f^)==o for
all (z/i, y^eV^, then clearly codim(V/G)(D^2. Hence, without loss of generality,
we may assume there is a (^.^eV^ such that /i^+o. Then ^ lies on a
i-subprincipal orbit of (Vg, H^), and (2) is proved. •

Example (12.2). — Let (W, K)= (W^+W^, K) ̂ C^R6, SU(4)). (See
example (n.io).) The principal isotropy class of (C4, SU(4)) is (Hi==SU(3)), and
that of (R^SI^^Spu^G)) is (H2==Sp(2)), where (Wg, Hi)^(C3, SU(3)) and
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(W^, Hg)^(Q2, Sp(2)). Since Hi and Hg act transitively on the unit spheres of Wg
and W^, respectively, the isotropy classes of the codimension one strata are (H^) and (Hg).
Since SU(2) is a principal isotropy group of (Wg, Hi)^(C3, SU(3)), SU(2) is a
principal isotropy group of (W, K).

As a corollary of (11.3) we have:

Proposition (12.3). — Let V be a representation space of G, H a principal isotropy group,
and let L^H be a i-subprincipal isotropy group. Then there is a i-subprincipal orbit No(H)x
in (V^N^H)) such that G^=L. •

Example (12.4) (cf. [37]). — Let K=SU(^) xSU(^) act on

W= Hornet, (^(e1)*®^

by C?5 h)A=gAh~1', (^,A)eK, AeW. Let {^}?=i be an orthonormal basis for C",
{y?=i the dual basis. A principal isotropy group of (W, K) is the diagonal maximal

n

torus diagTcTxTcSU(^)xSU(7z), and W^^ is the set of matrices S a^®z,.
1=1

In other words, every element of W can be brought to diagonal form by the action of K,
and the subgroup fixing all diagonal elements is diag T. Now

(W^, N^diag T) /diag T) ̂  (C, T x 2J

where T acts as usual on CS^ and 2^ (the symmetric group on n letters) acts by permuting
co-ordinates. Thus x=Tia^®z^ lies on a principal orbit if and only if all the ^ are
distinct, and x lies on a i-subprincipal orbit if exactly two of the a^ are equal and these
^ are non-zero. Using (12.3) one sees that the (unique) i-subprincipal isotropy class
of (W, K) is generated by diag((U(2) xU^i^'^nSU^)). One can calculate the
corresponding slice representation (W^, L) from the equation

(W,L)=(W^,L)+(f/I ,L).

One can also calculate (W^, L) as follows:
Let U(i) ' denote the copy ofU(i) in U(2) centralizing SU(2), and let

Lo=diag((U(I) 'xU(I)n-2)nSU(^)).

Then LQ is the subgroup of H=diag T acting trivially on I/I). Since H is a principal
isotropy group, (W^, H)^(I/t)+6, H). Hence L() is the subgroup ofL acting trivially
on WL. Thus (WL, L/Lg^SO(3)) is a representation with principal isotropy group
H/Lo^SO(2), and the only possibility is (WL, L/Lo)^(6+R3, S0(3)).

Using (12.1) one can more or less reduce the problem of finding principal and
i-subprincipal isotropy groups of representations to the irreducible case. In the irre-
ducible case, (12.3) and the tables of [21] and [37] provide the answers we need.
(The tables in [21] only list the Lie algebras of the principal isotropy groups, but in
the cases we consider the principal isotropy groups are well-known to be connected.)
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13. Indices and an Outline of the Proof of the Algebraic Lifting Theorem.

Let G = GI x. . . X G, be a product of simple algebraic groups, and let p be a
representation of G. One can assign non-negative rational numbers ind^.p to p such
that if ind^.p>i, i<^i<_s, then p has finite principal isotropy groups ([i]). (A
variant of this criterion was also used in [38].) We find similar criteria for an orthogonal
representation to have S3 strata.

Let V be a complex vector space. We denote by try the trace function on
Homc(V,V). Suppose that p=(V,G) is a representation of the simple algebraic
group G. Then Xf-^try(X2) is an ad g-invariant bilinear form on Q, hence a multiple
of the Gartan-Killing form XKtr^X2). After [i], we call the multiplication factor
the index of V (or index of p), denoted ind^V (or ind^p). If p is the direct sum of
representations pi and ^ of G, then clearly indep^ndGpi+ind^pg. The index of a
representation of a simple real Lie group is defined similarly.

Proposition (13. i). — Let G == Gi X . . . X G, be a product of simple algebraic groups.
Let V be an orthogonal representation space for G, H a principal isotropy group. Suppose that
jeZ-^, ind^(V)=i for i<z<_j, and ind^(V)>i for j<i<_s. Then H°c G^x . . . xG,
(H°={id} if j==o), andH° is a torus. Moreover, ifH is finite, then (V, G) has no S3 strata.

Proof. — Let (L) be an isotropy class of (V, G). Then (V, L^Q/I+VL, L)
where (V^, L) is the slice representation corresponding to L. Let o+XeI. Then
(13.2) tr^(X2) = tr^X2) - tr,(X2) + tr^(X2).

Let m(X) denote tr^X^/tr^X2). Decompose X as Xi+.. .+X, where X,.eft,
z = = i , . . . , s. By the associativity of try (see [39], p. 21) we have try(X2) ==Strv(X2),
hence %

(13.3) mW=^tr^l^tr^).

Suppose that (L) is principal. Then (V^, L) is the trivial representation, and
(13.2) shows that m(X)<^i. If w(X)=i, then ad X must act trivially on l==I),

i.e. H° is abelian. Suppose that (V/G)(L) is an S3 stratum. Then trvJX^/tr^X2)^,
and y7z(X)<i. The proposition now follows from (13.3). •

Corollary (13.4). — Let G be a simple algebraic group, V an orthogonal representation
space of G. If G has infinite principal isotropy groups, then ind^(V)^i. If G has finite
principal isotropy groups and S3 strata, then ind^V<i. •

Example (13.5). — Let G=Spin(27Z+i5 C), 7^2. Then G has basic represen-
tations 9^5 .. .5 9^ where 9^ is the usual representation of

Spin(27z+i,C)/Z^SO(272+i,C) on C2^1.
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For i<n, 9, is the exterior power A'91, and <?„ is the spin representation. Let d= (ii, . . .,
±^ denote the non-zero weights of 91 relative to a maximal torus of G. Then ([20],

Supplement) 9^ has the 2n weights -(±^1 ... ±^J. Embed C* in G by lifting the

usual embedding of C*=SO(2, C) ^ S0(2^+i? C). Then, modulo trivial represen-
tations, 9llc*==v2+v-25 (AdG^A^I^^^—iKva+v-^ and 9nlc*== s^^+v-i).

I . 2n-3

Hence indo9i=——— , indo9^=———, and one easily sees that indQ9^>i, 2<z<w.
272— I 2Tt— I

Let H be a principal isotropy group ofm9i. By (13.1), H is finite for m^w,
and H° is abelian for m==w—i (in fact, H=SO(2, C) in this case).

Example (13.6). — Let G=Spin(2n, C), ^^3. Then G has basic represen-
tations 91, . . ., 9^ where 91 is the usual representation of Spin(27z, C)/Zg=SO(2n, C)
on C2^ 9^==A^9l for i<i<n—i, and 9^_i and 9^ are the half-spin representations.
Moreover, Ad G= A2 91. Let ± p4, . . ., =L ̂  denote the non-zero weights of 9^ relative
to a maximal torus of G. Then ([20], Supplement) 9^_i has the 2n~ l weights

-(± p4. . . ± pij where only an even number of minus signs are allowed, and 9^ has the

2n~l weights whose expressions contain an odd number of minus signs. As above, one
I 2n~4

can show that ind^ 91 = ——— 5 ind^ 9^ _ i == indo 9^ = ——— , and indo 9, > i for
. - . ^ 2n—2 w—2

2<z<n—i.

We now indicate how our proof of the algebraic lifting theorem will proceed:
Let V be an orthogonal representation space of the reductive algebraic group M. We
wish to show that (V, M) has the lifting property. Using (8.2) and (n .n) we may
reduce to the case that M is connected and semi-simple, and going to a finite cover
we may assume that M is simply connected. Then M is a product of simple factors.
Let GI be a simple factor of M, and let G~ be the product of the other factors, so
M==GiXG\ We will show that one of the following cases always occurs:

Case (13.7). — There is a reductive algebraic group M==GiXG~, an inclusion
T] : M->M with "y](Gi) sG^, and an extension of the representation of M on V to
an orthogonal representation of M such that

(i) crv^c^v]^
(2) The principal isotropy class (Hi) of (V, Gi) is non-trivial, and letting N

denote N^(Hi)/Hi we have

resH^W^^V11^

and dim N + dim G~ <dim M.

Case (13.8). — (V, Gi) is coregular and has the lifting property.
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Case (13.9). — Ind^V>i, or ind^V=i and any principal isotropy group
of (V, M) has finite projection onto G^.

Assuming that (13.7), (13.8), or (13.9) always holds we can prove that (V, M)
has the lifting property: By induction we may suppose that lifting holds for orthogonal
representations of reductive algebraic groups of dimension<dim M. If (13.7) holds,
then (V111, NxCT) has the lifting property by induction, hence (V, M) has the lifting
property. If (13.8) holds, then proposition (11.12) applies. Finally, suppose that
(13.9) holds for each simple factor of M. Then (V, M) has finite principal isotropy
groups, and by (13.1) it has no S3 strata. Theorem (10.7) then shows that (V, M)
has the lifting property.

14. Reduction to Representations of Simple Groups with Trivial Principal
Isotropy Groups.

Throughout this section, V, G^, G~, and M==G^xG^ are as in § 13. Let V^
denote an M-complement to V01 in V.

In order to prove the algebraic lifting theorem, it suffices to show that one of (13.7),
(13.8), or (13.9) always applies. If ind^(Vi)>i, then (13.9) applies, and if fv\, G^)
is the adjoint representation of Gi, then (13.7) and (13.8) apply. Our tables below
include the remaining cases, i.e. the non-adjoint representations (Vi, G^) with
ind^(Vi)<^i. We will use these tables to verify that (13.7), (13.8), or (13.9) always
holds. In some cases the verification that a representation satisfies (13.8) is delayed
to chapter IV. We used the results of [i] to determine all the irreducible representations
of the simple groups with index <_i; the computations of [i] are not difficult to verify.
See ([20], p. 336) for a determination of which representations of the simple groups
are orthogonalizable.

If 9 is a representation of G, we will often confuse 9 and its representation
space V(<p), so 9 and (V(9), G) both denote the same object. Thus if H is a reductive
algebraic subgroup of G, then a^)^^ stands for X(V(9)H)NG(H). If several groups
and representations are present in a discussion, we may use the notation 9(G) or (9, G)
to emphasize that 9 is a representation of G. If 9' is a representation of G', then 9^9'
will denote the tensor product of 9(G) and 9'(G'), and 9+9' will be shorthand for
9®6^(G')+6i(G)®9'. (Unless otherwise specified, all tensor products are over C.)

Assume that G is connected, simple, and simply connected. Corresponding to
an ordering of the simple roots of Q we obtain an ordering 9^, . . ., 9^ of the basic
representations of G, r = rank G. (Our ordering of the simple roots is indicated in
the tables below.) If 9 and ^ are irreducible representations of G, then 9^ (resp. 92,
93, etc.) will denote the irreducible component of highest weight in 9®^ (resp. S^,
resp. S^, etc.). We use the standard classification of G into types A^, B^, etc. Note
the isomorphisms Ai^Bi^Ci, 63 ̂ Cg, and As^D^-
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In our tables, 9 denotes a representation of the given group G, and H denotes
a principal isotropy group of 9. Providing G is simple, we indicate how H embeds
in G by listing the restriction of <pi(G) to H, denoted (<pi(G),H). Let L be a
i-subprincipal isotropy group of 9, where H^L. A finite cover of L decomposes
as L^ X LQ where Lg acts trivially in the slice representation 9^ °^ L. We list L^ X L() .
If L->GL(9L) has finite kernel, then we always set Li=L, Lo=={id}, and just list L^.

Let Hi denote a principal isotropy group of (9^, L^). We wish to apply
theorem (11.2) to show that res^X^^ = X^)^^, and condition (11.2.3) is
equivalent to

(14. i) res^Map(y,, ̂ = Map^)"., <p^H^

where N\=N]^(H]J/H^. Thus we list the representation (9^, L^) and the irreducible
components of (91'0, L^). It is always a simple matter to check whether resjj is surjective;
most of the time surjectivity follows from classical invariant theory. In the rare cases
when (14.1) fails, we place an "A:" in the last column. We explain how to handle
these cases below.

We find it useful to consider some non-orthogonalizable representations with
infinite principal isotropy groups. The corresponding entries are flagged by a <( * 3?.
It is not necessary to verify that (13.7) holds in these cases, but in fact it does. Represen-
tations with S3 strata are flagged by <( ** ". We denote entries by their table number
followed by a dot and their entry number, e.g. 1.1 stands for the first entry in table I.

It is useful to add the following assumption to our inductive proof of the algebraic
lifting theorem:

(14.2) ind^(V) ̂ ind^.(V), i == i, .. ., r,

where the G^ are the simple factors of M. Let Vg denote V01. Then

(V,M)=(V, ,GiXG~)+(V2,G~) .

Let G' denote the simple factors of G~ which act non-trivially on V^, and let H^ denote
a principal isotropy group of (V, M).

I. G^==A/. The representation 9^ is the standard action of Ay=SL(r+ I 5 C)
on (r^; 9^==A^ has the induced action, 2<^_i<^_r. Complex conjugation on CY4'1

induces an automorphism of Ay which interchanges 9^ and its dual 9y_^, i<^i<^r,
and AdAy==9i9y. We show that (13.7)3 (13.8), or (13.9) holds when G^==Ay,
r==2 or r>4, and we also handle some of the representations of A^ and Ag. We
complete the arguments for A^Ci in III and for A3^D3 in IV.

Table I is constructed inductively using the results in [21], [37], and § 12. The
contents of 1. 11 follow from example (12.4); 1.4 and 1.6 are established using similar
techniques. The contents of I.I o follow from those of 1.9 and I .n via (12.1). The
derivation of the contents of the other entries is routine.
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Suppose (Vi,Gi)=(r(9i+(p,),A,)=I.2. Then (V^A.xG') is of the form
cpi®^+cp^®^ where ^ is a representation of G~. There is an embedding of (V, M)
in (V, M)=(9i®^®^+(p,®v_i®^, A,xexG')+(Va, G'). But

(r(pi®vi+rcp,®^, A,xC*)=I.2'

has principal isotropy groups of dimension one, hence C* acts trivially on the orbit
space V/M, and C^^^^C^]^ Since theorem (11.2) applies to 1.2', we see that
1.2 satisfies (13.7). Similarly, 1.5 and 1.7 satisfy (13.7).

At this point we know that (13.7) applies if (Vi, Gi)=(<p, A,) and indA,9<i,
or if (<p, A,) =(293, As). If r^4 and (9, A,) = (291+92+^-1+29,, A,)=1.8,
then (V^, A,xG') embeds in ^^(^^i+^^i+^+^r-i. A.xAQ. But the index
of p with respect to A[ is 2r/4> i, and it follows from (13.1) that the principal isotropy
groups ofp are finite. Thus H^ has finite projection onto A^, and 1.8 satisfies (13.9).

It remains to consider the case (Vi, Gi)==((r+i)((pi+(p,), A,), r>_2. Suppose
that a principal isotropy group of (V\, A^xG') has infinite projection onto Ay. As
before, (V\, A^xG')^^®^^-^®^* for some representation ^ of G', and we enlarge
(V,A,xG') to ((pi®va®^+(p,®^i®^, A.xC'xG'). Then the action of G' on
V\/(A,. X C*) has only infinite isotropy groups. By classical invariant theory, (V^, A^ X C*)
is coregular, and a minimal G'-equivariant orbit map is the composition

<pi®v^®^ + (p^.®v_^®^* ——> 9^®Vi®^®<p,.®v_i®^* —^-> (j;®^*

where j contracts cp^®^ with ^^-i^yi0^)*- I^t ^i arld ^3 be non-zero represen-
tations of G'. If ^==^i+^, then ^®y=^®^+^®^+^®^+^®^. But
^®^=(Ad GL(V(^)), G'), so ^^++2®^ contains a copy of Ad G'. It follows
that ^®^* has index >i with respect to each simple component of G', hence ^®^*
has finite principal isotropy groups. Suppose that ^==^®^ where no ^ is 61. Let
^^—A denote a G'-complement to the copy of 61 in ^®^, 2=1,2 . Then
^®^=(^®^-6,)+(^®^-6i)+6i+(+i®^-6i)®(^®^-6,) where the first two
representations contain a copy of Ad G'. Again, ^®^* has finite principal isotropy
groups. Thus ^ must be an irreducible (r+i)-dimensional representation of a simple
group with index^i/(2r+2). The tables show that the only possibility is ^=^[ (or <p^
for another copy A^. of A,.. If A^l acts non-trivially on Vg, then (14.2) and prop-
osition (13.1) imply that H^ has finite projection onto A^, hence finite projection
onto Ay. If A^l acts trivially on Vg, then we are in case I.n. We have completed
the proof that (13.7), (13.8), or (13.9) holds when Gi==Ay, r=2 or r^>4.

n. GI==B,: Note that B,==Spin(2r+i, C) (see example (13.5)). We show
that (13.7), (13.8)3 or (13.9) holds when Gi=B^, 7-^3. Our arguments for Bi^Ci
and Bg^C2 are completed in ffl.
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TABLE V

EXCEPTIONAL GROUPS

i
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The determination of the contents of the entries of table II (and succeeding tables)
requires no new techniques. In 11.9, property (14.1) fails to hold. However, we
may embed II. 9= (291+935 Bs) into the representation (29^+93', BgXBg') without
changing the invariants or commutant (=the subgroup of GL(V(29i+93)) commuting
with the group action). Using II. i and II. 6 we then see that II. 9 satisfies (13.7)
(and (13.8)).

Entries 12, 20, and 23 have S3 strata, and in chapter IV we show that they
satisfy (13.8). An index argument akin to the one we used for 1.8 shows that II. 13,
II. 21, and 11.24 satisfy (13.9). All entries not discussed so far satisfy (13.7). Thus
(13.7), (i3.8), or (13.9) holds when Gi=B,, r;>3.

DDE. Gi=C^: The representation 9^ is the usual action of C,.==Sp(r, C) on C2^
9^ is the irreducible component of A^ of highest weight, i^^r, and Ad Cy==9f.
We show that (13.7), (13.8), or (13.9) holds when Gi==Cy, r^i.

In Chapter IV we show that III. 2 satisfies (13.8). If

(Vi,G,)=(29i+^C,)=III.5,

then clearly (V^G^xG') embeds in (91^9^+92? C.XCQ. Enlarging (V, M) to
(V, M)= (9^9^+92, C,XCQ+(V2, G~) and using III. 5', we see that III. 5 satisfies
(13.7). We have handled all cases ofindex<i, and III. 9 satisfies (13.7).

Suppose (V^, Gi) == (493, + 9^, C,) = III. 6. Then (V^, C, X G') embeds in
(9i®9^+92, C^XC^). It ^4, then indc,Vi=r/3>i, and using (14.2) and prop-
osition (13.1) we see that (13.9) applies. Suppose that r==3. If G'==C2, then
one is in the case of III. 10 if (Vg, G') is trivial, else (13.9) applies. If G' is a proper
subgroup ofCa? then an index argument shows that (13.9) applies. If r==2, we leave
it to the reader to verify that the only new representations to be considered are III. n,
III. 12, and III.I3. Similarly, III. 8 leads only to III. 14.

It remains to consider III. 3. Now our arguments in IV and V below are
independent of our results concerning III. 3, so we may assume that H^ has finite
projection onto all simple components of M not of type C, and we may also assume that
H^ has finite projection onto all factors of type C which do not correspond to case III. 3.
We are going to show that (13.7) applies (with M=M) or that (13.9) applies, so we
may reduce to the case that every simple factor of M corresponds to III. 3.

Suppose that Cg and C<' are factors of M and that (V, Cg X C<') contains k copies
of (9i®9^C,xCO, k^i. Then \s—t\<_i, and k=i if ^2 or t>_2. We may
assume that Gi==Cy has maximal rank among the simple components of M, and for
now assume that r>_2. If (V^C^-xG') contains the factor (91^9^, CyXC^), then
(V.C^xG') must be p== (91® 9!+291+291+9, C^xC^) if r^3, and must embed in

p'=(9,®^+9i®^+<p;®9;"+6,C2XC2XC^xCn
if r=2. The principal isotropy groups of p are finite, and eliminating any group
factor in p' leads to a representation with finite principal isotropy groups.
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Entry III. 15 shows that p' itself comes under (13.7). If (V\,Cy.xG') contains a
factor (9i®9^, C^xC^_i ) , then one can show that III. 16 and III. 17 are the only new
cases to consider. Entry III. 18 is the only new case when all the groups are of rank i.
Thus one of (13.7)3 (i3.8), or (13.9) holds when Gi=C^, y^i.

IV. Gi==D^: Note that D^=Spin(2r,C) (see example (13.6)). There is an
automorphism of Dy which interchanges cp^_i and cpy, and there are automorphisms
of D4 inducing all permutations of 91, 93, and 94. We do not need to consider both
a representation of Dy and a representation derived from it by an automorphism of Dy.,
and this simplification is incorporated in table IV. We show that (13.7), (i3.8),
or (13.9) holds when G^=D^ ^ 3-

In IV. 7 and IV. 14 property (14.1) fails to hold. Now IV. 7 (= examples (i i . 10)
and (12.2)) satisfies (13.8) by theorem (8.5), and IV. 14== (391+93, 04) embeds
in (39^+93'? D^X D^) where the two representations have the same invariants and
commutant. Using IV.2, we see that IV. 14 satisfies (13.7) (and (13.8)).

In Chapter IV we show that IV.8, IV.9, IV. 17, IV.22, and IV.27 satisfy (13-8).
An index argument shows that IV. 10, IV. 18, IV. 23, IV. 24, and IV. 28 satisfy (13.9).
The cases we have not discussed satisfy (13.7). Thus (13.7)5 (i3.8), or (13.9) holds
when Gi==D,, r^3.

V. GI is exceptional: The group Eg is not in table V since its only irreducible
non-trivial representation of index <^i is Ad Eg. In Chapter IV we show that V.3
satisfies (13.8). An index argument shows that V.4, V.7, and V.io satisfy (13.9).
All other orthogonal representations satisfy (13.7), so (13.7), (13.8), or (13.9) is satisfied
for representations of the exceptional groups.
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IV. — REPRESENTATIONS OF SIMPLE GROUPS WITH S3 STRATA

Let (V, G) be one of the remaining cases in our inductive proof of the algebraic
lifting theorem. Then (V, G) has trivial principal isotropy class and a unique
i-subprincipal isotropy class (L==Ai). In § 15 we develop techniques for showing
that (V, G) satisfies (13.8). In § 16 we apply these techniques to the cases where the
closure of (V/G)(L) in V/G is normal. (We say, rather imprecisely, that (V, G) has
normal codimension one strata.) In § 17 we handle the cases with non-normal codi-
mension one strata. Our proofs involve much use of classical invariant theory (abbre-
viated CIT henceforth); all the facts we need can be found in [18] or [80].

i5. The Method.

Let (V, G) be a representation of G, let (L) be an isotropy class of (V, G), and
let N denote No(L)/L. We denote by X-^V^ (resp. ^(V^N)) the elements of
XC^^ (resp. ^(V^N)) which preserve the image ofCCV]0 in Cp^ (resp. C^/N]).

Lemma ( 15 .1 ) {Luna [51]). — Let V be a representation space of G, and let (L) be an
isotropy class of (V, G). Then the canonical map

V^N^L) -> 2^((V/G)^) ^V/G

is a normalization ofL. Moreover, if yeV^ then Gv is closed if and only if Nc(L)y is closed. •

Proposition (15.2). — Let V be an orthogonal representation space of the connected reductive
algebraic group G. Suppose that (V, G) has a unique i-subprincipal isotropy class (L). Let
N denote No(L)/L and assume that

(1) (V, G) is coregular.
(2) XW^res^W+XNW.
(3) (V1', N) has the lifting property.

Then (V, G) has the lifting property.

Proof. — We may assume that V^^o}. Let Xe3E(V/G). Since X is strata
preserving, X gives rise to a derivation ofresLC^V]0. Since C^V^ is the normalization
ofresLCEV]0 (by (15.1)), X lifts to a derivation X^ of CIV1-]^ C^/N]. We
show that XLe^CV^/N):
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Let n: V^/N—^V/G denote the canonical map. Let (M) be an isotropy class
of (V^N), and let xe^ be such that NX is closed, N^==M. Then Gx is closed
(by (15.1)), and M=N^(L)/L. It follows that TT maps ^(V^N)^) onto (V/G)((^,
and then one easily sees that n{a) is a union T^U. .. UT^ of strata of V/G.

Let I denote the ideal in CIV^N] vanishing on CT, and let J denote the ideal
in C[V/G] vanishing on TIU. . .UT, . . Then X^ preserves TT'J, n is finite (being a
normalization), and I is prime. Arguing as in (8.2) one sees that X^ preserves I.
Thus XL preserves the strata of V^N, i.e. XLCX-^^/N).

Let ^V-^Cl^ be a minimal orbit map, and consider X as an element of
3£(Z=^(V)). Then (2) and (3) show that there is an AeXCV)0 such that X'=X—^A
vanishes on ^(V^. Below we show that

(15.3) x'E^W+nz^z).
Since XeX(V/G) was arbitrary, it follows that I(Z^) annihilates ^(Z^XW.
Now C[Z] and the C[Z]-modules X(Z) and ^3£(V)0 can be graded (as in § 3) such
that I(Z(Q)) consists of elements of strictly positive degree. An induction on degree
then shows that ^(ZV^XCV)0^^}, i.e. shows that (V, G) has the lifting property.

Letj\, ...,J^ be co-ordinates on C^, and set degj^==^==degj^, z= i , . . . ,^.
By (i), C[j^, . . .,j^]^C[Z], and (8.3) shows that I(Z(L)) has a homogeneous generator
/eC[j^, . . .,J^]. Our vector field X' vanishes on Z(L), hence/divides the coefficients
of X', and it suffices to establish (15.3) for X'^/B/Bj,, i=i, . . . , r f .

n

Let ^i, . . ., ^ be co-ordinates on V, and set B=^(S ^ B/B^e^X^)0. Then

B=S^.a/a^.. Let By.=(a//a^.)a/a^-(a//a^)a/a^, i^z, j^rf. Since each B,,
annihilates/, each By is in X(Z) by (3.5), (5.8), and (6.14). One easily computes that

lB+S^,B,,=(d.g/)/^.

This establishes (15.3) and the proposition. •

Remark (15.4). — Let V, G, etc. be as above. Then calculating X(Z) is tantamount
to calculating the relations of the partial derivatives <//^. Hence knowing generators
of 3£(V)6 (hence X(Z)) allows one to calculate these relations. Conversely, in any
particular case, a knowledge of these relations would be a great aid in establishing the
lifting property for (V, G). However, in most cases we found it difficult to say anything
about X(Z) solely by contemplating the <//^.

Example (15.5). — Let (V, G)== (2^1, CJ== entry III.2. We use (15.2) to
show that (V, G) has the lifting property: By GIT, the invariants of C^ acting on any
number of copies of<p^ are generated by " skew products " of pairs of copies of 91, i.e. by
the invariants corresponding to Q^ ̂  61 + 92 = ̂ 2 Pic ^(91 + 9i) • Recall that the
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i-subprincipal isotropy class of (V, G) is (L=C^), where we may choose L to be the
standardly embedded copy of C[ in C^ (see III . i ) . Thus

(^(CJ^NC^CO/CO^^,^.!).

Clearly then skew products of copies of (91, CJ restrict to skew products of copies of
(Pi^C^i). It follows that X(yLf=re^X(\r)G. Counting shows that C^]0 is a
regular ring, and (13.1) and (10.7) show that (V1', N) has the lifting property. The
hypotheses of (15.2) are satisfied, so (V, G)==(2^(pi, CJ has the lifting property.

We develop two techniques for proving that rings of invariants C[V]0 are regular.
One method assumes that we know C^V^ where L and N are as in (15.2); the other
method relies on knowledge of the invariants of slice representations. The following
proposition contains the essence of our first method.

Proposition (15.6). — Let V be a representation space of G. Let (L) be a i-subprincipal
isotropy class of (V, G), and let rf=dimV/G. Assume that

(1) (L) is the unique subprincipal isotropy class of (V, G).
(2) There are forms p^ ....^eC^]6 whose restrictions p[, ...,^ to V1' are a

minimal generating set of resLC^V]0.
(3) The relations of p[, ...,j^ are generated by a polynomial f{y^, ...,j^), where

f{Pi -> - - ' 3 Pd) ls homogeneous of degree e.
(4) UV^)0 is generated by a form /^ where degf^>_e.

Then C[V]0 is a regular ring with generators j^, ...,j^, and f^ is a constant multiple of
APi. ...,A).

Proof. — If h=f(p^, .. .3^)4=0, then/L must be a constant multiple of h by (3)
and (4), and the proposition follows easily. Suppose that A=o. Then

C[V/G]^C[^,...,j;^]/(/)

where y is a generator corresponding to/^- Since the p[ are a minimal generating
set of res^C^]0, / contains no constant or linear terms, and it follows that V/G is
singular along the set y^==. . .==j^=o. But ( i) implies that V/G is non-singular off
the zero set of y, and we have a contradiction. •

Establishing (15.6.2) is much easier if we know that resLC^Vj^Cly1^:

Proposition (15.7). — Let V be a representation space of G, let (L) be a i-subprincipal
isotropy class of (V, G), and let S denote the closure of (V/G)(L) in V/G. Assume that ^V^)0

is a principal ideal. Then the following are equivalent'.

(1 ) S is normal.
(2) resLCfVj^CtV1-]^.
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(3) If (M) is the isotropy class of a codimension two stratum of V/G and LC M, then

(i) (G/M^N^M/M, and
(ii) resLCCV^CTOT^

w&r^ (V^, M) 2j ̂  .y/z^ representation of M.

Pro(/. — Lemma (15.1) implies the equivalence of ( i) and (2). Since V/G is
Gohen-Macaulay ([35]) and l^V^)0 is principal, 2 is Cohen-Macaulay ([17], p. 52;
[71], p. IV-19). Thus S is normal if and only if it is non-singular in codimension
one ([17], p. 74; [71], p. IV-44). Let S' denote the points of 2 not lying on (V/G)(^)
or on a codimension two stratum of V/G, and let TT : V^N^L) —^S denote the canonical
map. If (3) holds, then lemma (11.1) shows that n induces a complex analytic
isomorphism of7T - l(S—S /) with S—2'. Since V^N^L) is normal, S—S' and hence
S are non-singular in codimension one. It follows that S is normal, i.e. ( i) holds.

Suppose that (2) holds. Just as in the proof of (11.3.2) one can show that (3!)
holds and that

(GxMV^N^x^W.
Using the HST one can then see that (2) also implies (3ii). •

Remarks (15.8). — Let V, G, and L be as above.
(1) Suppose that (L) is the unique i-subprincipal isotropy class of (V, G). Then

proposition (15.7) remains true if one replaces condition (3!) by the requirement that
(V^, M) has a unique i-subprincipal isotropy class generated by L. The proof is
the same.

(2) In § 17 the examples of non-normal codimension one strata are all of the following
type: The group G is simple and connected, and (L)=(A^) and ^M='Lx'L/)={A^xA\)
are the isotropy classes of the unique codimension one and codimension two strata, respect-
ively. The associated slice representations are (291+6, A^) and (291+29^+6, A^xA^).
Note that MCN^(L). It turns out that

(G/M^N^/MuN^L^/M

where neNo(M) and ^LTZ^L'. Thus hypothesis (3!!) of (15.7) holds while (y) fails.
In the simple situation above one can characterize reSLC[V]°: Let /eC^V1']^1 .̂

If /eresLC^V]0, then /l^eC^]^^. Conversely, suppose that /[vMeC^]^^.
Then there is a well-defined polynomial function/on V^V^ which equals / on V1'
and equals fon on V1'. A slight modification of the proof of lemma (11.1) shows
that/ has local G-invariant holomorphic extensions along V^. It follows that the
holomorphic function h on (V/G)(^) corresponding to / extends to S—S', where
2;=^((V/G)^)) and S' has codimension^ 2 in S. As in the proof of (15.7), S is
Gohen-Macaulay, and (10.3) and (10.4) then show that h extends to a holomorphic
function on S, hence to a holomorphic function on V/G. It follows that feres^C^^.
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The following result allows us to prove estimates like (15.6.4):

Proposition (15.9). — Let V^, . . ., V^, and V be representation spaces of G. Let V
denote Vi + • • • +Vn, fe^ L 6^ a subgroup of G, <^rf let E ^%o^ ̂  ̂ yW of

resL: Map(V,V')a-->Map(VL, (V^)^.

T^

(1) E has generators (as a CIV]6'-module) which are simultaneously homogeneous in each V,.
(2) If^L is generated by a single element a and if Vi^Vg as ^-representations^ then a is

homogeneous of the same degree in V^ and Vg.
(3) Suppose that (V\, G) has generically closed orbits and has a principal isotropy group H

containing L. Let V denote Vg +.. . +Vn ff^ ̂  ^ ̂  tne minimal degree (in \) of a non-zero
element o/'Map(V, V')11 which vanishes on V1'. Suppose that a is a non-zero element of E which
is homogeneous in V, say of degree a. Then a^_ e.

Proof. — Parts (i) and (2) are quite easy, and one can see that (3) holds by
considering the restrictions of a to sets of the form {^jJxV, v^eV^. •

The next two lemmas are the basis of another method of showing that represen-
tations are coregular.

Let R be a commutative ring with identity, A an R-module. If V^R, then R.
(resp. Ay) will denote the localization of R (resp. A) at /. Suppose that V is a complex
vector space, Z a complex affine variety, and feC[Z]. Then C[Z]y^C[Z.] and
Map(Z, V).^Map(Zp V) where Z .̂ denotes the points ofZ at which f does not vanish.

Lemma (15. lo). — Let V, Vi, and Vg be representation spaces ofG. Let H be a principal
isotropy group of (V, G). Assume that (V, G) has generically closed orbits, and let f be a non-zero
element of^C[V]° vanishing on the non-principal orbits. Then restriction induces an isomorphism

Map(V+Vi, V^° ̂  MapC^+Vi, V^)^,

where f denotes f restricted to V11.

Proof. — Consider the natural map

^ Gx^TO^.

Our hypotheses imply that GV^=Vy. Thus T] is onto. By (5.5.4)3 Y) is one-to-one.
Since the domain space and range space of T] are smooth, T] is a complex analytic
isomorphism ([8i], p. 106), hence an algebraic isomorphism ([70]), and the lemma
follows easily. •

Lemma (15. n). — Let B be a finitely generated domain over C, and let A be a subalgebra
generated by non-zero elements /^, ...,/^eB. Suppose that A^=B^, A^==B^, and that
dimB==rf. Then A==B.
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Proof. — Clearly dim A==dimA^=dim \==d, so A is a regular ring. Let
6eB. Then b==a^f^=a^ for some a^a^eA and z'JeZ+, and fia^=f[a^ Since
/i and/a are primes in A, f^ divides ^ in A. Hence be A. •

Example (15.12). — Let (V, G)=(AC^ 0(n, C)) where i<k<^n. Using the
fact that CCC1]0^ is generated by ^+...+^ we prove that C^]0 is generated
by inner products. Now a principal isotropy group of (C^ 0{n, C)) is a standardly
embedded 0(7z—i,C), and applying (15.10) we see that

CEVJ^C^C^x^-i)^^^-1)]0^0^0^-1'^

where /==^+. . . +^ generates the invariants on the first copy of C^ and/7 denotes
the restriction of / to (C^-^^Ci1. Let y^ ...,^ denote typical points in the
copies of C"""1, and let x^, . . ., ̂  denote co-ordinate functions on the copies of C1. By
induction we may assume that the invariants of C[(A—I)Cn- l]o(w-l 'c) are generated by
inner products. Then the invariants x^+y^, 2<t<^j<^k, and the invariants x,x^
^i^J^ generate R-CE^+^-i)^^^-1)]0^0)^^-1'0). At points where

/'==^ does not vanish, we see that x,x^ ==(^^)(^^.)/^, so the x^+jy,'^ and x^
generate R^/. These latter invariants are the restrictions of inner product invariants
of AC", so inner products generate C[V]^. Inverting a generator of the invariants
on a second copy of C" gives a similar result, and then (15.11) shows that inner products
generate C^]0.

We conclude our preliminaries with the following exercise in GIT.

Lemma (15.13). — Let m, yzeZ4-, 7^3, m>_n—2. Then C [mC" + A2 C^]so(n) c)

has a generating set consisting of

(1) elements of C^C^0^ and CfA2^?0^.
(2) elements of degree <_ 2 in the C^ variables.
(3) invariants obtained by wedging copies of A^^C") in S^^wCy) with the copy

of A^C^S^A2^), i^zxf^^l.
L 2 J

Proof. — Let / be a generator of C^^+A2^]80^. We may suppose that
/is homogeneous in both the C^ and A2^ variables. Polarizing/we obtain a multilinear
invariant/'(^, . .., co^, (Og, . . .) which is symmetric in the 2-forms co,. It suffices to
determine/' on decomposable forms, so we replace each <x^ by y^y^ where thej^.
are elements of new copies of C". We thus obtain a multilinear invariant
f{x^, . . .,j^i,j^, .. .,j^, . . . ) which is symmetric in i and, for any fixed i, skew inj.

By GIT,/is a sum of terms which are either products of inner products of the ^
andjy, or such products multiplied by a determinant of n of the ^ and jy. First
suppose that / contains a term h of the form

AQ det(j^i, j^, . . .,J/,i,J,2^(r+i)i5 ̂  • • • ? a^r-iK.^r+^-ao)
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where r^o, ho is a product of inner products, and the o^ are x^s orjy.'s. Averaging h

over the symmetries of the .̂, i<_i<_r+i, we obtain —I— times the expression
2r+2 A

A-/?o det(^,^,j^, . .., o^_2,_i)(j^.ao)-. ..

-Ao det(j^, ...,^,2^+1)^°^ • •Q^r+Di ' ao ) ,

which by the Second Main Theorem for S0[n, C) equals

Ao(det(^ii,j/i2, . . .,^(,+1)1,^,4.1)2, ocg, 03, . . .)(ai.ao)+. . .

+det(j/n^i2. • • •^(r+i)i^ a!. • • • ? ^^r^^r+^Kan-ar-i-ao)).

(The expression is zero if n==2r-{-1.) Continuing inductively we can change all terms
containing determinants to expressions divisible by terms corresponding to generators
of type (i) or (3).

Suppose that/ contains a term h of the form h^y^-x^) where ho is a product of
inner products. Then h^. ̂ ) is of the form h^. ̂ ) (j^ ̂ 21) • • . (^r-i)2 -^i) (^2 • ̂  •
Averaging over the symmetries of thejy, i^Xr, we obtain an expression divisible
by a term corresponding to a generator of type (2). Similarly, terms involving no inner
products between the ^ and j .̂ can be transformed to expressions divisible by terms
corresponding to generators of type (i) .

We have transformed/to a multilinear form/^, where/^ is a sum of expressions
each of which is divisible by a term corresponding to a generator of type (i), (2), or (3).
Averaging/^ over the symmetries of all thejy we recover/, and it follows that/itself is
in the ideal of the generators of type (i), (2), or (3). This establishes the proposition. •

16. Normal Codimension One Strata*

In table VI appear representations with S3 strata. Included are most of the
orthogonal representations of the simple Lie groups for which lifting is still in doubt
(missing are 11.23 and IV. 27). In this section we establish coregularity and the lifting
property for the representations in table VI which have normal codimension one strata.
All remaining cases are handled in § 17.

First some preliminaries on notation: Let V be a representation space of G. The
properties of (V, G) we are interested in only depend upon the image of G in GL(V),
and we will often find it convenient to replace (V, G) by a representation (V, G) such
that V^_V_and Im(G->GL(V))=Im(G-^GL(V)). In such a case we write
(V,G)-(V,G). For example, (C4, S0(4, C)) -(<pi®^, A.xAQ.

In the cases to be considered, (V, G) is orthogonal, hence there are natural
isomorphisms S*(V) ^S*(V) ̂ C[V]. We will frequently identify C[V] with S^V)
and exhibit generators of C[V]0 as elements of S^V)0. Our calculations of S*(V)°
will require knowledge of the irreducible factors of tensor products of certain represen-
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tations of G. The results we will need are in ([20], Supplement), [44], or follow from
the techniques in [45].

Suppose that V=Vi+. . . +Vm ls a direct sum of representation spaces of G.
We say that a form /eC^V]6 has degree (^, . . ., a^) if/is homogeneous of degree a,
in V,, i == i, . . ., m. We call a^ +. . . + a^ the total degree (or also just degree) of/.
We will confuse X(V)° with Map(V, V)° and with the elements of C[V+V*]°
linear in V. We define the degree (resp. total degree) of an element of Map (V, V)°
or X(V)0 to be the degree (resp. total degree) of the corresponding element of
C[Vi + .. . +V^+Vi' + . . . +V^]0 (providing this degree is defined).

Suppose that V^ and Vj are copies of the same representation of G for some i
a.nd j (we allow i=j). Then there is a sequence of G-equivariant linear maps:

X(V) °̂t Map(V, V,) -̂ > Map(V, V,) -^ Map(V, V).

If (V, G) is orthogonal and /eC^V]0, then this sequence of maps applied to grad/
gives rise to elements of Map(V, V,)0 and Map(V, V)^. We call these elements
generalized gradients of/

We now remark on the contents and construction of table VI: Each entry is a
representation (V, G)==(V(<p), G) with a unique (except in VI.21) i-subprincipal
isotropy class (L=Ai). We use N to denote a finite cover ofNo(L)/L, and we list its
canonical representation on V1'. We list the maximal proper slice representations
of (V, G), i.e. those slice representations (V^, G^) such that no isotropy classes lie strictly
between (G^) and (G). Clearly every proper slice representation of (V, G) is a slice
representation of some (V^, GJ. We indicate the entry numbers of the (V,,G^);
trivial factors are omitted. Chasing down these slice representations one easily sees
that (L) is the unique subprincipal isotropy class of (V, G) (except in VI. 21). The
(Vi, G^) can be determined using tables I-V and the following observation: Suppose
that W=Wi+Wg is a direct sum of representation spaces of the compact Lie groupe K.
Then the slice representation at (z^i, w^) is a slice representation of the slice representa-
tions at (^, o) and (o,z^)$ ^eWi, z^eWg.

In each case Gis connected and (V, G) is orthogonal, so ^V^)0 has a homogeneous
generator/L, and deg/^ is even. We list a lower bound for deg/^. In VI. 22 we
know deg/L==2, and the other estimates are obtained using (15.9). For example,
suppose that (V, G)==( 91+3935 B3). Since (393,83) contains no principal orbits
of (V, G),/L must be positively homogeneous in cp^. From (15.9) we see that deg/L>6
(hence deg/^^8), where deg/^G is the estimate for the slice representation
(9i+3?2+3?3. 03).

Only entries i, 2, 4, 5, and 6 of table VI are not slice representations of other
entries, so by (7.1) it suffices to verify (13.8) in these cases. Using (15.7) one sees
that the representations which do not have VI. 22 as slice representation have normal
codimension one strata. In particular, VI. i, VI. 2, VI. 4, and VI. 6 have normal
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codimension one strata, and these are the four cases we handle in this section. We
apply proposition (15.2). Note that we may assume hypothesis (15.2.3) by our general
induction scheme, and (15.2.2) reduces to

( 1 6 . 1 ) ^(v^N^esLXW+^VT

since the codimension one stratum of (V, G) is normal. Thus we need only verify
(15.2.1) (coregularity) and (16.1).

EntryVI.2.— (V, G)={^,+^ 64), (V1-, N)= (491+92 ®^ B^xAO. By GIT,
the A^-invariants of (pa0 Pi have degree two generators which transform by (91+61, Bg),
and the relations are generated by the equality x2^^ where x is a generator ofC[6J
and r2 is the square of the radius function of 91(62). We quotient by the action of A;
to obtain a Bg-equivariant orbit map

4?i + 920 ̂  -^ (4?i + 9i + 61) == ^.

The invariants of ^ are generated by inner products x,'x^ i<^<J<5, by a deter-
minant rfg, and by x. The relations are generated by

(16.2) d^==det{x,'x^

Pulling back these generators to C^V^ amounts to adding the relation x2 ==x^ •^5.
Thus GIV^ has 16 generators and the degree 12 relation (16.2). By (15.6), (V, G)
is coregular. The elements of C [491 + 94]B4 restricting to x and the x . ' x ^ are obvious,
and the invariant which is the contraction of A4 91 ̂ ^491) with

A4 9,0= 8^94) ̂ 9,+9,+6,

restricts to a multiple of d^.
We verify (16.1) in two parts, corresponding to the splitting

^(V^^E-Map^, ̂ (^^(F-MapC^, 49^).

By GIT, Map(92®9;, 92®9^A1 has degree two generators (as a C [93 (8)9;] ̂ -module)
which transform by (9a®92, B2)^(9l+6l+A29l, Ba). Thus there is an embedding

E-^E==Map(49l+9l+6^,9l+6l+A29l)B 2 .

The determinant in Map(49^, 91) a2^ E pulls back to a generalized gradient of ^.
Lemma (15.13) shows that we may choose all other generators of E to have degree o
with respect to one of the first four copies of 91. Thus the corresponding elements
of E can be considered as elements of copies of X(39l+92®9;)N. By II. 18 these
elements are in res^Y)6. Hence E c res^V)0.

Note that F embeds in F== Map (49i+9i+ 61, 491)^. As above, all generators
of F which do not involve all of the first four copies of9i pull back to elements of F which
lie in res^^V)6. The only problems are the four determinants in Map(49i, ̂ ^ ^ F.
Now all elements of C^J^^C^C5]^5'^ are 0(5, C)-invariant, while the vector
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fields Xi, . . . , X4 corresponding to the determinants transform by the determinant
representation of 0(5, C). Thus these vector fields act trivially on C^C5]80^.
By (9.3),

^S0(5, C) (4^ ) = ^Ad S0(5, C) (4^5),

so the X, are projections to F of elements of X^NO^)^ Thus each X, belongs to
^(VT+E. Hence (16.1) holds, and (V, G) has the lifting property.

Entry VI. 6

(V,G)=(3^+2y3,D4),
^^^(scp^^+s^yi^AiXA^xAn.

The invariants of (39i®cp^ A^xAQ -(sC4, S0(4, C)) are generated by inner products
^•^., ^<i<j<_^ and (2cpi®cpi', AiXA^') has generators we denote by y ^ ' y ^
l<_k<_f<_2. Quotienting by the action of A^' we obtain an Ai X A^-equivariant
orbit map

39,®cp^+(29l®9n->39l(x)^+^+63)=(Vo,AlXAO.

Letj/ denote a typical point in the copy of <p2. Now Ad(Ai X A^) ̂  A2^ ® <p^) ̂  <p2 -(- (<p^)2,
so for each m and % with i <^m<n<_^ we obtain a copy of <p2 (typical point denoted ̂ J
in the tensor product of the corresponding copies of <pi®9^. Hence we obtain invariants
^mu^^nY of C^AiXAQ, and by lemma (15.13) the invariants of (Vo.A^xAQ
are generated by the x , ' x ^ y^-y^ a^, and y ' y . Pulling back to CIV^ we lose
y -y as a generator {y ' y == {y^ .̂ ) (^ -^2) — (^i -^a)2) > so C [V1-]N has 12 generators. The
Second Main Theorem for SO (3, C) shows that
(16.3) det (^, ^3, x^) {y'y)== det {y, x^, x^) {x^ -y)

+det(^,j/, x^){x^'y)+det{x^ x^,y){x^y).

Re-expressing (16.3) in terms of our generators above, we see that the left hand side
of (16.3) is a multiple of det(^-^) det(y^) and that the right hand side is quadratic
in the a^. In particular, the relation is non-trivial and of degree 10. By (15.6),
(V, G) is coregular. The elements of C^cpi^^^]04 restricting to the x^x^ and y^
are obvious, while the a^ are obtained by restricting the contractions of the 3 copies
of A^cS^i) with A^^A^cS^a). The verification of (16. i) proceeds by
the same type of argument used for VI. 2, so (V, G) has the lifting property.

EntryVl^.— (V, G)=(3^, BJ, (V1-, N)=(3<p,®^, B^AO^I®?!', C^xAQ.
By GIT, C^®^]^ has degree 2 generators which transform by {Qe+SW2^ AQ.
We denote the invariants corresponding to Og by x^x,, i^^J^S? and we denote
typical points in the 3 copies of ((p^)2 by j^, i<^:<3. Then CIV^ is generated by
the determinant d^ of the^, the inner products y^-y^ i^^^S? and the x,-^.
GIT for SO (3, C) gives us the relation
(16.4) ^==det(y^),
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and GIT for Cg indicates that the relations of C^^02 have a generator of degree 6.
This latter relation must be A^-invariant, so we obtain a relation

(16.5) ^-/^-w^)

where a === o or i. We show below that a == i. Then substituting the right hand side
of (16.5) for flfg in (16.4) yields a relation whose right hand side is cubic in the (j^'j^)
and whose left hand side is at most quadratic in the y^'y^ Thus this relation is non-
trivial. Since its degree is 12, (15.6) shows that (V, G) is coregular. Using the fact
that S2((p4(B4)) ̂  yi+Pi+Qi? one easily exhibits generators of C[V]0 which restrict
to our generators of CIV^.

By carefully looking at the degree 6 relation among the generators of C^V1']02,
one could show that a =h o. The following demonstration is more in the spirit of this
paper: Suppose that <2==o. Since degj^^is, the x ^ ' x ^ J^-J^, and d^ lift to unique
homogeneous elements a^, p^, and Sg of C^V]^ Equation (16.5) lifts to the relation

/((x^., p^)=o. Let A==8^—det((S^). If/^ ls a multiple of A, then

C[V]^C[a,,^,Se]/(/),

and i f /L 1 8 not a multiple of A, then C[V]0^ C[oCy, (B^, 86,/J/(/, A). In either
case, V/G—{^VG(°)} has singularities. But, ignoring trivial factors, all proper slice
representations of (V, G) are slice representations of VI. n, and VI. n is a slice
representation of VI. 6. We have shown that VI. 6 is coregular, hence VI .11 is
coregular and V/G—{^VG(°)} ls smooth. We have a contradiction. Thus a=i
and C^V]0 is the regular ring described above.

We now turn to the proof of (16. i): Note that X^V11)^ is isomorphic to 3 copies
of E'==Map(39^®9^, q^®^)02^1. As above, E' has generators of degree <^6. Using
(15.9) and the estimates of deg/L "i table VI, one shows that res^ : ̂ (V)0 -> ̂ V^
has zero kernel in degree < 6. Hence to establish (16.1) it would suffice to show that
E' and E==Map(3(p4, 94)B4 have the same number of generators of degree <_6. How-
ever, there is a 5 (resp. 6)-dimensional space of invariants of degree (i, i, i, i) in E
(resp. E'). We must show that E'/resLE lies in the image of -^(V^ :

Let L^ be another copy of A^. The standard embedding

SU(2) x SU(2) c S0(4) x S0(4) c S0(8) c S0(g)

lifts to an embedding of SU(2)xSU(s) in Spin(9). Complexifying we obtain an
embedding of M=LxLi into 64 such that the image of L^ in N lies in Cg and is a
principal isotropy group of (29^, Cg). Now N3 (M)/M^O(4, C), and we have a
commutative diagram

E ̂  E'^^/^C^C4)^4^
/f

,/reSr

E'
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where the image of res^ is 0(4, C)-invariant. Thus the determinant X"eE" is not
in ImresM. Now X" corresponds to an element of ^sc^c^S^)80^ and using
(11.2) or (15.13) one can see that X" has a pre-image X' in E'c^pC^)^ Then
X' generates E'/resLE in degree (i, i, i, i). In degrees (2, 2, i, i) (or (2, i, 2, i), etc.)
one finds that E' has dimension 17, E has dimension 163 and hence (A^-A^X' (or
(.^•^)X', etc.) generates E'/res^E. In degree (3 ,1 ,1 ,1 ) (or (1 ,3 ,1 ,1) , etc.) the
respective dimensions are n and 10, and (^•A;i)X' (or (x^-x^X\ etc.) generates
the cokernel. For degrees (3, 2, o, i), etc. we already know res^ is surjective. Thus
(16.1) holds, and (V, G) has the lifting property.

Entry VI. i:

(V,G) =(3<Pi+<P4+?5, D^),
(V1-, N)=(39,+9,®9;+9300^, DsXAQ.

We found it difficult to compute (^[V^ using techniques similar to those used above.
Instead we used the method of example (15.12) (inductively) to compute C^V]6.
While writing [67] we discovered that, paradoxically, it is not difficult to apply our
usual method to the "larger" representation (591+95, Dg) which has (V+6,G) as
a slice representation. We omit the details of either computation.

To describe the generators ofC^]0 we need to note the following identities for
representations of DQ:

S^+S^^A^+scpi; ^^Qi+A^i+A2^.

The generators of (^[V^ are then the 6 inner product invariants in (39^3 Dg), the
invariant in <p4®95, the contraction of the two copies of 9^ in S2^^^2^, the contrac-
tions of the 3 original copies of<pi with the 2 copies in S^+S2^, and the contractions
of the 3 copies of A2^ in S^cpi) with the copy in 94^95. One can show that/^ is
indeed of degree 14, as estimated in table VI.

We need to note the following: The restriction map from p== (94+95, Dg) to
PL::=(9209l/+930(P^ DeXAQ induces a map from p®p to p1-®?1'. By examining
the action ofNe(L) and its normalizer on 9^, 94, and 95 one can see that

(16.6) ^^S^ projects onto each irreducible factor of S2(92®9^) ̂  91+9!® (902.
(16.7) 9lcS294 projects onto 9^ c S^gO^).
(16.8) A2^^A3^ projects onto each irreducible factor of A2(92®9^)^9^®(9^)2+92.

The analogues of (16.6), (16.7), and (16.8) hold for the components ofS^g and A2 95.
Also
(16.9) (92(x)?^93^?^ DsXAO^A^^^+A^^^+e,, DsXAQ,
(16.10) A4 9^9495^9^®^ projects onto A2^®^)2, A^, and O^,

and
(16.11) A2^^ 92^ 94®95 projects onto A^ and (9i)2.
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Now Map^^V^ is isomorphic to 3 copies of E^Map^, 9^ plus
F^MapCV^ 92^9^ plus F3=Map(VL, 93^9^. We first show that E <= res^V)0:
Since

C^^^+Ps0^]^

has degree 2 generators which transform by (sq^+A^+O^, Da), we obtain an
embedding

E->E=Map(39l+(29^+A29l+el). (Pl)D3•

By IV. 21, generators of E which do not involve all of the first 3 copies of 91 pull back
to elements of E which are in res^^V)0. By lemma (15.13), the only generators
we need worry about are the determinant invariant a of the 6 copies of 91 and the
invariant (B corresponding to the wedge product of A2 91 with the first 3 copies of 91
and the last copy of 91. Now

(16.12) ((A^D^, DsXAO^+A^^y+A2^, D,XA[),

and under res^ the element of Map (391 ̂ -A^, 91)D5 obtained by wedging the copies
of 9i and A^i restricts to the element in Map{^+Q^+A^^®^[)2+A2^, 9l)D3><Ai

obtained by wedging the copies of 91 and A2 91. Using (16.10) and the isomorphism
A69l(D5)^A49l(D5) one can then see that (Beresi^V)^ Similarly, using (16.6)
and (16.7) one can see that aeres^^V)0. Hence E c res^^V)0.

Taking A^-invariants again, we obtain an embedding

F2+F3->Map(39l+(29l+A29l+el),2A29l+28l+A39l+29l)D3.

The techniques used in the proof of lemma (15.13) show that the latter module has
generators ofdegree^4 with respect to the first 3 copies of 91, but it is difficult to pass
from just this information to a proof that res^ is surjective. Our approach will be to
find the D3-invariants and then find the A^-invariants of these, rather than the reverse:

Let pg == (391 + 920 9^ + ?3® ?I + 920 ?^ Da X AQ. Then Fg is isomorphic to the
invariants of p3 which are of degree i in the last factor. We reduce the calculation
of the invariants of p3 to GIT by the following device: Since 91 ̂  A2 92 ̂  A2 93, the
degree 2 generators of the A^-invariants of 92® 9^ or 93® 9^' transform by 91. Now
dimV(92®9^)/Al'=5, and C^^']03^' =C since CM^C. It follows
that the image of V(92®9^)/A^ in 9^ is the zero set of the square of the radius function.
Let Mi, Mg, M3 represent copies of Ai, and let Xi, Xg, ^3, respectively, denote their
basic 2-dimensional representations. Our argument above shows that the invariants
^ P3=(y30xl+92(x)^+y3(g)x3+92(x)9^+?3(x)<P];+92(x)9L DS X A[ X Mi x M^ X M3) corres-
pond in a one-to-one manner to the invariants of p3 restricted to the zero set of the
squares of the radius functions of the first 3 copies of 91. Thus it suffices to calculate
the invariants of p^.

By GIT, the invariants of (p^, D^) are generated by the contractions of copies
of 92 with 93 ==92 and by copies of 6i^ A4 9g and 61^ A4 93 in S4 (the copies of 92 and 93
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in pg). Relative to the action ofM^, M^, and Mg these generators span a representation
consisting of one copy of X^Xg+X^^+^^a P^8 several copies of 61, Xi, X^, and ^3.
Quotienting by the action of Mi we obtain generators of the (Da xM^)-invariants.
Since we have ignored relations, our generating set is not minimal. However, the
following simple observation weeds out the spurious generators: If an element of, say,
degree (2, i, 2, i, o, o) is a generator of the (DgXM^)-invariants, then symmetry arguments
force there to be associated generators of degrees (2, 2, i, o, i, o), (2, i, o, i, 2, o), etc.
Thus we may throw away a generator if any of its associated generators does not
appear. After weeding out spurious generators, we divide by the action of Mg and
exploit symmetries to prune any new superfluous generators. Finally, we find the
M3-invariants and prune again. A similar calculation finds the Da-invariants of
pg = 39^ -\- 9^® 9^ 4- 93® 9^ 4- (pg® 9^. As a result one finds that

C[3?l+92®^+93(^^+(92®^+93®90]D3

has the following types of generators which are of degree^ i in the last two factors:

(i) Contractions of copies of A^c S^q^) with copies of A^ccp^cpg^A^i+Br
(ii) Contractions of copies of (pi with copies of A2 93 ̂ 91 or A2 93^91.
(iii) Contractions of 9^ and (pJ^cpl+cpJ^A^^S^q)!) with copies of 9!= 8^3

and cp| == S2 cpg.
(iv) 61 c copies of 93^ 93.
(v) Inner product invariants of copies of 91.

The Dg-invariants of type (v) are A^-invariant, but the types (i) through (iv) are
A^-invariant or transform by ((9i')2, A^). We leave it to the reader to show that
Afinvariant elements of type (iii) are in res^^V)0; the analogous fact for types other
than (iii) follows from IV. 21.

It remains to show that the A^-invariants formed by taking contractions and
determinant invariants of copies of (9^)2 of types (i) through (iv) are all in res^^V)0.
We can immediately eliminate several cases: We know that the (Da xA^') -invariants
have generators of degree ̂ 4 in the 3 copies of 91, and generators ofdegree^2 in the
copies of 91 are in res^^V)0 by IV. 21. Thus, for example, we need not consider
the contraction of two copies of (9^)2 of type (iii) or of two copies of (9^)2 of type (iv).
We are only concerned with invariants of degree exactly i with respect to the last copy
of 92®9^+?3®9L so? f01" example, contractions of representations (9^)2 of type (ii)
need not be considered. We give two examples and some remarks on how to handle
the remaining contractions and determinant invariants.

Let (TI and Og be copies of (9^)2 of type (i). We show that their contraction is
in res^^V)6 : If 91=91(03) or 91(05), we indicate copies of A^i lying in S2(39l)
by A^i. It follows from (16.12) that the restriction

res^: A^D^AA^D^A^D^A^D^
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has image the representations A^AA4^®^)2^^)2 and A^AA^. Using (16.9)
and (16.10) we then see that by wedging a copy of A^j/Dg) with A6^^ 94950 94(^95,
we obtain a copy of A8^ which restricts onto the copies of (9^ and A2 <^A A2 9^ in
A2^® (93® 9^0 93® 9^). The copy of {^)2 is of type (i). Thus the contraction a of ^
and (Tg differs from restricting the contraction of the corresponding copies of A8^ by
a contraction of representations of the form A^AA2^. Using the formula for the
inner product of two 4-forms, one can see that a contraction of such representations
is a sum of products of lower degree invariants. Thus a lies in res^V)0, modulo
generators of lower degree.

Let (73 be a copy of (9^ of type (iv). We show that the determinant invariant
det(o-i, (7g, 03) is in res^Y)6 : Note that, in general, there is a non-zero 0(n, C)-
equivariant map:

(16.13) AkCn®AkCn -> Cn®Ak~lCn®Ak~lCn®Cn -> C^C" -> A2^,
I<^^^————— l y

where the second arrow is contraction of the two copies ofA^"1^. Applying (16.13)
to the copies of A8 9^ corresponding to a^ and Og we obtain a copy p of A2 9^ which restricts
onto the copy (T^A^ of (9^ in (^crg and also onto a representation T^ which results
from applying (16.13) to representations of the form A^AA2^. It is easy to see that
TI is a sum of products of invariants and copies ofA2^ occurring in lower degree. Then
contracting p with the copy of A2 ̂ C^^® 95 corresponding to 03 (see (16.11)) we
obtain an element of ^(V)0 which restricts onto the contraction of c^AGg and
(73(===det(G^, (jg, (73)), modulo generators of lower degree.

Along with the copy of A^^A2^ associated to ^ there is also a copy of A4 9,
obtained by wedging the appropriate copies ofA^^Dg) and A2^C 94®9s. Similarly,
to every copy of ((p^)2 of types (ii) through (iv) there are associated copies of A2 9^ and
A^i. In the examples above we obtained our desired results using only the associated
copies of A^. In some cases one also has to apply (16.13) to (or contract) the
associated copies of A4 9^.

The techniques we have mentioned are sufficient to establish that
F2+F3CresLX(V)G.

Thus (V, G) has the lifting property.

17. Non-normal Codimension One Strata.

The remaining cases are (49^+93, 04), (295,65), and (9i+295,De). Since
the second representation is a slice representation of the third, we need only consider
the first and third cases. Our techniques in § 16 are sufficient to treat the case of
(491+933 04); we need different methods for (91+295, De). As before, we employ
proposition (15.2) and we may assume that (15.2.3) holds.
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Entry VI. 5 .— (V, G)== (491+93, DJ, (V1-, N)= (49^+91®^, A^xA^' xAH.
Let ^4 and x^x^ i^i2, 7^4 denote the determinant and inner product invariants
of (49i®q^, AiXAQ^(4C4, SO (4, C)), and let (B denote the usual generator of the
invariants of (?i®9^, AiXA^'). Then CIV^ has generators the x,'x^ d^ and (B
with the relation

^=det(^.).

From the standard embedding SO (4, C)c SO (8, C) we obtain an embedding
M = Spin(4, C) c Spin(8, C) = G,

and (V^ N^(M)/M)^(4C4, 0(4, C)).

It follows that res^C[V]0 is generated by the x^-x^ Since (B generates the ideal
in CIV^ vanishing on V^ res^lV]6 is contained in the subalgebra of CIV^
generated by the x ^ ' x ^ (B, and a =(^4. Now the representation A4^ of 04 is
not irreducible, in fact A^^yj+p^- Then contracting cpjc A4^ s S4(49l) with
^J^S^cpg) we obtain an invariant in CIV]6 whose restriction to V1' is a non-zero
multiple of a. (Note that remark (15.8) also shows that aeiesLCjV]0.) Thus
res^C^]0 is generated by the x ^ - x ^ y a, and (B, and there is a degree 12 relation
(17.1) (^—(^det^-^^o.

By (15-6), (V, G) is coregular.
Let Xea^Vy,

and let X denote the projection of X to Map^^ 49l®9^)Al><Al><Al ' . It is easy to see
that ifX is divisible by (3, then X lies in the res^CIV]0- module generated by generalized
gradients of elements of res^C^]0. If X is independent of 9i®y^, i.e. lies in the
image of ^y^^^^^C4)80^, then we may write X = X + + X _ where
X^. is the 0(4, C)-invariant part of X. Clearly X^elmres^. X_ must act trivially
on C^C4]^4^, hence trivially on the finite extension C [4C4]so(4'c). Thus we may
reduce to the case that X annihilates the x ^ ' X j .

Clearly X((B) is a multiple of a and (B, so modulo multiples ofgrad (B and a generalized
gradient of a we may further assume that X((B)==o. Then X(a)==o by (17.1), so
Xe^C^)^ We have established (15.2. i) and (15.2.2), and we may assume (15.2.3).
Thus (V, G) has the lifting property.

Our computations and the proof of proposition (15.2) also establish the following:

Lemma (17.2). — Let V, G, a, ?, etc. be as above.
(1) All elements of Map(4(p^9^+yl09l^ 4yl0yOAlxAlxAl which are homo-

geneous of degree >_2 in Yl®9l/ lie in the C[oc, ^'module generated by the elements of
res^Map(49i+?35 4PI)04 which are of degree ̂ 2 in 93.

(2) The C[V]°'-module 3£(V/G) is generated by the elements of

a;(V)G-Map(49l4-<p3,4?l+y3)D4
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which are of degree <2 in the copies of 93. In particular, the image of Map (491+93, 4.^)°*
in X(V/G) is generated (as a C[a, ^-module) by elements of degree <_2 in 93. •

We now consider the

Final Case. — (V, G)==(295+9i, Dg). We need some notation: Let Mi, M^,
Mg, .. . denote copies of Ai, and let X^, X^, Xg, . . . denote their corresponding basic
representations. Let M denote M^xMgXM^, let M denote M^xMgXM^, and let
£3 denote the symmetric group on 3 letters. We identify M with a principal isotropy
group of (295, De) (see IV. 26). The universal cover of NQ (M) is isomorphic to the
semi-direct product (MxM)xiS3 where 23 permutes indices in the usual way, and

(17-3) (9i (D6) ,MxM)^Xi®Xi+X2®X2+X3®X3.

From example (13.6) we see that

(l7.4) (95(D6) ,MxM)^Xi®X2®X3+Xi®X2®X3+X3®X2®X3+Xi®X2®X3,

and the decomposition of9g is obtained by interchanging \ and \ in (17.4), z=i , 2, 3.
Let X denote X^^Xg®^. Let po (resp. p_i) denote the trivial (resp. non-trivial) one-
dimensional representation of £3, and let pg denote the irreducible two-dimensional
representation. We denote the element of 23 interchanging i and j by cry.

The isotropy class of the (unique) codimension one stratum of V/G is (L=M^),
and (V^ No(M3)/M3)^(Vi, Gi)=(293®X3+9i, 04X1^3). Via an outer automor-
phism, (493+91? 04)^(491+93, 04), the case we just considered. Now (MgXM^)
is the isotropy class of a codimension 2 stratum, and we obtain an associated represen-
tation (V2,G2)=(2X+Xi®Xi, (MxMi)x]{id,(7a3}).

We now construct a diagram relating the C^]01 and associated representations:
It follows from lemma (15.10) that the invariants of (V, G) restrict injectively into
those of (29^+91, NQ(M))^(2X+Xi®Xi+Xa®X2+X3®X3, (MxM))^). Quotienting
by the action of M we obtain an injection ^ : CIV]6-^ CITT^ where

(U,N)=(2X+S1+S2+S3,MXS3).

Each ^ is a copy of C with co-ordinate (3^, £3 acts on the ^ by permuting indices, and
I^Pi+t^+Ps is the restriction of the square of the radius function of (91, Dg). Simi-
larly, the invariants of (V^, G^) restrict injectively into those of

(s^^^'^+^^ND/MiXM^xMg),

and quotienting by the action of M^ x Mg we obtain an injection ^ : C^Vi]01 -> C^^]^
where (U^, Ni)=(2X+Si+^a? Mxi{id, cr^}). In the same manner, there is an injection
^CIV^^CrUa]^ where (U^, N^^X+^i, Mx{id, ^3}). We have a com-
mutative diagram
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» ''' FTTTiNdyi8 —^ C[U]
i"1 1̂

('7.5) C[V^ -^ C![U^

; "a ; "2
^ ^

c[v^ -^ CLU,]^
where the 7^ and T^ are the obvious restriction maps. Restriction from C[VJ to C[VJ
does not carry all G^-invariants to Gg-invariants, so TT^ is only partially defined. Simi-
larly, Tig is only partially defined. We use (17.5) to determine C^V]0. First we need
to determine C^X^ and C^X]^

Lemma (17.6)

(1) C^X^ is a regular ring with generators 040, 03^, a^, ocga, 033, a^, and a^ where
degree ^=={iJ).

(2) C^X^ is generated by the ay and x^ x^ and x^ where

^1+^2+^3 ==05

and £3 acts on the x^ by permuting indices. The x^ have degree (2, 2) and satisfy the equations

x^—yx^—2t==o

where

s==^+xl+x2,), t^^+xl+xl).

(3) As C\2\Y-module,

c^x^c^xr^po+^+p-i)
where po has generator i; the copies of pg have generators x^y x^ and x[— 2^5 x^— 2s; and p_i has
generator

S = (^ - x^ (^3 - X^) {X^ - X^).

We give the proof of (17.6) below. Now the hypotheses of theorem (11.2) can
be verified for

resM : Map(2^ S^,)^ -> Map(2X, ^+^+^3)^

so res^ is surjective and there are invariants

(17.7) T^iPi+^2+^3

and

(17.8) s^x^+xl^+x2^
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in ^(CIVF). We thus have obtained elements s, t, o^., p, y, and 8 in ^(C^V]0). We
denote also by s, t, . . . the pre-images of these elements in C^V]0 and also their images
in any of the C^]01 or C^]^'. Note that cr^-invariant elements of C^X^ (e.g. x^
^2, etc.) have pre-images in C^J01 (also to be denoted ^3, x^, etc.). With these
conventions one computes that

C1?^) S+W+^X^=={XQ—X^{XQ—X^^ on U

§+•^+^1^2?=° on U^ and V^.

The following shows that the oc^., p, y, and 8 generate res^Cty]0.

Lemma (17.10). — Let ^eClVJ01 and suppose that n^a is defined, i.e. a restricts to
an element of C^V^2. Then aeC[^, (B, y. 8]-

Proof. — First suppose that n^[a)==o. Now

C[VJ^ c C^ + yi]04 ̂  C[49, + ̂

and the generator a of degree ( i , i , i , i , 2 ) o f t h e latter ring corresponds to an element
of C^]61 whose image in C^]^ is of the form ((Bi—Pa)^, where o+AeC^X]^
^b=—b, and degree b =(2, 2). The space of such b's is one-dimensional (generated

by ^1—^2), and since -f+-x^ has image -(Pi—^2) (^1—^2) in C^]^, the functions a

and T+-X^ are multiples of each other. Then our analyses of C^cpi+93]01 and

C^X^ show that CCVJ01 is generated over C[ay, p, y] by i, x^ and ^J—2J. Now
the ideal in C^]04 vanishing on Vg is principal with a degree 12 generator (see (17.1)).
But then
( 1 7 . 1 1 ) y2_ps

must also generate the ideal since it projects to the non-zero function —{^—x^)2^^
on Ui and projects to zero on Ug. Thus the kernel of Tig is generated over C[a,., (B, y]
by Y2-^

(17 .12 ) T8-3^Y-2^2--^3(T2--P8)

and

(17.13) 82-^(BY-3^8=^(T2--PY).

where the above equations hold on Ui. Hence 71:3 {a) ==o implies that aeC[^, (B, y, 8].
In general, we may reduce to the case where a is homogeneous in each irreducible

factor of V^. Then (^a07^)^) is of the form p^& where meZ^ and ieC^X]^. If
m ===o, then b is (T^ and (733 invariant, i.e. fieC^X]1^ and aeC[ay]. Now C^X]^
is generated over C[ay] by i, ^, and x^—2s. For w^i, Pm-lY (resp. ^"^-^.yjB))
restricts to ^x^ (resp. ^{x^—2s)) on Ug. Thus we may reduce to the case n^a')==o,
and our proof of the lemma is complete. •
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Let/L be a form generating ^V^)0. Applying (15.9) to the sequence of slice
representations

(295+91, De) -> (61+295, Bg) -> (64+(9i+9a)+(?3+94), AJ

-> (67+91+292^2)

we see that deg/L>24 in 295, and similarly deg/^6 in 9^. Let a (resp. b) denote
the left (resp. right) hand side of (17.9). Then a{^a){^d)==.b^b)[a^b) and
expanding we see that

(17.14) h == 83 - 3^ 82- 3^y2 8-6^y8+2^y3+9^PT2+ i2st^^+^t2^

equals —s 2 Pi Pa Pa on U. Hence Ae^V^)6, and deg/^degA. It is easy to show
that (L) is the unique subprincipal isotropy class of (V, G), and then (15.6) shows
that C^V]0 is the regular ring C[ay, ?, y, 8].

Using the methods of [45] one can obtain the following identities for De-represen-
tations: S2 95^9^+92. S3 95^9J+9295 +95. and S^ ̂  + 9^2 + 92 + 9J + 94+61. By
counting one sees (as one must) that C^s]06 has generators corresponding to the oc,..
Now S292=924-944-924-6l, so y is obtained by contracting the copy of

9^ c 92® 92 c S2 95® S2 95 with 92 c S2 9^.

The multiples of y by a2^ and y^ are of degree (4, 4, 2), so S4 95® 8^5 must contain
at least two copies of 92. But 94®94, 9J®9J, and 929J®9292 contain copies of 92,
so there is a third generator of degree (4, 4, 2) corresponding to 8.

We now establish (15.2.2): Let XeX^Vi)01 (i.e. XeX^)61 and X preserves
^(GIXD)- Clearly X maps (B to a multiple of |3, y? ̂ d 8. Let gradg denote projection
of gradients of elements of C^i]61^ €[293®^ 9l]D4XM3 onto the 9^ factor. Then
modifying X by multiples ofgrad (B, gradg y, and gradg 8 we obtain X' such that X'((B) =o.
Suppose that X annihilated the o^. Then X' also annihilates the a,., hence annihilates
the finite extension C^X^ of C^Xj^Cl^], and from (17.9) we obtain the relation

X'(8)+^X'(Y)=o.

Since 71:3(̂ 3) is not defined (i.e. ^3 does not restrict to an element of C^g]02) while
7T3(X'(8)) and ^(X^y)) are defined, we must have that ^(X^y^o. Thus X'(y) is
a TCi(C[Vj) ̂ multiple of the expressions in (17.11), (17.12), and (17.13). Now by
restricting to (Vg, Gg) one can see that (gradaY)(Y)=48, (grad2Y)(p)=4y, and clearly

grad (B applied to (B, y, and 8 is multiplication by 4. Then A== ^-(y grad ? —(3 grad^y)
annihilates C[oCy, p], and A{^)==^—^S={ij .11). Similarly, 4

- ̂ A = I- (8 grad (3 - (3 gradg 8)
4

and ^JA = gjA + ]- (8 gradg y — y gradg 8)
4

7^3
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map Y into the expressions in (17.12) and (17.13)3 respectively. Thus modulo multiples
of A, ^A, and x^A we can arrange that X'eX^Vi)01. Hence to establish (15.2.2)
it suffices to be able to reduce to the case that X annihilates the ay This last reduction
requires the following preliminaries.

Let YeX(V)°. Then Y gives rise to a C[V]°-valued derivation on C^cpg]06.
Let aeC^q^]06, and let ^((s^^^yi). The exterior derivative of a evaluated at y,
da(v)^ is M-invariant, so the contraction ofY(y) and da(v) only depends on the M-invariant
part ofY(^). Thus Y gives rise to Y'e Map (29^+91, 2cpM)NG(M) such that

Y /(res(^))=res{Y(<z)),

where res denotes restriction to 29^+9^. Quotienting by the action of M on 9^ we
obtain an element 7](Y)eMap(U, 2\)^ such that

7](Y)(^))=^(Y(^)), ^C[a,].

Similarly we obtain 731: X(Vi)01 -> Map(Ui, 2^)^ such that

^x(Y)(^)) = WW, YeX^)^ aeC[^.

There is a commutative diagram

W —1-^ Map(U, 2\f

(17-'s) ^ ^

^(Vi)01 -̂  Map(Ui, 2\f1

where p^ and p[ are induced by restriction.
Let A denote the C[jB, y]-submodule of Map(U332X)Nl generated by elements

of the form

(17.16) A+cr^A+piB+jB^B; A^e^X)^

We show that AC ^^(^(Vi)01): It follows from IV. i that the D4-invariant vector fields
on (293^X3, D4XM3) restrict onto the (M^xMg) XI {id, cr^-invariant vector fields
on (2X5 N1). Hence, averaging over M^, we find that X(293®X3)D4><M3 restricts onto
^^X)^. Thus the elements of the form A+cr^gA in (17.16) are in Im 7]r Similarly,
by " averaging" the result in (17.2.1) (with some care) one sees that Im r\^ contains
terms piB+pgO^B where the coefficient B of pi is an arbitrary element of ^(sX)^
Thus ACIm Y]r

Let AQ denote the elements of Im ̂  which act trivially on C^X]^ hence also
trivially on C^X]^ By "averaging" the results in (17.2.2) one can see that
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I m ^ C A + A o . Let ^ denote the elements of A which map C[2\]^ = C[^] into
CK-, P,Y,8], and let Q) denote (A'o^^V)0) +AQ. If XeX^V^, then y

7]i(X)e^+Ao.

Hence proving that Q^CQ is sufficient to establish (15.2.2).
To prove that Q^ C Q we will need to deal with several ^-modules. We will

denote elements of such modules by subscripted capital Roman letters A_^ B^, Gi,
Dg, E3, etc. A subscript ofo (resp. — i) indicates elements transforming by po (resp. p_i).
An element denoted Ci will indicate that there are also Gg and €3 such that
GI + Cg + €3 = o and that £3 acts on the G, by permuting indices. The analogous
convention applies to elements Dg, E3, etc.

For now we assume

Lemma (17.17) . — Let A^ Ag, A^XW^ transform by pa. Then for z^o,

B^^^A.+^^A.e^o^^CV)0).

Now let Xe^. To prove that Xe^ we may clearly reduce to the case that
X has fixed total degree of homogeneity with respect to pi and (Bg, say m. If m==o
then Xe^X)^ and X preserves C^X]^ In ̂ ^ we may decompose X as Y+Z
where Y is the ^-invariant part of X. By IV. 26, Ye^. Since Z must act trivially
on COX]^ ZeAo, hence Xe^.

Suppose m^i. Then X=^A+^-^+.. ., and 7r,(X(^))=p^A(^)
is invariant under (723. Thus A=Ao+Bi+G where Ce^(2X)M. Now

^-'(PiC+P.^^eAo, rAoe^

and lemma (17.17) implies that ^-'(^Bi +^)e2. Thus X has the same coeffi-
cient of (B^ as an element of Q. If m = i, then it follows that Xe^. If w = 2, then
modulo elements obviously in Q) we may reduce to the case that

X=p2A,+^B3+Y2C3+P(Pl-P,)D_l+Y(^-P2)E_^,

and, as above, X has the same coefficient of ^ as an element Ye^. Moreover Y has
the form (B2Fo+ P(W+W)+P(PiH+iB^i2H) where HeX^X)^ Comparing
coefficients of (B^, p^g, and p| one sees that

(17.18) X-Y=-(^-^)2^^C3-2(^-^)p^E_i.

But -(^-^'Pi^Gs^P^PiG.+^^C^+^PiG.+^Ga)

-2Y(^PiC,+^p,C2)e^.

To handle the other term in (17.18) we assume for now
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Lemma (17.19). — Let E^e^X)^ Then

E_i=B+(^A2-^Ai)

where Be^sX)^

Now (^-^)PiP2(^Aa-^Ai)=8(piAi+p2A2)-y(^^Ai+^P2Aa)e^.

Thus Xe^ if ^2.
Finally, suppose that m^g. Then we may write X^^Y+pZ where Y, ZeA.

Computations as above show that multiplication by Y 2 —^ maps A into Q. Thus
we may reduce to the case Y==o, i.e. we may assume X=[BZ. Let ^eC[aJ. Then
X{a)=^Z{a)==^b) where ^C^]^ and ^eT^CCV]0). Thus T^((B&) il defined,
and since [B does not vanish identically on Vg, TT:^) must also be defined. By (17.10),
^^(GIV]0)? ^d it follows that Ze^. By induction on TTZ, Ze^, hence Xe^.
Our proof of (15.2.2) is complete. We may assume (15.2.3), so (V, G) has the lifting
property.

Proof of (17.6). — Note that (2X, M^-^C4®^, S0(4, C) x M^. GIT shows
that COC4®^]80^^ has generators o^ (of degree (i, i)) and a^ (the determinant,
degree =(2, 2)) which are M3-invariant, and 3 generators each of degrees (2, o), (o, 2),
and (i, i) which transform by (XJ, M^). Let ̂ , j^, and j^ denote typical points in
these 3 copies of XJ. We obtain generators of C^X^ from the inner products and
determinant of the y^ with the relation

(17.20) det^.j^j^^det^,).

Thus C^^ has one generator in degrees (4. o), (3, i), (i, i), (3, 3), (i, 3), and (o, 4),
and it has 3 generators in degree (2, 2). We may assume that the generators transform
by representations of 1:3 (lemma (8.1)), so the generators in degrees ( z , j )+ (2 ,2 )
transform by po or p_i . Repeating the calculation above with 80(4, C) replaced by
°(4? C)= image of (MiXM^x^id, CT^}, we obtain the same set of generators, except
that a^ drops out. Thus we have the advertised generator a,, for (z,j)=|=(2, 2). Let
a^ be the determinant invariant of C^X]^'^ for z"4=j. The a^ span at least a copy
of pg, and then one can see that the C^X^ generators of degree (2, 2) transform by
P2+Po- Corresponding to po we obtain ^eC[2\]^, and the copy ofp2 must be spanned
by elements ^ as described in (17.6.2).

We now establish (17.6.3): Consider the copy T of pg spanned by the ^.. It is
well-known that C[r] is the free C[T] ̂ -module generated by

P = { l , X^X^X[—2S, X^—2S, £},

where C^]23 is generated by s and t. Thus C^X^ is generated over C^X? by P.
By Galois theory (see [46]), the total quotient field Q^ ofC^X^ has dimension 6 over
the total quotient field Q^ of C^X]^ Since any element of Qi can be written with
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denominator in C^X]^ Qi is generated over Q^ by P. Hence the elements of P
are linearly independent over Qa, hence over C^X]^ and we have established (17.6.3).

We now show that s and t are in C[^.] : The j^ and det^,^,^) are
(Tig-invariant, and checking degrees one sees that they all lie in C^.j+C^.]^. By
our construction of the ay (the method of proof of lemma (8.1)) one sees tha^t
(17.21) det(^,^,j;3)=^33+^3+^

where a is a non-zero constant and b, ceC^ do not involve 033. Similarly one
sees that the inner products j^ are ^-invariant, except perhaps for j^g and ^3-^3.
Both j^.j^ and ^3.^3 cannot be ^-invariant since C^X^ has only one generator in
degree (2, 2). Then from (17.20) we obtain a relation of the form
(17.22) dx^+ex^+fx^+g^o

where d, e,f,geC[^ are not all zero. If at 4=0, then comparing coefficients with
the equation ^—3^3—2^=0 and using (17.6.3) we see that s, teC[^. If ^=o,
then applying cr^ to (17.22) and subtracting the result from (17.22) we obtain

o = e{x2, - X2,) +f{x, - x,) = {x, - x,) (e(x, + x,) +/).

Then -^+/=o, and (17.6.3) shows that e==f=o. Thus all the coefficients of
(17.22) are zero, a contradiction. We have established (17.6.1), (17.6.2), and
(17.6.3). •

Proof of (17.17). — Define

G^Ai+^Ag+^Ag,

D= S (Pj-iB^)(^A,-^A,).
l^j<k^_3 J r /<; / \ j j fc k } 9

Then B- j^(D+(BG). Note that CeX(2X)Nc^(3£(V)G) and that DeMap(2X, p^X)^

where the copy of pg is spanned by (B,—(^, i<,j<k<_^ Thus it suffices to show
that the restriction

(17.23) Map(2<p5, (pl®^)0' -> Map(2X, (^D^^F)1'^ Map(2X, p^X)1^

is surjective. Now

(17.24) y^95=9!y5+yl?6
and

t1?-^) 9l096=9ly6+y5•
Restricting the terms in (17.25) to the subspaces fixed by M shows that

(17.26) ((^^^^^^(p^X.N).

Suppose that the composition

co: ^^^^^^(y^0?^^0^
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is not the zero map. Using theorem (11.2) one verifies that

res^ : Map(2<ps, cpiPe)06 -> Map(2X, ((piPe)^

is surjective, hence, since o)=)=o, the map in (17.23) is surjective. Surjectivity fails for

resM : Map(295, (p!®^)06 -> Map(2X, (cp^^T.

which explains our less than straightforward methods.
It remains to show that co4=o. Now the invariant y ^es m

^^P^S2^®^®^.

There is a generalized gradient A o f y lying in (920(P50<p!0?5)D<l c Map(295 + <Pi? 295)06

such that A(a^) is a non-zero multiple of y. Thus T](A)=|=O. But

?20 ?5 = 9a ?5 + ?1 ?6 + ?5 ?

so by (17.24) the vector field A lies in

Pa® ?50 9i?6 c Pa0 950 ??0 ?5 •

Hence if co is the zero map, then T](A)==O. Thus co+o, and our proof of (17.17)
is complete. •

Proofof (17.19). —As in the proof of (17.6), GIT tells us that ̂ (2^ has generators
of total degree <_8 as a C^X^-module. Let Ae^^ transform by p_i and have
degree ^8, and let a be one of the ay, dega==^6. If A(a)=(=o, then A (a) is
a non-zero multiple of s, hence i2^deg A (<?)=/'+^—2. Thus A(a)=o if y<8
or 77Z<6, and if A^X]^?^, then /'==8 and A(a33)==&s for some constant &4=o.

We construct such an A. Observe that
o + (grad x,) (^) == c + dx,, i = i, 2, 3

where c, rfeC[ay]. Using symmetry and the equation x^+x^ +x^==o we see that

(grad A:i) (^2) == (grad ^2) (^i) = — ̂ c + ̂ 3.

Thus

(17.27) (^gradA<2-A;2grad^)(^)=-^2+^l)+^-2^)+2^^^

By (17.6.3), the expression in (17.27) is not zero. Thus

A == ̂  grad ̂  — ̂  grad A:̂  ̂ (2^)^

Now A transforms by p_i, so A(^)==be for some ^4=0. Hence the C[2X]M-module
3£(2X)M/3£M(2X)M has a generating set which transforms only by po and pg. Using (17.6.3)
and the fact that p_ i® pa ̂  pa and that pa® Pa ̂  Po + Pa + p- 3, we then see that any E_ i
is a sum

B + sAo + (^Aa -^Ai) + (^ - 2^) Ca - ( |̂ - 2^) G^
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where BeXj^sX)^ But

£Ao=^Dg—^Di

where D, = 3 (^ — 2s)A^, z = i, 2, and

(^-2J)C2-(^~2J)Gi=^E2-x,E,

where E ,=—^G,+_S^q , z = = i , 2 . This completes our proof of (17.19) and the
o "

algebraic lifting theorem. •

Remark (17.28). — We say that (V, G) is cofree if C[V] is a free C^^module.
(Freeness, graded freeness, and flatness are all equivalent in this case; see [4], Gh. 2,
§ n, no. 4, Prop. 7.) In several of the cases we have considered, (V, G) is coregular
and codimZG(V)==dimV/G (e.g. apply (10.2) to (291+92? Cg)). These conditions
imply cofreeness:

Proposition (17.29). — Let p^ ...,^ be a minimal set of forms generating CIV]0.
Then the following are equivalent:

(1) (V, G) is cofree.
(2) (V, G) is coregular and codim Z^(V)=dim V/G.
(3) The p^ are a regular sequence in C[V],

Proof. — Let R denote C^V]0, let S denote C[V], and let RQ (resp. So) denote
the localization ofR (resp. S) at the ideal of functions vanishing at oeV. IfS is R-flat,
then So is R^-flat, and it follows that Ry is a regular local ring ([17], p. 94). Thus
R=C[j^, . . .,j&J is regular, and S being R-free implies that p^, .. ..^ is a regular
sequence in S=C[V]. By lemma (10.3), codim ZQ^V) == d == dim (^[V]0. Hence
(i ) implies (2) and (3). Lemma (10.3) shows that (2) implies (3). If (3) holds, then
there is a regular sequence p^ .. .,A^/d+i? • • ',fn ̂  C[V] consisting of forms ([34],
p. 1036) where 7z=dimV. It follows that C[V] is a free C[^, . . .,^,^+1, • • ',fn]'
module ([34], p. 1036), hence is a free module over C[j^, "^pd]=C[y]G. •

There is no doubt that (17.29) has been noticed before. Several authors have
referred to ([5], Ch. V, § 5, no. 5, Lemma 5) which states the equivalence of ( i ) and (3)
above, but it does not mention the more computable condition (2). In [68] we use
(17.29) to classify the cofree representations of the connected simple complex algebraic
groups.

Remark (17.30). — Let V be a representation space of the finite group G.
Ghevalley's theorem says that (V, G) is coregular if (and only if) G is generated by
generalized reflections (elements fixing a hyperplane ofV). Let L be a subprincipal
isotropy group of (V, G). If (V, G) is coregular, then the slice representation of L
is coregular, and it follows that L is i-subprincipal and is generated by generalized
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reflections. Conversely, one easily shows that every generalized reflection lies in some
i-subprincipal L. Hence Chevalley's theorem may be reformulated as: (V, G) is
coregular if and only if

(1) The slice representations of subprincipal isotropy groups are coregular.
(2) G is generated by the subprincipal isotropy groups.

It would be nice if conditions ( i ) and (2) guaranteed that (V, G) is coregular
for general reductive G. (Note that if (V, G) is orthogonal and satisfies (i) , then
(8.4.3) shows that the subprincipal isotropy groups are i-subprincipal.) We know
of no orthogonal representation which satisfies ( i) and (2) yet is not coregular. In the
non-orthogonal case, ( i) and (2) are not sufficient for coregularity. Examples are the
representations (491+92? A,) and (291+9^ Ay), r^2.
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